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Introdoctkm
In 1946, the Ontario govenunent, under the auspices ofthe Department o f Planning and 
DevelofHnent, passed the Conservation Authorities A ct Based largely on similar legislation 
enacted in the United States in the 1930s, the Conservation Authorities Act was intended to 
provide a solid legislative foundation upon ^ ^ c h  a comprehensive conservation strat^y  could 
be developed for Ontario's heavily-populated river basins in the postwar period. In keeping 
with the ambitious aims o f postwar reconstruction in general, the legislation itself was truly 
broad in scope, dealing equally (at least in theory) with issues pertaining to flood control, 
reforestation, woodlot numagement, undergrourrd water supplies, wildlife and recreatiotL At 
the heart o f the legislation was the conviction that effective conservation measures were 
desperately needed to reverse the ecological degradation that had swept th rou^ the province in 
the interwar period Such measures, it was thou^n, would be essential to the future welfare of 
the province and its citizens. Fueled by interwar memories of a province in decline, the 
Conservation Authorities Act, which would eventually give rise to thirty-ei^rt individual 
conservation authorities across the province, was a fundamental expression of the wartime 
assumption that a truly comprehensive conservation strategy was required for the successful 
rehabilitation of Ontario in the postwar era.
The passing of the Conservation Authorities Act was significant within the broader 
context o f Canadian enviromnental history, in that it marked a revival o f state-sponsored 
conservation in Canada. The original conservation movement, Miich had flourished not only 
in Ontario but also across Canada between the mid-1880s and 1914, fell into decline after 
World War 1 as a direct result o f the combined social, political and economic upheaval that
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paralyzed the nation throughout the interwar period. Virtually every aspect of state-sponsored 
conservation was drastically affected by die problems that faced the nation in the years leading 
up to World War n. In some cases, conservation measures disappeared altogether after being 
written-off by governments as lieing simply too cosdy for a nation already strained to the 
breaking point During the war, however, many amongst Ontario's educated ruling elite were 
quick to point out that the multiple crises o f die interwar period were in Act directly connected 
to the lack o f effective resource-management strategies. The decline of conservation after 
World War I, they argued, was one of the causes of the perceived decline of civilizatirm itself. 
This conservation-minded elite, a group vdiich formed the core of die postwar reconstruction 
I»ocess between 1939 and 1945, would ensure that conservatirm maintained a high profile 
within reconstruction discourse on bodi the provincial and the federal level.
The dominant presence of conservation within reconstruction discourse during and 
immediately following the war was indicative of the belief that conservation itself would play 
an important role in the “re-civilizing” o f Ontario in the postwar era.' Like its Progressive Era 
predecessor, the revitalized conservation movement was regarded as being a key to Ae (Aysical 
or material re-building of the (xovince. Conservation, it was thou^it, would counter the 
“extravagance and wastefulness” that had characterized Ae use of the province's natural 
resources in the interwar period.^ By advocating sustained-use conservation strategies loosely 
based on ecological principles popularized in the 1930s, conservatimiists promised to 
implement programs that would complement the fundamental physical province-builAng aims 
of postwar reconstruction. Conservation would go a long way towards building a province m 
which resources were used in an efficient and increasingly profitable way. Moreover, 
conservation measures - especially the implementation o f flood-control programs - would
Reproduced with permission o fthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Acilitate Ae much-needed development of Ontario's infrastructure Postwar planners 
guaranteed Ontarians that a compnebensive program of resource management would contribute 
to urban growA and industrial development, and Aus also to the overall fnosperity of Ae 
province in the postwar era.
However, as a fundamental project of re-civilization, the reconstruction process - and 
Aus conservation - was not restricted merely to the {Aysical rebuilding o f the province. In Act, 
postwar reconstruction was as much about the revival and preservation of traditional moral and 
cultural values as it was about Ae rehabilitation of the province's natural and material 
resources/ For Ontario's reconstructionists, the benefits o f conservation therefore went well 
beyond its merits as an indispensable tool for Ae physical rebuilding of the fnovince. Indeed, it 
was not just the resources o f the province that were in an “urAealAy state”* Echomgthe 
sentiments o f many of Canada's Progressive Era conservationists, Ae proponents of 
conservation in Ae postwar period argued that the citizens o f Ontario were also in need of 
rehabilitatiorL Nearly two decades of social, political and economic unrest, it was Aought, had 
had a detrimental impact on the collective moral character o f the people. As Harold Innis 
stated in a speech on conservation and reconstruction given to the Royal Society of Canada in 
1941, “the cultural heritage o f the Anglo-Saxon race [boA in Ontario and indeed across 
Canada] is endangered far more from within than from wiAouL”  ^ Though be recognized Ae 
fact that conservation would be vital to the material rebuilding of Ae country in the postwar 
era, Irmis neverAeless insisted that the primary “task of conservation” must be one “of 
culture.”®
The history of Ontario's conservation authorities provides an excellent avenue for 
exploring the conservation movement's postwar re-civilizing mission. Crmceived m 1941 at a
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conference held at the Ontario Agricultural College in GueliA, Ontario, the conservation 
authority idea was solidified in 1946 wiA the passing o f the Conservation Authorities A ct 
Fueled by Ae reconstruction paocess m general, the first conservation authorities came into 
existence that same year. By 1956, sixteen authorities had been created, wiA that number 
doublmg by 1966 In the mid-1970s, the last of a total o f thirty-eight conservation authorities 
was finally established. Throughout the postwar period Ontario's conservation authorities 
contributed greatly to the rehabiliAtion o f Ae province. The implemenAtion of extensive 
flood-control projects m many of Ae province's heavily populated watersheds was particularly 
significant and helped to foster urban and industrial growA throu^iout Ontario. Thou^ 
primarily concerned wiA the physical rebmlding of the province m the postwar era, the leaders 
of Ae conservation authority movement Ad not neglect Aeir moral province-building duties.
In keeping wiA the spirit of Harold Innis' speech noted above, the leaders saw their role as 
bemg irAerently cultural. The priority given to recreation within Ae conservation authority 
program, coupled wiA a Astinct desire to recreate an idealized rural aesthetic, was inAcative 
of Aeir commitment to Ae moral and cultural rehabiliAtion of Ae province m Ae postwar era.
To date only two fiill-lengA monogra^As have been devoted to the history of the 
conservation auAorities movement in Ontario. The first, A.R Richardson's Conservation bv 
Ae People: A History of the Conservation Movement in Ontario to 1970. was published in 
1974, and Ae second, Bruce Mitchell and Daniel Shrubsole's Ontario Conservation AuAorities: 
MvA and Reality, was published in 1992. As one might suspect, boA stuAes have strengths 
that can be bmlt upon and also shortcomings that need to be addressed.
A.H. Richardson's work is useful to historians o f the conservation movement in Ontario 
m that it provides an almost enAess supply of minute and personal details concerning Ae irmer
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workings o f the conservation authorities in the postwar era. His woric is nonetheless 
problematic, primarily because of his personal association wiA the development of the 
conservation authority program. Between 1946 and 1961, Richardson served as Ontario's Chief 
Conservation Engineer, and it was during his simultaneous tenure as the head of the 
Department of Planning and Development's Conservation Branch that the Conservation 
Authmities Act was passed and the conservation authority program developed. Under 
Richardson's leadership a total of twenty-seven conservation auAorities were created, and 
numerous dams, parks and conservation forests established. Richardstm received much praise 
throughout his career for Ae conservation work bemg done on Ontario's watersheds, while the 
conservation authorities themselves served as models for river-basm develofmient throu^mut 
the rest of Canada. The conservation authority program even attracted some international 
attention and acclamL Dr. Luna Leopold o f the United SAtes Geological Survey, for instance, 
hailed Ontario's conservation authorities as “one of the most advanced approaches to 
conservation anywhere.”’
Richardson, therefore, was obviously proud of his achievements - perhiq» justifiably so. 
However, this pride tends A dominate his h i^ y  partisan history of Ae conservation auAority 
movement m Ontario m the postwar era. He (ails, moreover, to fully acknowledge the 
influence that similar watershed i^encies m the United States had on the development o f Ae 
conservation authorities m Ontario. Richardson's work is further complicated by Ae conviction 
that the postwar development o f the conservation auAority program was fundamentally an 
expression o f “the will of the people.” T hou^ he recognizes that the Conservation Authorities 
Act represented the woA of a relatively small group of Ontario's “conservation faithful,” 
Richardson nevertheless argues throu^tout his book that the conservatism authorities
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themselves were a manifestation o f a grassroots environmental movement, one which 
motivated municipalities across Ontario to petition the provincial government for the creation 
of auAorities m Aeir watersheds/
Bruce Mitchell and Daniel Shrubsole effectively debunk this “grassroots” myA in Aeir 
work on Ontario’s conservation authorities Their stucty shows that, rather than soliciting input 
from the residents o f a particular watershed, the conservation authority structure actually 
served to limit Ae debate on conservaticm policy Far from representing the “bottom-up” 
approach that Richardson claims, Mitchell and Shrubsole show that the conservation 
auAorities were ruled from the top down The conservation authority program, therefore, was 
very much an expression of the political and ecorxwnic Ainking of Ontario's ruling elite 
However, even A o u ^  Aeir woric offers an effective critique of Richardson's study, Mitchell 
and Shrubsole limit their analysis primarily to the administrative structure of the conservation 
auAorities They demonstrate Ae impact that Ae American example had on Ae developxnent 
of conservation policy m postwar Ontario, but they do not explore the social or cultural aspects 
of the conservation authority program
What boA worics fail to do adequately is to situate the conservation authority program 
within Ae broader context of postwar reconstruction in Ontario. This, of course, may be 
understandable given the scope of such a task. It is, however, necessary to attempt just such a 
study if  a fuller - and perhaps more critical - account of the conservation movement itself is to 
be rendered. In limiting their stuAes to Airly narrow analyses of the conservation authority 
program, boA books fail to fully appreciate the resurgence of the conservation movement itself 
as an mtegral component of Ontario's postwar re-civilizing missicm. Using the existing 
historiography as a pomt of departure, this thesis attempts to broadmi the analysis o f the
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conservation authority program by consciously situating Ae resurgence of conservation m 
Ontario within the provincial government's plans for the postwar reconstruction o f the 
province. Usit% this approach it becomes evident that the history o f conservation itself is much 
more than a mere account of the way in which a particular society has used their natural 
resources. Viewed within Ae context o f postwar reconstruction, it becomes clear that 
conservation was fundamentally a moral force. Beyond striving to rehabilitate the province 
materially, Ae postwar conservation movement m Ontario sought to restore a moral order 
rooted m a distinctly conservative set o f social and cultural values.^
Though the ultimate focus o f the thesis is Ae resurgence of conservation m postwar 
Ontario, Ae first two chapters are devoted primarily to the broader context of postwar 
reconstruction, not just in Ontario in particular, but also in Canada m general. Chapter One 
focuses upon Ae collective sense of anxiety that was cultivated m Canada during the two and a 
half decades leading up to World War n. The overwhelmmg concern generated by the multiple 
social, political, economic and environmental crises of the mterwar period had a profound 
impact on Ae collective memory of an entire generation of Canadians, and would eventually 
serve as Ae basis of Ae postwar reconstruction process. Particular attention will be paid to the 
perceived fidl of nature in Canada m the 1930s. Indeed, the severe A ou^t, uncontrollable 
forest fires, and destructive floods that ravaged the nation m the mterwar period only served to 
reinforce the growing anxiety of many Canadians. The crisis m nature, m fact, served as a 
poignant mettqAor for the perceived collapse o f civilization m Canada between 1914 and 1939. 
This metaphor ultimately proved to be a pervasive cultural force m Canada, not only during the 
mterwar years, but also throughout World War II and beyond mto the postwar era.
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8Chapter Two builds on Ae ideas presented in the first chapter, and denumstrates how 
Ae anxiety generated in the interwar period literally fueled the reconstruction process m 
Canada between 1939 and 1945. Planning for the postwar period, m fact, began m earnest as 
early as December of 1939. Focusmg on mistakes that had been made in the wake of World 
War I, Canada's leaders were mtent on having a detailed program for reconstruction in place to 
ensure a smooA transition fiom wartime to peacetime (xmditions. Failure to do so, they feared, 
would be devastating for all Canadians. It was within this commet that conservation was 
rebom. Indeed, by 1945 a vast majority took it for granted that conservation would play a 
major role in Canada's stn%gle to “win the peace” once the war ended
Ontario was the first province in Canada to develop a comfnehensive conservation 
strategy in Ae postwar era. Chapter Three, Aerefore, explores the genesis o f the conservation 
auAority movement m Ontario within the context of reconstruction planning, and then traces 
its growA throughout Ae postwar period up to the early 1960s. O f particular importance was 
the influence that the American example had on the development of the conservation 
auAorities m Ontario throughout Ae postwar period The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy 
District (MWCD) m Ohio was fundamental m this respect Visits to the MWCD between 1948 
and 1957 helped to soliAfy Ae conservation authority program m the postwar period, 
especially vAere flood control and recreation were concerned Thou^i flood control would 
remain Ae core enterprise of Ae conservation authorities, recreation became increasingly 
important to the conservation authority program as the postwar era progressed Beyond helpmg 
to provide Ae province wiA the necessary infrastructure upon vhich prosperous and thriving 
communities could be built, conservationists were also mtent on constructing aesthetically 
pleasing green spaces m Wuch a predominantly urban, middle class population could escape
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from Ae confines of Ae city to seek solace m more “natural” surrounAngs. The ultimate goal 
was to create space where people could commune wiA nature, relax, and be revitalized.
Chapter Four focuses on Ae role that conservation played m Ae socio-cultural 
reconstruction of Ontario. Arguing that the conservation authorities were intimately engaged 
in Ae moral rehabiliAtion of the province m Ae postwar era, this chapter explores the way in 
which the conservative moral values o f Ontario's ruling elite were packaged Ity conservationists 
as cultural ideals. The landscape itself proves to be Ae key to understanding Ae moral agenda 
irAerent within Ae conservation authority program/® The carefully constructed pitysical 
landscape, m Act, ultimately {xovided a moral backdrop upon which particular social and 
cultural values could be reinforced. Thror%hout the postwar era, the conservation authorities 
promoted programs which actively sought to rehabiliAte an idealized agrarian landscape m Ae 
province. Authority publications, m turn, were full of romanticized images o f fiums and 
fanners. This landscape that conservatiomsts helped to sh^ie in the postwar era (whether it was 
an actual landscape or merely a Aetorical one) tells us much about the underlying social and 
cultural values which fueled Ae postwar conservation movement
The final chapter examines the role that women pAyed within the conservation 
movement m postwar Ontario. PeAaps not surprisingly, Ae role of women m conservation 
was h i^ y  conservative, restricted as it was by the traAtional notions of femininity and 
domesticity promoted by Ae province’s postwar planners. Assessing the impact of women on 
conservation between 1945 and 1961, however, is a Afficult task. Women were, m Act, 
largely peripheral to Ae postwar conservation movement, while groups representing Ae views 
o f women were practically non-existent Despite these problems, enough primary evidence 
exists to provide a rough mAcation of the rather traAtional role that women assumed m Ae
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conservation movement Though Ae voice of women was limited, they neverAeless helped to 
reassert Ae underlying socio-cultural agenda of postwar rectmstructioiL
By focusmg on the role o f conservation in the moral rehabiliAtion o f Ae province m Ae 
postwar era, the true scope of conservation’s re-civilizing mission becomes clear 
Conservation itself was not limited merely to issues such as flood control and forestry. It was 
also mtimately connected to Ae highly conservative aims of Ontario’s ruling elite. In the end, 
conservationisA were as concerned wiA Ae management of Ontario’s hunman resources as Aey 
were wiA the numagement of the (uovince’s luttural resources.
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Notes
‘ The similarities between the Progressive Era conservation movement and its remcamaticn in the context of 
postwar reconstruction are fascinating, and certainly deserve more attention than is given in this thesis. It is 
important to note, however, that in spite o f the similarities, there was at least one mqwrtant dMference. In the 
Progressive Eta (roughly 1896-1914), conservation was very much a part o f the ruliqg elite's cri>r/B»t?nûs>oiL To 
appropriate a fdirase used by Ramsay Cook, h was an attempt to create "a garden [Le. civilization] out of the 
wOdemess " In the postwar era, the role that conservation played was slightly diffiacnt Indeed, after the war, 
conservation played animerai role in the re-cfvi/iz»tg ofthe country. Ifnnidi ofthe dvffizing or nation-building 
mission in Canada poor to World War I had been devoted to ftnging a garden out o f the wildemess, then the 
resurgence o f the conservation movement in the postwar era can be seen as an attempt to rdiabilitate or reclaim that 
garden See Ramasy Coolf "Cmnada An Environment Wfthnut m History?* in Thatnpt ^  fjHues in North 
American Environmental Mstorv: Universitv o f Toronto Conference. April 25. 1998 (Toronto: n.p., 1998), 3. See 
also Code, *1492 and All That” Making a Garden Out oflAHldemess,* in rnnwiming CmnmA»- Oearfinyg in 
Rnvitomiieiifl Hiatory. ed. Chad Gaffidd and Pam Gaffidd (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1995), 62-80.
 ^AO (Archives o f Ontario) RG 49-123, "Brieft and Rqwrts ofthe Select Committee on Conservation,* fiom a 
brief presented by the Ontario Agricultural College, (1950), 1.
 ^In his seminal work on the histmy ofthe Progressive Era conservation movement in the United States, Samud 
Hays makes a similar distinction between the material and cultural aims of conservationists, suggesting that the 
movement was divided between “hard” and “soft" conservationists. Sa»» Sawid ****
Gosod of EfBdencv: The Progressive Conservation MovemenL 1890-1920 fCambtidne: Harvard University Press, 
1959). Others have made «wnilar observations. See firr example George Ahm^cr, Three Ideas o f Nature in 
Canada, 1893-1914," Joumd o f CatwHiim SmHie. 11/3 (August 1976), 21-36.
* Alan Coventry. Conservation and P o st-W a r  RdwhilHation: A Report Prepared bv the Gudph Conference on the 
Conservation o f the Natural Resources of Ontario (Toromo: n.p., 1942), 3.
' Harold Innis, T he Economic Aspect,* in R c ^  Society o f Canada, The Wise Use o f Our R*«wrces- Papers fiom 
the Joint Session o f Sections o f theJLoyal Society nf r«niiriy Mav 21.1941 (Ottawa: The Royal Society of Canada, 
1942), 14.
15.
 ^Cited in A.SX. Barnes, "The Story Behind Ontario's 38 Conservation Authorities,* Watersheds 5/1 and 2 (Spring 
and Summer 1970), 18. Barnes also notes that Donald WDiams, Chief of the United States Soil Conservation 
Service, praised the authorities as "an outstanding example o f oonmamity action for conservatiotL*
* See A.H. Richardson, Conservation bv the PeoT^ e: A History of the Conservation Movement in Ontario to 1970 
(Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1974).
’ There can be no doubt that Ontario's conservationists saw their role as inherently cultural or moral. In Act, the 
culturally conservative role that the conservationists staked out firr themselves in the moral rebuilding o f the 
province was consistent with the role that conservation in general has pbyed in North America since the turn of the 
century. As American environmental historian Carroll Pursell suggests, since the late nineteenth century, the 
conservation movement has been as much about the managetnem o f resources as it has been an "attempt to preserve 
values suitable to an older time." See Carroll Pursell, "Conservation, Environmentalism, and the Engirieers: The 
Progressive Era and the Recent Past," in Environmental « a o r v  r.ritic«l in Comparative Perspective, ed. 
Kendall E. Bailies (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1985), 184.
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As Denis Cosgrove has suggested, the cuhurally constructed landscape is very naicfa an "ideological concept” in 
that it "represents a in wliidi certain classes ofpeople have signified themselves and their world through their
imagined rdationship with nature 
Hdm, 1984), IS.
Croom
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Chapter 1
Cultivating Anxiety: The Decline of Civilization and The Fall of Nature in Canada, 1914-
1939
Introduction
In order to folly appreciate the overwhelming sense o f urgency that lay behind Canada’s 
postwar reconstruction efforts, and hence Ae conservation resurgence of the postwar period, it 
is first necessary to understand the anxiety Much helped to shape the attitudes o f an entire 
generation of Canadians. This chapter focuses on how the collective anxiety that set the tone 
for postwar reconstruction developed, and pays close attention to the role that the perceived fidl 
of nature had m this process. A full apfxeciation o f Ae problems that Canadians faced during 
this period is vital, since Ae immediate political and economic consequences o f Canada’s 
interwar era had lor%-term social and cultural implications.
Canada in Crisis
Between 1914 and 1939, Canada was a nation m crisis. Numbed by war and Avided by 
social, political and economic strife, Canadians suffered from a seemingly endless barrage of 
problems m the years leading up to World War U. The people of Canada, of course, had 
suffered Aeir share of hardships in the past, but there was something particularly tr%ic m the 
multiple crises of Ae interwar period - a sense that the world had been turned upside down, and 
that Ae very future of the nation was m jeopaitty. For many, Ae impact of the mterwar period 
was especially pronounced, given that the twentieA century had begun on a very positive note. 
In fact, m political and economic terms, Ae turn of the century was a veritable golden age in
13
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Canadian history. (Aving languished as “a sparsely peopled, poverty stricken colony” that had 
been “sidetracked in the march of development” throu^iout much of the 1870s and 1880s, 
Canada rode a wave of economic prosperity and incurable optimism out o f the nineteenA 
century and into the modem age.' During the so-called Progressive Era m Canada, which 
lasted from 1896 to 1913, cities grew at an impressive rate, while businesses and industry 
generally flourished. The sense o f progress that was generated during A is period was 
heightened by the perception that Western civilization was, at long last, taking a firm hold m 
Canada.^ Indeed, by 1914, as the imperial powers of Europe prepared their armies for war. 
Acre were very few amongst the ruling and middle classes who would have argued wiA the 
claim that Canada had taken significant strides to becoming a truly civilized nation.
At Ae heart of Ae optimism was a booming economy recently liberated from a  lengAy 
global recession. In Canada, as is m most Western nations, sustained economic growA 
rejuvenated domestic markets. Between 1896 and 1913, Canada’s resource-based industries 
boomed as Canadian businessmen rushed to fill the orders for wheat, timber, newsprint and 
minerals that came pouring m from the revitalized mdustrial economies o f Great Britain, the 
United States and western Europe. Secondary industries also benefited from the nation’s new­
found economic success, Aus contributing to an overwhelming sense o f prosperity that swept 
across tum-of-the-centuty Canada.
Sustained economic growA m Canada during the Progressive Era allowed Wilfrid 
Laurier s ruling Liberal Party to engage m an aggressive (vogram of nation builAng Under the 
auspices of the National Policy, the federal government invested enormous sums m projects 
aimed at creatmg Ae infrastructure required to fxomote industrial develtqxnent and economic 
growth. In particular, the rapid expansion o f Arming, fishing, lumbering and mining greatly
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increased the need for road transportation, railway construction and shipbuilding. The 
Canadian government was only too ha^ty to oblige the booming business sector. Beyond 
contributing public funds to facilitate the development o f privately-owned corporations, federal 
and provincial legislators were willing to overlook the creation of business monopolies, 
especially in the resource sector.^ Not surprisingly, investors from boA Canada and abroad 
scrambled to stake a claim m the resource-rich regions of the country wiA the hope of cashing 
m on Canada’s raw potential.*
The (xosperity of the Progressive Era also hardened the resolve o f Canada’s social 
reformers, a privileged elite o f primarily Anglo-Saxon descent whose social status was secured 
by sustained economic growA and political stability/ Concerned that (xosperity and 
unprecedented urban growA had led to moral decay, reform-minded CanaAans o f every stripe 
devised strategies aimed at eliminating the social ills affiictmg Canadian society ® Supporters 
of Ae Protestant-based Social Gospel movement, for example, stressed Ae importance of 
creating an ideal social environment m Canada as a means o f realizing the Kingdom of God on 
EarA.’ Other reformers, though perhaps less inclmed to couch Aeir nation building ambitions 
in religious terms, nevertheless pursued the goal of civilizing Canada wiA unabashed 
missionary zeal. As advocates o f social purity, Aese reformers constituted "a powerful if 
informal coalition for the moral regeneration of the state, civil society, the family, and the 
mAvidual.”® Invested wiA an overwhelming sense of moral duty to see Aeir plans A fruition, 
and guided by Ae vision of Canada as a virtuous nation, the rulmg class was more than willmg 
to devote money and energy to the improvement of Canadian society.®
Canada’s golden age, however, was short-lived, a Act which cut short the moral and 
material nation building {xograms undertaken during Ae Progressive Era. Though the
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twentieth centuiy had begun with a great deal of optimism for Canadians, at least for those of 
the middle and uRxer classes, the economic growth and sense of security enjoyed by Canada’s 
ruling elite quickly evaporated. Beginning with a recession which lasted from 1913 to 1915, 
and continuing through the social, political and economic ufriieaval of the interwar years, 
Canadians watched as the relative prosperity and stability o f the Progressive Era faded 
dramatically into misery and disorder.
One of die major factors that contributed to the rising anxiety in Canada in the wake of 
World War I was the apparent failure of Canadian capitalism. Long the cornerstone of 
Canada’s liberal democratic system, traditional laissez-frire economics simply failed to act in 
accordance with its own "natural" laws. Canadians watched helplessly as the economic 
stability of the Progressive Era unraveled in dramatic fashion between 1914 and 1939. The 
economy, i^ c h  since 1896 had demonstrated a healthy armual growth rate of 2.7 percent, 
experienced runaway inflation during World War In the absence of adequate economic 
planning on the part of both big business and govermnent across Canada, the estimated real 
GNP per capita droRied from $3,400 in 1916 to $2,600 in 1921, falling at an average armual 
rate of 4.9 percent ' Inflation, jn-oducing price increases far larger than the wage increments 
of most Canadians, broke as recession returned in 1920.
These economic difficulties were mamhed by growing labour unrest, a fact which was 
reflected in the simultaneous increase in union membership across Canada during this period. 
The war years, in fact saw union ranks swell from 143,200 in 1915 to 378,000 by 1919 As 
one might suspect labour radicalism also escalated. Strikes and riots ensued as woriters across 
the country rose up in protest against dismal economic conditions. 1919 proved to be the most 
prolific year in terms of strike activity in Canada as “3.5 million woridng days were lost in 459
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strikes” nationwide.'^ The most famous strike o f 1919 was the Winnipeg General Strike, in 
which 300,000 workers participated. The strike, wiuch began on May 18, did not end until a 
month later after the leaders were arrested and imprisoned for what was then the very new 
crime o f "seditious conspiracy." The new law, passed only days before the leaders of the 
Winnipeg General Strike were arrested, soon became a provision of the Canadian Criminal 
Code frequently called upon to combat the threat of labour radicalism that had been gaining 
strength in Canada sirx% the end o f the war. '*
Despite the new legislation, or perhxqrs in response to it, the most vehement supporters 
o f Canada’s political left were drawn to the promise of communism. Founded clandestinely in 
1921 in a bam near Guelph, Ontario, the Communist Party of Canada sought to address the 
p li^ t of the nation’s working c l a s s .T h is  generated a great deal o f concern throughout the 
country, even amongst those sympathetic to the workers’ cause. Though the actual number of 
active Communist Party members remained quite small, there nevertheless existed a fear in the 
minds of Canada’s political leaders that communism itself posed a distinct threat to the 
nation’s domestic security. Most politicians, viewing the rise o f communism with a mix of 
disgust and fear, adamantly opposed the formation of the Com m unist Party in Canada, 
characterizing the upstart political ideology as a “dangerous doctrine ta u ^  by dangerous 
meiL” In turn, communist supporters were to be regarded as “enemies of the State [who] poison 
and pollute the air.” '^
A short but dramatic economic recovery in the mid-1920s offered a brief respite to 
Canada’s beleaguered economy and to its nervous politicians and business leaders However, 
the heady promise of the roaring twenties was shattered by the stock market crash o f 1929 and 
by the decade of defvession and d ro u ^ t \riiich followed. Of all western industrial nations.
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only the United States would suffer a worse economic fate during the depression which held 
much of the worid in its grip throu^rout the 1930s. Canada’s Great Depression, which lasted 
until 1939, was die worst economic crisis that Canada had ejqierienced since 1873.'' In sharp 
contrast to the brief economic recovery of the mid-1920s, industrial production decreased by 
one-third between 1929 and 1932, while at the same time the GNP fell by two-fifths as imports 
decreased in volume by about 55 percent and exports by roughly 25 percent'^ In 1930,11 
percent of Canada’s potential workforce was without worir. By 1933 the number had climbed 
to an estimated 23 percent^ This group, reduced to “helpless want” through unemployment, 
and disillusioned with the system that had essentially cast them off  ^presented a distinct threat 
to the status quo. Marginalized by poverty and hunger, Canada’s unemployed constituted a 
“society within a society that reproached and strained the wfaole.”^'
The overwhelming sense of frustration and disillusionment spariced protest nationwide 
during the Depression. At its height, the mounting impatience incited a group o f young 
unemployed relief camp workers from British Columbia to march to Ottawa with a list of 
demands.^ The On-to-Ottawa Trekkers, as they became known, were immediately branded as 
communists and thus regarded as dangerous. In June 1935,1,000 men set out from Vancouver 
“riding boxcars and scavenging food and shelter in hospitable towns along the way Their
original numbers grew as they picked iq) another 2,000 supporters en route. Anxious to halt 
the Trekkers before they arrived in Ottawa, prime minister R.B. Bermett ordered the Mounted 
Police to stop the protesters in Regina. The interruption of the On-to-Ottawa Trek “was at first 
peaceful, even conciliatory On July 1, however, the situation turned decidedly violent 
Acting under the auspices of the Seditious Conspiracy Act, Bennett ordered the leaders of the
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movement arrested. What followed was a four-hour long battle in which approximately eighty 
men were injured, and one man was killed.
Despite the dramatic impact that the radical left had on Canada’s ruling elite, it was the 
formation of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) in 1932 that posed the most 
serious political opposition and hence warranted the greatest concern. T hou^ the government 
had been able to suppress radicalism by arrestii% militant labour leaders and seizing the 
property of suspected Bolsheviks, they were not able to prevent the formation of a populist 
political party which sought to represent the interests of Canada's underprivileged. In 1933, 
with J.S. Woodsworth, a former clergyman and longtime pacifist at its helm, the CCF held its 
first convention in Regina at which the party’s (HOgram, otherwise known as the Regina 
Manifesto, was adopted. The conclusion of the Nfanifesto summed up the overriding aims of 
the new party by boldly proclaiming that “no CCF government will rest content until it has 
eradicated capitalism and put into operation [a] full program of socialized planning”^  The 
rise of the CCF, which was regarded by the ruling elite as a party based on a fundamental 
“class hatred,” was extremely worrisome to the leaders of the old guard political parties/^
Both the Liberals and the Conservatives were quick to blame the growing popularity of 
Woodsworth and the CCF on the economic problems of the nation The oven^iielming 
prevalence of “want and the fear of want,” they maintained, which was widespread during the 
Depression, had added to a growing working class consciousness in Canada.^ ^
The CCF, however, was not the only non-traditional party that arose to challenge the 
political ascendancy o f Canada’s ruling class. Nor were the political attacks confined to the 
left alone. In fact, despite the alarm that had been raised over the threat of socialism, the most 
successful of the populist parties were actually representative o f the o]qx>site end o f the
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political spectrum.^ The United Fanners, for example, formed governments in Ontario (1919), 
Alberta (1921), and Manitoba (1922)/^ (The Ontario government lasted for one term, but the 
others were much more successful.) In Alberta, William Aberiiart’s Social Credit party 
displaced the United Farmers in 1935, while in the same year Diqylessis formed Ae government 
in (Quebec wiA his Union Nationale. Thot%h no party other than the Liberals or (Tonservatives 
was able to form a majority federal government in the interwar years, Ae presence o f new 
parties made minority governments a possibility. In 1921, the national Progressive Party, a 
federal manifestation of the Umted Farmers movement, won the second largest block o f seats 
m the legislature and brought about Ae first minority government m Canadian political history 
under the leadership of Mackenzie King’s Liberals, a feat it repeated m 1925.^
The rise o f alternative parties m Canada had a significant impact on boA Ae Liberals 
and Ae Conservatives, who together were forced to confiront the insurgent political threat 
Their collective response was to attempt to Assuade Canadians fiom Ae novel attraction 
provided by the new political parties. Mackenzie King, for example, though somewhat 
sympaAetic to Ae radical impulse of Canada’s reform-minded populist parties, consistently 
urged Canadians to exercise restraint m their siqiport o f the “revolutionary tendency” that the 
nation’s "third parties" represented.^' In response to Ae problems wAich faced Ae nation 
throu^iout the mterwar years. King argued that cautious raAer than radical solutions were 
needed. He admomshed Canadians for getting too c a u ^ t up m Ae eufAoria that typically 
surrounded the creation of a new political movement or party “There is,” he argued late m 
World War H, “an awful lot to be said for Ae wisdom o f belonging to a party that has an 
enviable record over many years.”^^
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The Conservative party, which witnessed a significant reduction of partisan support 
between 1921 and 1939, shared King’s concern regarding the growing popularity o f populist 
political parties. Like King Ae Conservatives lamented Ae demise of a political system 
anchored m the traditions of Canada’s two main political parties. In a speech on the nature of 
democracy given in 1944, J.R. MacNicol, a Conservative M.P. from Toronto, reflected on Ae 
demise ofthe “Grand Old Conservative Party” during the interwar period. Arguing that 
Canadians, as “Britishers,” should consider Aemselves fortunate “to live under Ae sunshine of 
British democratic institutions” vAich have their “roots in the Christian doctrine,” MacNicol 
stressed that “democracty thrives best under the two-party tystem of government Economic 
instability, he claimed, was the paramount motivation for the creation of undesirable populist 
parties. “The depression,” su^ested MacNicol, “resulted m the rise in Canada of several 
parties based uport.platfbrms o f more or less fireak ideas. Matty voters, having suffered 
grievously in the depression, were ready to vote for will-o-Ae-wisp ideas, such as 13 eggs to 
be a dozen or some other freak plank.” These “freak ” parties, he claimed, based on short­
sighted aiq)eals to boA “race” and “class,” represented a Astinct threat to democracy. In 
offering alternative solutions to existing problems, the populist parties challenged the basic 
social and economic principles out o f which Ae traAtional political Abric in Canada was 
woveiL^
Whereas the despair of the mterwar period was parlayed mto a political opportunity by 
previously Asenfranchised sectors of CanaAan society, for many of Canada’s rulmg class Ae 
economic and political chaos represented nothing less than the complete coll^jse o f 
civilization itself. The uimerving sense o f personal loss within tiie broader scope o f social 
Asorder cannot be underestiinated as a fimdamental cultural phenomenon generated during the
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mterwar years. Indeed, it was Ae seemingly pervasive awareness o f a civilization in crisis and 
decline that defined this period m Canadian history. Compounded by numerous environmental 
problems, Ae collective anxiety that developed during the mterwar years would come to fuel 
reconstruction efforts during World War n, and would ultimately sustain Canada’s postwar 
rehabilitation programs well into Ae 1950s and 1960s.
Drought, Pestilence, Fire, and Flood
One Progressive Era institution whose fate was intimately linked to the fortunes of the 
Canadian economy was the conservation movement Founded in the 1880s, the conservation 
movement wAich had experienced considerable growA in the years leading iq> to World War I, 
quickly faltered m Ae interwar period Faced wiA a lack of political and financial sufqxvt Ae 
imfxessive achievements o f Canada’s Progressive Era conservatiomsts m forest management 
wilderness preservation and urban development were soon comjxomised^^ As a result 
Canada's natural resources were vulnerable to increased degradation, and m some instances 
were devastated outright by environmental Asasters Forest fires, flooding, soil erosion and 
desiccation mcreased in severity after World War I, and became especially pronounced m the 
1930s. In fact Ae lack of adequate resource management coiqtled wiA the onset of a severe 
drought contributed to a perceived "All of nature" in Canada m the decade preceding Worid 
War n. The seriousness of this fall was appreciated by every Canadian, and would form an 
integral component of the collective memory of an entire generation.
Every aspect of Ae conservation movement was affected by Ac political and economic 
turmoil of Ae mterwar period. Fmest conservatiott forexamfde, which had been the flagship 
of the broader conservatimi movement throughout Ae Progressive Era, suffered a particularly
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Asmal fate as Ae forest industiy, along wiA the rest of Ae Canadian ecotmmy, fell on hard 
times. Commitment to forest conservation programs across Canada began to falter during the 
recession of 1920-1923. Government and business interests alike, as Aey watched profits 
plummet, soon found it difficult to justify costly conservation expenditures. T hou^ the brief 
economic recovery m Ae mid-1920s «ga»" brou^it the question of conservation to the 
forefiont, most of the decision-nukers mvolved m the forest industry (including the 
government) were content to maximize profits and to ignore the tenets o f sustained-yield forest 
management^ The situation m Canada’s forests only got worse after 1929, and within a few 
years it was alAgeAer desperate/^ “Never m Ae history of Ae great forest fmxhicts industry,” 
indicated a government report m 1931, “has there been more wide-spread Ascontem and 
uncertainty.” By the mid-1930s all aspects of sustained-yield forestry came to a veritable 
standstill as “research work was halted, reforestation delayed and fire protection cut to the bare 
bone.”“
As was the case wiA forest conservation, Canada’s much celebrated public parks 
system also fell mto noticeable decline after the war as a result of insufficient funding and the 
lack of initiative on the part of government. Paries had played an important role in the rismg 
popularity of Ae conservation movement during Ae Progressive Era. Fueled by Ae increasing 
Tomanticization of nature as a welcoming healing place rather than as an imposing foe, 
national, provincial and municipal parks were represenAtive of a protectiomst impulse to 
preserve culturally valuable tracts of land .C anada’s first national paric was established m 
1885 wiA Ae desigrution o f twenty-six square kilometres of wilderness near Banff, Alberta. 
Althoi%h the initial area was very limited, Banff National Parit grew rapiAy. Provincial 
governments were qmck to respond to Ae federal example. The jvovince of Ontario, for
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example, established Aree parks o f its own within a decade of the founding of Bardf National 
Park. Similarly, the province o f Quebec set aside two blocks of land for park development 
during Ae same period.*" By the end of World War I, the total area of Canada’s national and 
(xovincial paries had jumped from twenty-six square kilometres in 1885 to ro u ^ y  52,000 
square kilometres m 1918.*' However, m the Ace of economic insecurity and a deflated 
political will during the mterwar years, the parks movement was temporarily abarakmed as a 
luxury that could be ill-afforded.*^
Another of Canada’s Progressive Era conservation institutions to fidl mto decline after 
World War I was Ae Commission of ConservatiotL Established by Laurier in 1909 at Ae 
behest of United States President Theodor Roosevelt, the Commission was m some respects the 
crowning achievement o f Ae conservation movement m the Progressive Era.*  ^ Created as a 
non-partisan bocty wiA no legislative power, the Cmnmission was intended to serve the 
Canadian government in an advisory capacity. Headed by Clifford Sifton, a former Minister of 
the Interior who served m Laurier s cabinet from 1896 to 1905, and composed of high ranking 
officials from federal and provincial governments, Ae Commission’s initial mandate was to 
mvestigate all questions pertaining to the conservation and better utilization of Canada’s 
natural resources. As Neil Foikey suggests, Ae Commission of Conservation was a veritable 
"clearing house for conservation thought"** Beyond its importance as a research Ixxty, Ae 
Commission was an attempt to unite Averse and otherwise unrelated elements of resource 
planning Thus, m adAtion to questions related to the management o f forests, water, soil and 
wilAife, the Commission also examined the growing issue o f urban development In 
particular, the Conunission stuAed wtys m which conservation strategies could be employed to 
improve the quality of Ae urban environment m Canada’s larger cities. Inspired by boA the
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City Beautiful movement, which was introduced to North American platmers at the C h ic t^  
Exposition in 1893, and the Garden City movement, organized in England at roughly the same 
time by Ebenezer Howard, Canada’s Commission of Conservation entertained schemes aimed 
at effecting “a miraculous disappearance o f Ae (vessmg urban problems o f slums, poverty and 
poor heahh.”*^
Ultimately, the Commission was a manifestation of the dual impulse of Canada’s nation 
builders to develop the country boA materially and morally. A heal Ay nation, Aey contended, 
was a moral nation. As one Commission member wrote, “national prosperity depends on the 
character, stability, freedom and effrcientty of the human resources o f a nation.”*" Mariana 
Valverde suggests that the Commission tended to place a greater emphasis “on conserving 
human bodies and less on trees and fur-bearing animals.” She continues by stating that Ae 
creation of the Commission “was part of an ongoing if not always successful attempt to unify 
all social problems mto one macro-problem -  conserving life’ -  for which a macro-solution 
could be found.”*^  As wiA Ae social purity movement m general, one of Ae main goals of Ae 
Conunission was “to raise Ae moral tone o f Canadian society.”*' In order to promote Aeir 
ideas, the Commission began publishing an official organ entitled Conservation of Life m 
1914. As a catalogue of Ae concerns of upper- and middle-class Canadians, the periodical 
remains a written testament to Ae role that conservation played m Canada’s moral nation- 
building enterinise at the turn o f the century .*" More significantly, it openly betrays the social 
biases o f Canada’s Progressive Era moral majority.
Like all other aspects o f the Progressive Era conservation movement, however, 
Canada’s Commission of Conservation was doomed. The sudden Assolution of the 
Commission after World War I was inAcative o f the overwhelming crisis Acing the country at
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Ae Ane. Confronted wiA growing social unrest, fiscal uncertainty and political Avisions 
within the government, the Commission had no hope of surviving m the interwar period. In 
1921, Prime Minister ArAur Meighen mtroduced a Bill to Assolve the Conunission of 
Conservation, stating that, amongst other pressing problems, the Commission was simply “far 
too expensive.”^
The demise of the conservation movement m general after World War I meant that the 
state of the nation’s natural resources was placed m a {uecarious balance throu^mut Ae 1920s. 
Yet, m the absence of natural Asasters such as floods and drou^it, the environment, though 
threatened, managed to sustain itself. However, Ae lack of effective conservation measures m 
the 1930s, coupled wiA a renewed tendency toward the uruestrained exploiAticm of Canada’s 
natural resources, proved to be devastating In fltot, Ae decline of the conservation movement 
could not have occurred at a more inopportune time. In 1929, the same year that Ae Great 
Depression began, a severe d ro u ^ t settled m across the country. Though the one event Ad not 
cause the other, the drou^t and the Depression were inthnately connected^' Like Ae 
Depression itself, the drou^t at first was harAy expected to last more Aan a few years.
Indeed, history had ta u ^ t such lessons. Historian Donald Worster draws some important 
comparisons between Ae two events, arguing that “m each situation Ae-hard optimists were 
sure that it coAd not happen, then were equally sure that it woAd not last long.”^^  In boA 
cases, he points out, Ae optimists were wtong.^ ^
Despite the flict that the decade of dry hot weather affected Canadians moionwide, it is 
to Ae prairies that we often look for the most gruesome tales o f the infamous d ro u ^ t of the 
1930s. Indeed, nowhere else was the devastating ecological impact of this ten-year lack of rain 
more keenly felt than m Ae CanaAan west What makes the story of Ae drought on the
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prairies particAarly compelling is that Ae people there not oAy had to deal wiA a lack of 
water and miserable heat, but they also had to face the relentless dust storms that blew across 
Ae western plains throughout the decade, a fact vAich rendered the terms “Dust Bowl” and 
“the Dirty Thirties” syncmymous wiA the prairie drou^it O f course, minor dust storms were 
not necessarily out of place on Ae laairies. Dust, in Act, was as commonplace as the soil 
itself, and was an inevitable consequence of the intensive agricultural practices that dominated 
Ae region/* Nothing however, could have possibly inepared Ae people o f NorA America’s 
massive plains region for the storms that began blowing in the early 1930s. As Donald Worster 
writes, “Ae story of the . plains in the 1930s is essentially about dust storms,” a time when 
“the earA ran amok... not once or twice, but over and over for the better part of a decade; day 
after day, year after year.”""
The first dust storms mvaded the Canadian west in 1931 as unseasonably hot weather 
forced itself upon Ae region, and as dry winds blew steadily throughout Ac entire monA of 
June. The dust storms continued th rou^ the summers o f 1932 and 1933, contributing to the 
“utter failure” of agriculture in the region. Though severe, the sporadic dust storms o f 1931 to 
1933 were outdone by the storms of 1934, Ae year that Ae dust storms began blowing m mid- 
June and quickly became a pervasive phenomenon throughout Ae western provinces. A letter 
written m the early 1930s by A.L. Stewart, Minister of Highways for Saskatchewan, to Prime 
Minister R.B. Bermett, characterizes Ae "desperate circumstances" of life on the prairies at Ae 
time. Stewart wrote that "the air in this city [Regina] and th ro u ^ u t the [drought stricken 
areas] ...is permeated wiA absolute dust, requiring lights on the cars even in Ae day time." In 
some instances, he stated, "the soil has drifted completely over fences to a depA of two feet"^ 
This was not mere hyperbole Throughout the Dust Bowl soil Ad in fact drift like snow across
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the prairie landscape, submerging not only fences and Ann nuæhineiy, but also any gardens 
and crops that had somehow managed to take root in the parched prairie earth. In vain Ae 
residents of Ae vast plains region sought reAge from Ae dust indoors, yet no matter lA at 
precautions were taken to make dwellings impervious to the airborne soil, there was simply no 
escaping Ae dust Somehow it managed to find a way in, making life inside no less wretched 
than it was out of doors.^
T hou^ 1935 was not as severe as 1934, the summer of 1936 was a complete “disaster,” 
despite the promise that Ae winter had provided. The winter of 1935-6 had been the coldest on 
record, and the large amount of snow that had accumulated as a result of numerous blizzards 
offered a “slight ray o f hope” that Ae snow would provide much needed moisture m the 
spring.^ All hopes were crushed, however, by “the longest hottest summer yet,” as the record 
cold of Ae winter was matched by unprecedented summer heat Temperatures climbed to over 
100 degrees Fahrenheit and the dust continued to blow A A ct Ae dust and heat prevailed 
through Ae summer of 1936 and into Ae summer o f 1937, and Ad not finally relent until July 
of 1938 when “Ae baleful blue and brown of the drou^t-bumed skies gave way to the low 
clouds of Ae fabled three-day rain.” "^ WiA Ae rain Ae drought finally began to lift, and Ae 
dust clouds that had deeply scarred boA the land and its people passed from bitter reality into a 
modem NorA American legend.""
But dust was only one menace to the which the prairies were subjected throughout this 
period. During the 1930s, Ae prairies were visited by a host of calamities, each as severe as 
Ae next, and each contributing to the untold misery o f those who desperately fo u ^ t to scrape 
togeAer a meagre existence from the desiccated land."' A  adAtion to the dust, Ae prairies 
were also inundated wiA plant Asease, a factor which, as if the lack of ram alone was not
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enou^ for fanners to face, thoroughly decimated Ae prairie crop. A turn, gophers tended to 
flourish A the dry and dusty conditioiis that the d rou^t had created, magnifymg the overall 
destruction of arable land on the prairies. Infestations of sawfly, army worm and cutworm also 
w rou^t havoc on an alreacty devastated {xairie landscape. Moreover, drought conditions 
mvited swarms o f grasshoppers to ravage Ae land, an event wAich rapidly “jnoliferated mto a 
plague of bAlical proportions.” The so-called Roclty Mountam locusts delivered the final blow 
to an already defeated prairie ecosystem as many of Ae crops and gardens that managed to 
survive the d rou^t fell victim to the overwAelming presence o f the insect which, like the dust, 
had descended upon the land like an ommous cloud that “darkened the sky and hummed like 
squadrons of alien mvaders.”"^
T hou^ the Dust Bowl itself was obviously a dramatic and significant historical event, 
it is important to keep A mAd that Ae Aought i^Aich devastated Ae prairies was not restricted 
merely to Ae Canadian west. It Ad, A fact, affect CanaAans nationwide. Ontario, A 
particAar, was severely affected by the drought (as we shall see A Chapter Two). A some 
areas of Southern Ontario where intensive agricAture was fnacticed, conAtions prevailed 
wAch approached Ae devastation of Ae Dust Bowl itself. It was not, however, just Arms Aat 
were targeted by Ae drought. Beyond inflicting untold damage on agriculture across Ae 
country, Ae drought (noved to be Ae scourge of Canada’s forest reserves as well. Throu^out 
the 1930s, the clouds of dust and locust that plagued the western plains were rivaled A 
intensity by the tAck smoke o f fires that choked the sAes above (Canada’s northern forests. 
WiA forest fire prevention measures reduced significantly as a resAt of econormc 
considerations, the situation m CanaAan forests was notAng short of desperate. Ontario was 
perhaps the province worst A t As a direct resAt of reduced fire preverrtion measures, 2,073
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fires broke out across Ontario m 1933, making it Ae worst year on record. This mark was 
topped three years later after Ae province’s forest conservation budget was halved m 1935."  ^
Canada’s decade o f Aor%ht, however, was not Ae oAy natural Asaster visited iqxm 
CanaAans m the mterwar period. Iromcally, flooding also became a serious problerrt As if to 
add insAt to mjury, streams and rivers that virtually As^xpeared during Ae hot summer months 
had the occasionA violent terAency to overflow their banks m response to even modest periods 
of prolonged rAnfAl."* Across Ae country, many Canadians “suffered grievously on many 
occasions” during the mterwar period as they “experienced boA destruction o f property and 
loss o f life through rampaging flood waters.”"" WiA Ae lack of comprehensive conservation 
schemes m place, the number of destructive floods mcreased sigmficarAy. Owing to the 
mtensive development of Canada’s popAated river vAleys, rrumy of the country’s urban 
centres were particularly susceptible to flooding As one conservatiomst explained, “flooding 
is a naturA (Aenomenon. As long as rain has fAlen Aere have been floods.” However, as a 
resAt of intensive resource exploitation and ever-increasmg urban encroachment on river banks 
and flood plAns, floods in Ae first hAf o f Ae twentieA century had become “more frequent, 
more violent, and more destructive,” increasmg m intensity arA severity, it seemed, as 
“civilization extended.”""
One of Ae worst floods of the interwar period occurred in LorAon, Ontario, in April of 
1937. Over a period of two days, boA Ae norA and the souA branches o f the Thames River 
overflowed their banks Situated at the point where the two rivers meet, the city of LorAon was 
Ae epicentre of the flood. Property dam a^ was staggering, while hundreds o f farms Aong Ae 
river were submerged completely. Even more devastating was Ae fact thA severA lives were 
lost. It was fortunate, however, that the flood crest on Ae souA branch of Ae Thames had
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passed by London a day before the crest of the flood on Ae norA branch reached the city. 
T hou^ the residents o f London had reason to be at least partially gratefiiL observers 
specAated on Ae damage that woAd have been caused had Ae flood waters been 
synchronized."^
Floods like the one on the Thames River led some Canadians to conclude that Canada 
“may be reaching that cycle m our nationA life Wren exceptionally disastrous floods coAd 
occur.”" ' Recent events m the Umted States povided Canadians wiA vivid examgdes o f Mmt 
might happen if all the factors which contribute to flooding simAtaneously “clicked.” The first 
was the Miaim River flood m Ohio m 1913, where unusuA conditions resAted m 
unprecedented water levels (it was reported thA water flowed 12 feA deep over a 1a ^  area of 
Ae city of Dayton during the flood). By Ae time the flood waters had finAly subsided, 416 
people were dead arA property damage was estimated A over $100,000,000. The worst 
flooding m the Umted States m the mterwA period, however, hiqxpened m the Ohio and 
Mississippi River Valleys m 1927 and again m 1937. In 1937, flooding on the Ohio and 
Mississippi Rivers killed 466 people, left close to one nmillion people homeless and caused 
damages estimated at close to one billion dollars."" Stories of flooding in the Umted States 
oAy served to hei^ten the mterwar anxiety of many Canadians, and m particA a  of the 
nation's rAmg elite. For many Canadians, Ae question was not “if” bA rather “wAen” similA 
floods woAd occ A  m Canada.
Collective Anxiety, Collective Memory
In 1934 Toronto-based poet W.W.E. Ross proclaimed: “There's a  fire m the forest/The 
Miiole woods Ae buming/The whole world is burning!” Written A a time wAen forest fires
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ravaged Northern Ontario, Ross's poem vividly describes animals desperately “labouring” and 
“straining” to “esctqxe the fierce burning,” to flee from the su^ing fire which consumes the 
forest wiA relentless, mAscriminate and almost savage force. For many o f Ross's 
contemporaries, Ae bleak and terrifying account o f the forest fire wo Ad have served as an apt 
meta{Aor for Ae severity of Ae environmentA crisis that held much o f Canada m its grip 
throu^wA the 1930s. Indeed, for an entire generation fliat had witnessed the mAtiple disasters 
of the 1930s, Ae naturA world was not a friendly place. As fires raged m the forests, as 
streams and rivers threatened to flood, and as prairie dust darirened the sides over the dried-up 
farms and river beds of Ae countryside, it woAd have seemed to many Canadians like Ross 
that nature had somehow turned against them, and in many instances had become aggressive, 
violent, and deadly. Though perhaps extreme, such perceptions played a sigmficant role m 
forging the collective anxiety, and Aus Aso the collective memory, o f an entire generation.^
Of course, one imght question the extent to wAich a writer, and m this case a minor 
Canadian poet, can be sAd to represent Ae environmentA consciousness o f a whole generation 
of CanaAans After all, it is Ae job of Ae poet to exercise his or her creative license, to 
employ dramatic, colourfA, and periiaps even exaggerated language m order to paint - at least 
in Ae case of nature poetry - a vivid mentA picture of a particAar scene or event As Northrop 
Frye has argued, “what the poet sees in Canada. . is very Afferent from what the politician or 
busmessman sees.”^' However, while Aere is much that rings mtAtively true m this 
observation, the supposed gAf between Ae poet and the literary layperson wiA respect to 
nature in Ae interwar period was not nearly as wide as Frye suggests. When publicly 
Ascussing the fAl of nature, m Act, politicians and businessmen consciously chose to express 
Aemselves usmg language as dramatic as the language used by Ross. By 1939, as Canada
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prepared for yet anoAer military conflict, dystopian images of nature had become 
commonplace m the political Ascourse of Canada's rulii% class, and woAd oAy grow more 
vivid during the war. Even thou^  Ae wartime escalation of (fystopian imagery coAd be 
viewed as a AetoricA strategy - a clever politicA tactic employed to generate support for 
ambitious postwar reconstruction schemes by playing on the collective anxiety o f the CanaAan 
people - it wo Ad be a mistake to Asmiss the rhetoric used by Canada's wartime leaders as mere 
fear-mongering. UndemeaA the surAce of Ae images employed by the ruling elite was a 
Astinct sense that the environment, and mdeed Avilization, hung m a precarious balance. It 
was widely believed, Aerefore, that a  Ailure to correct the mistakes o f the mterwar period 
woAd have Asastrous consequences for the entire nation.
The personA papers of Conservative Member of Parliament J.R. hAcNicol provide an 
excellent example of the way in which the perceived fAl of nature entered mto reconstruction 
Ascourse Employing an iAom used by many CanaAan reconstructiomsts, MacNicol 
juxtaposed images of envirorunentA devastation against images o f an ideAized past, one m 
which resources were plentifA, and m which nature offered itself complacently for human 
consumption.^ ^ In his numerous wartime speeches on the need for Ae development of 
comprehensive watershed conservation programs, MacNicol drew heavily on Ae bAlicA 
image of Eden, focusing m particAar on Ae vitA importance o f the river that flowed throu^ 
Ae mythicA garden. “The biblicA river,” he wrote, “provided Ae necessary water, uAile the 
rich soil [of the river vAley] brought fbrA grass, herbs, frmt and all manners of good food” "^ 
Suggesting that there had been an abundance of resources m Canada's not-so-Astant past, 
MacNicol argued that poor land-use strategies, and especially the mismanagement o f the rivers, 
had resAted m widespread destruction and Atimately despAr. MacNicol's rhetoric was Aso
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punctuated by the underlying assumption that if  drastic measures were not taken, civilization 
woAd be destroyed by the unchecked and malevolent forces o f nature. Drawing his inspiration 
from the Bible yet again, MacNicol concluded that “without a vision for Ae future,” Canada as 
a nation “woAd perish.” *^
T hou^ MacNicol made ample use o f imagery gleaned from Ae Bible, nothing coAd 
compete wiA Ae memory o f Ae Dust Bowl itself as a means of expressmg Ae anxiety 
generated during the mterwar period. Indeed, the dramatic drouAxt which struck the fxairies m 
Ae 1930s proved to be the Atimate symbol o f Ae ecologicA devastation o f the mterwar years, 
not oAy for MacNicol, bA Aso for most reconstruction planners. OAy the destructive force of 
Ae atom bomb, deployed by Ae Umted States against Japan m 1945, woAd compete wiA the 
Dust Bowl as an adequate metafAor for the naturA destruction that occurred between 1929 arA 
1939. " All across Ae country Ae memory o f Ae dust storms o f the 1930s evoked stark images 
of the fall o f nature m the mterwar period. This m itself is not surprismg given thA dust from 
the prairies had traveled great Astances eastward wiA Canada’s prevAlmg winds throug^oA 
the 1930s. Prairie dust often “darkened the skies of Ontario,” for example, arA was even 
carried as far as Ae Atlantic Ocean vAere occasionAly it was known to fAl on ships over a 
hurAred rmles from shore. " Well mto the postwA era, therefore, the Dust Bowd remamed an 
infamoA starAmd against wdiich environmentA degradation and ecologicA catastrojAe coAd 
be measured.^
The photograph shown in Figure 11 is a good example of the profourA impaA that the 
Dust Bowl had on Ae collective memory of Canadians. Created by the NationA Film Board of 
Canada m the early 1940s, the dramatic depiction of soil erosion was certaiAy mterAed to 
evoke images o f Ae drought thA had devastated the Canadian west less than a decade eAlier.
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Figure 1.1 Desiccation in Ontario's Ganaraska VAley, c.1940. (Reprinted from O.M. 
McConkey, Conservation in Canada. 60.)
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Though the presence o f the skull suggests that the jAoto was carefully staged, the overall 
impression of severe desiccation woAd have spoken to the fears that many people must have 
had concerning the welfare of the environment, and indeed of the entire nation. Of particAar 
interest, however, is that this photograph was not of the prairies. It was, in fact, a picture of the 
severe impact that drought and erosion had had upon Ontario's Ganaraska VAley during the 
1930s. Of course, the environmentA destruction wrought by the drought in Ontario was not 
nearly as severe as it had been on the prairies. In many ways, however, this woAd not have 
dimimshed the overAI impact of the photograph, for the image itself was less a depiction of an 
actuA environmentA scenario than it was a representation of a pervasive sense of anxiety 
harboured by many Ontarians, and especiAly by the rAing elite. Implicit in this photograph 
was the idea that if  adequate conservation schemes were not implemented, nature and 
Atimately civilization in Canada woAd collapse entirely.
As a powerfA symbol of the numerous hardships suffered by Canadians througboA the 
1930s, Ae Dust Bowl as an ecologicA event Aso became synonymous wiA the economic 
collapse o f the Depression itself, making it AfficAt, especiAly for later generations, to separate 
Ae popAar representations of these two distinct though intimately connected historicA events. 
For many people, the Dust Bowl came to be associated wiA apocAyptic images of the light of 
civilization snuffed oA by darkness, of hope giving way to misery, and o f life being crushed by 
deaA and destruction Reconstruction planners capitAized on Aese images when they spoke of 
the pressing need for comprehensive postwar sociA and ectmomic programs, peppering their 
wartime rhetoric wiA Alusions to the dust, dark sides and ominous clouds that had long 
cloaked the Canadian landscape m a “grey drift of misery.”^
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The editoriA cartoon shown in Figure 1.2 is perhaps the best illustration o f the staying 
power o f the Dust Bowl as a dystopian image within Ae collective memory of Canadians. 
Contrasting Ae state o f Pine Creek in 1947 to its more pristine conAtion m 1872, Ais drawing 
from a Bowmanville, Ontario newspaper illustrates A e devastation caused by years of poor 
land-use management The bounty of the past stands m sharp contrast to the desolate scene o f 
the present - a particularly friÿrtful im%e m which a  once-thrivii% stream has been reduced to 
a pathetic trickle, arA once-heAAy trees to mere stumps. The wildlife present m the first 
illustration is entirely absent m the secorA, arA the image of the barefooted boy wiA an armful 
o f fish woAd have served as a strong suggestion that Ae carefree youthful days of an entire 
nation were long past Even more ominous is the slty, which, clear arA full of birds m 1872, 
has been replaced wiA Ae dark arA menacing clouds o f 1947. By making reference to the 
desiccation that had scarred the larA, and also to the dust clouds thA had often darkened the 
horizon during Ae Dirty Thirties, the cartoon was a clear remirAer o f A1 that had been lost m 
the interwar period. Drawing on the collective amdety o f an entire generation, the cartoon 
woAd have been an effective means of consolidating support for conservation in Ae postwar 
era.
Conclusion
The mterwar era, arA m particAar the 1930s, starAs as the most sustained period of 
misery arA suffering m Canada's recent past. Indeed, sociA, politicA, econormc arA Aso 
envirorunentA forces seemed to have conspired throughoA the period to destroy A1 that had 
been achieved by Canada's Progressive-Era nation bmlders. Perhaps Dr. A.G. Huntsman, a 
marine biologist at the Umversity of Toronto, summed up the situation best when, m a wartime




• JL^A SiV WHEN I  WAS 
V0URASE.WILUA1A. 
A SPARKUN6 SmCAM 
FLOWED HERE. WHAT 
y o u  SEE HAS MESUOEO 
FROM The DESTRudTlOH 
OF Th e  FORESTS 
AND SWAMPS
Figure 1.2 EditoriA cartoon illustrating Ae effects o f poor land use in Ontario. (Reprinted 
from The Canadian Statesman. Bowmanville, Ontario, December, 9, 1948.)
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speech on conservation, he proclaimed: “In the 1930s we dropped from the crest of optimism 
into the trough of pessimism.”^  The lack o f effective conservation measures, he insisted, had 
largely been responsible for the collapse of Canadian civilization in the years leadir% up to 
World War IL Huntsman's sentiments were certainly bleak. However, like marty of his 
colleagues, he neverAeless placed a great deal of faiA in Ae role that conservation would 
ultimately play m the postwar era. Though much had been lost to drought, floods and fires, 
conservationists yet hoped to coax the ]Aoenix from the ashes of Canada's interwar (all of 
nature, and to recreate a wwld in which order, progress and prosperity would once again 
flourish.
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”  The Ust included a national work-and-wages program, worker contnd of relief camp fiidlhies and re- 
enfianchiscment
23 Gerald Friesen, The r«n««^ wn Prairies: A History (Toronto: University o f Toronto Press, 1987), 399.
”  Sprague, Post-Confede«T^ 204
M,Cited in Morton, A Short Mstigy 1*2
^ A C  (National Ardrives of Canada), J.R. MacNicol Pqiers, MG 27 m  C31. vol. 16, file 28, JJL MacNicol, 
"Dictatorship and Democracy," (1944X 3.
”  Canadian Chamber o f Commerce, A Program for Reconstruction (Ottawa: Canadian Chamber of Commerce,
1943), 2.
^ The "reactionary right" eryoyed more success in Canada in the interwar years than the radical lefL Doug Sprague 
offers an explanation for this, arguing that the labour radicalism whidr had escalated since the end of the First 
World War actually lost ground in die 1930s as a result of growing paranoia amongst the Canarfian public in 
general. "The dissenters firom orthodoi^ [i.e. socialists]," he corrterids, "were a minority without hope of gaining 
power as long as the paranoid foar that was a function ofthe hard times hdd Carudians in hs icy grip " This fear, 
though it hampered the devdopmerrt o f the left, worked to the advantage o f the right. See Sprague, Post-
Confedeiati»"r« ifA i ■?ii
”  See Louis Aubrey Wood, A History o f Farmer's Movements in -py Origins and Develoomeot of
Agrarian ProtesL 1872-1924 (Toronto: University o f Toitmto Press, 1975), 273-344.
”  For a discussion ofthe ofigins and achievemerrts ofthe National Progressive Party see Ibid.. 345-364.
'^Wniiam Lyon Mackenzie King, "Election Issues and Social L^islation,” in JfwiTÎ>. King to the People of 
(Ottawa: Le Droit Printing, 1945), 40.
“ Ibü.41.
MacNicol, "Dictatorship and Democracy," 2. It is of irrterest to note here that MacNictd was one of the leading 
political proponents ofthe conservation movemern during Worid Warn. He worked tiidessly during the war to 
promote the virtues of wise resource management in order to ensure a dominant role fix conservation planning in 
Canada’s postwar reconstruction strat%y
*^lbid.. 3. MacNicrd was careful to make the connection between race and dasa, which in itself is a reflection of the 
bdief that a fbrdgn, and thus less desirable denoertt o f Canadian society, was largdy responsible for the social 
unrest.
See, for example, Jennifix Read, "Water Pollution Management in the Great Lakes Basin, 1900-1930,” in Themes 
and iMues in North American Environmental Ifistory. 1 and 16; Bruce W. Hot^ins, Jamie Benedkkson, and Peter 
Gillis, "The Ontario and Quebec Experiments in Forest Reserves, 1883-1930.” Journal of Forest History (January
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I982t 21 : and Perer fiillia and Tlinma» Rmmrh liMtMtive>- ranmd.'. Fprat Industries. FofCIt Policvmd Fotest
rnnaaniatinn (Westport, Coiul: Greenwood Press, 1986).
^ A number o f scholars have argued that forest conservation throughout the 1920s gave way to the increased 
capitalist exploitation ofCanada’s forest reserves, eqiedally in Ontario. See Richard Lambert and Paul Pross, 
f Wfmlth: A Centennial Mstorv ofthe PifoücManammnam «ft ^ nd. Forests, and WiMlife in
nmarifi, 1763-1967 (Toronto; Department o f Lands and Forests, 1967), 274-276; R V . Ndles, The Politics of 
Development: Forests. Mmea and Hydro-Electric Power in Ontario. 1849-1941 fHamdon. CT: Archon Books. 
1974), Ch. 10; Donald McKay Heritage Lost: The Cpp« in Cmgda's Forest (Toronto: McndDan, 1985), 4; Gillis 
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management, at least in the 1920s. Quite the contrary, Kulbetg suggests that the forest industry continued to 
nurture the nascent forest conservation movement until 1929. See Mark Kulberg, "We Have 'SoW Forestry to the 
Managemem of the Conqmny: Abhfln Power and Paper Company's Forest Initiatives in Ontario, 1919-1929,"
”  The situation was similar in the United States. As Aldo Leoptdd observed in the late 1930s, the movement 
towards comprehensive forest management schemes was "mostly swept away by the depression, with the net resuh 
that forty years o f‘campaigning’ have left us tmly such actual tree-cropping as is under written by [greatly reduced] 
public treasuries. Only a blind man could see in this the b%innings o f an orderly and harmonious use o f foe ftxest 
resource." See Aldo Leopold, "The Conservation Ethic," in n#mdiny« in rmw^fvtion Ecology, ed. George W.
Cox (New York: Meredith Corporation, 1969), 589.
”  Schull, Ontario Since 1867.288. The traditionally profitable hnnber and pulpwood industries suffered heavy 
losses in the interwar years, with timber output felling in some areas by 70%. and with employmeot reduced by 
close to 50%. Government revenues generated fiom the industries were reduced significuitly also, fidlii^ fiom 
roughly fiiur millkm dollars in 1930 to approximately one million in 1933.
”  For discusMons ofthe rdatkmship between the protecfionist impulse and culture in Canada see, for example, 
Robert Craig Brown, "The Doctrine of Usefiilness: Natural Resources and National Park Policy in Canada, 1887- 
1914," in rmnmHimm Paiks fai Perspective, ed. J.G. Ndson Montreal: Harvest House, 1970); George Akmqmr, 
"Three Ideas o f Nature in Canada, 1893-1914," Journal ofr^|mfi«n n n  (August 1976), 21-36; Robert
McDonald, "Holy Retreat* or "Practical Breathing Spot"?: Class Perceptions of Vancouver's Staidey Park, 1910-13," 
ranariinn Historical Review 65/2 (1984), 127-153; Leslie Bella. Parks for Profit (Montreal: Harvest House, 1987); 
Bruce W. Hodgins and Jamie Benedkkson, The Temayami F^pifpeoce: Recreation Resources and Aboriginal 
Rights in the Northern nfir«rio WiMeme«« (Toronto: University o f Toromo Press, 1989); Gerald Killam, Protected 
Places: A History of Ontario's Paries Svstem (Toromo: Dundura Press, 1993); and Jamie Benedickson, Mlqw». 
Water, and a Canoe Reflections or ParfHiiny for WeMin» (Toronto: University o f Toronto Press, 1997).
^ Ontario created Queen Victoria Niagra Falls Park (1887), Algonquin Park (1893), and Rondeau Park (1894), 
while Quebec fimnded the Laurentides and Mount Tremblay, both in 1894.
F R  Leacy, ed , HiiRftriCf * Statistics of CniM*** ^  edition (Ottawa: Statistics Canada Minister of Sup|dy arxl 
Services, 1983):Series A2-14. By 1918 approximately 22,500 km2 had been designated as nafional and historical 
parks, wdnle ncnriy 29,500 km2 had been set aside as provincial parks.
Only ofw national park was created between 1918 and 1939. Prince Albert Natkmal Park was created by 
Mackenzie King on March 24,1927 as a means of garnering political support in Saskatdiewan. See Bill Waiser, 
"The Political Art of Park Making: Madcenzie King and the Creation of Prince Albert National Park," in Theme* 
and Issues in North American Envimimiental Hatorv
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^ For the role ofRooseveh in the creation ofthe Commission o f Conservation, see Peter GiOis and Thomas Roach, 
"The American Influence on Conservation in Canada: 1899-1911," Journal o f Forest Mstorv (October 1986), 171-
174. Throughout the Progressive Era, the Canadian conservation movemern was influenced greatly Iqr 
devdoproents south ofthe border. Conservatitm poiides and programs initiated in the United States not only 
provided exanq)les for Canadians to emulate, but also hdped to validate the aims o f the movement in general. This 
was eqreciaUy true during Roosevdt’s reigtL
** Ned S. Fork^, "Victorian Dreams, Progressive Realities: The Commission o f Conservation Critiques CM 
nntnrio'c PnHfy," m Tho nM 81ld «  North American Environmental History. 6 For an
indication o f die broad scope ofthe Commission's mandate see C. R ^  Smith and David Witty, "Conservation, 
Resources and Environment: An Explanation and Criticd Evaluation of the Commissioo of Conservatkm, " E|gB 
11/1 (1970), 55-71; and Jetmi&r Ihibbard, "The Commission of Conservation and the Canadian Atlantic 
Fisheries," Sdentia €■"«<«««« 34 (Spring 1988), 22-52.
AlanF. Artibise and Gilbert A. Stdter, "Conservation Planning and Urban Planning: The Canadian Commission 
o f Conservation in Ifistoricd Perspective," in CmMiming Ciyri»- », Enviranmenld History, ed. Chad
GaflBeld and Pam Gaffield (Toronto: Copp Clark Ltd., 1995), 154.
^  These are the words of Thomas Adams, a renowned British planner who was invited to join the Commission as 
an advisor on town plarming in 1914 Cited in Ibid.. 158. For a discussion on Adams rote in the Commission of 
Conservation see Alan R  Armstrong, "Thomas Adams and the Commission o f Conservation," in ed L.O. Gerter, 
Planning the Canadian Environment (Montreal: Harvest House, 1968).
^  Valverde, The Age o f I -ig*g Smip md W«ter 24.
^ Ib ii, 17.
The following quotation taken from Conservation o f Life serves as an apt example ofthe moral nation-building 
project that the Commission o f Conservation was engaged m "The Conservation o f Life is the newer and broader 
Public Health - it embraces all o f the Sciences o f Hygiene. It seeks to and prevent as feras possible
disease, disability and waste in human life by the betterment o f man's environment and occupation, assuring to all 
classes o f the community those amenities which in their widest sense will produce the highest attainable d^ree of 
human efficiency. It is the centre around which we gather and by which all our rmtural resources are vitalized and 
without whidi there can be no truly national vitality" See Commission of Conservation, rnmffrvtion o f Life 1/1 
(August, 1914), 2.
”  Artibise and Steher, "Conservation Plannii% and Urban Planning," 162. See also bÆchel Girard, L'écologisme 
retrouvé Essor et decline de la Commismon de Im roiMervrinn Al (Ottawa: Les Presses de lUmvershé
d'Ottawa, 1994). Girard argues that the decline ofthe Commission marked the end o f an important ecoh^ical 
experimem.
" For a detailed discussion on the cormection between the Depression and drought see Donald Worster*s excellent 
study Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the United States (New York: Oxfrxd University Press, 1979). Tbm%h 
Worster's work deals expressly witii the United States, much o f his ana^sis on the errvironmental impact ofthe 
drought can be apphed to the Dust Bowl in the Canadian West.
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”  This attitude, coupled with the dire economic situation of the time, may account fix the slow action taken to deal 
with the drougta. It was not until 1937 that the fixleral government passed the Prairie Farm Rdiabrlitation Act 
(PFRA). The PFRA was a hastily designed conservation scheme aimed at alleviating some of the affects o f poor soil 
marmgemern in the west But thie program’s success was limited owing to shortsi^ited planning and the feet that it 
was reactive instead of proactive in terms o f dealing with land-useproblenss
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^ As prairie historian Gerald Friesen explains, fermersoommonly left fields lie fellow in two or three year rotation 
in ftrdgr tn crnnmpwiw*# for th»» I f  Jr nf mnirtiim in the -<nil on the semi-arid Canadian prairies. However, to control 
the growth of weeds on the fields that were left fellow, fermera practiced what was known as ‘black’ summerfeliow 
, a common agricultural technique wind* required "deep cultivation followed by carefiil and repeated surfece 
tilling." Though it proved to be an efifective way to control weeds, the excessive tilling of the soil left countless 
acres of land exposed to the wind. Without any v^etation to hold the dirt in place, there was very little to prevent 
the dusty soil firom taking flight on the ever-present gusts o f wind which seemed to blow hotter and drier with every 
passn% year. See Friesen, Tltf Cip»di»n Prriries: A History. 389.
”  Worster, 13. o f th> niicr Rnml fuMX f i tn y  The Wiiqnr Y ear,
The Penression on the Prairies (Toronto: ap., 1966), and also his book Men Aglitm the PCKH (Saskatoon: ap., 
1967).
^  This letter is reprinted in Michael Horn, ed.. The Dirtv Thirties: C«t«h;«iw in #hc Great Depression fToronto: 
a p , 1972X 96
”  Dust was virtually inescapable. As Donald Worster suggests, the story ofthe Depression on the prairies was one 
"of sand rattling against the window, " and "of fine powder caking one’s lips." Moreover, beyond being a mere 
nuisance, the dust posed a serious health hazard. Respiratory infections became a common aflOictkm, as did a 
sickness known as "dust pneumtmia," with the dderly and irAnts most litely to succumb to the atrborae menace 
See Worster, Qu&JifiaL 13- For a grq*ping fictional account of the psychological aflfect that the unrelenting dust 
storms had on Canadian prairie dwdlers see Sinclair Ross’s powerful short story "The Lamp at Noon," in The
yNiroo: snd other Stories (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1968). Ross's story opens with fee lines: "A 
little before noon she lit the lamp. Demented wind fled keening past the house: a wail through the eaves that died 
every mhaite or two. Three d i^  now without respite it had held. The dust was thickenitig to an impenetrable fi*g."
A History. 386.
”  Ibid» 387.
"  The Dust Bowl certainly was one o f the greatest Canadian tragedies o f the twentieth century. Beyond ecological 
considerations, the drought had a severe afiect on the prairies economically and demographically. By 1939, roughly 
two-thirds of the prairie ferm population was considered destitute. This in turn fiirced a mass exodus fiom western 
rural areas An estimated 250,000 people moved out ofthe drought stricken regkmdurii^ the dirty thirties, thus 
"reversing fee flow of population for the first time since 1870." As Friesen admits, it is diflScuh to detomine the 
actual number of fiunilies who left the prairies during the decade-long drought However, the sheer number of 
fiums recorded as abandoned in the 1936 census alone is a good imUcation ofthe desperate economic and 
environmental conditions that prevailed The reported that nearly 14,000 ferms lay abandoned on the 
prairies, of which 8,200 were in Saskatchewan (by fer the province affected most adversely by the drought), and 
5,000 were in Alberta. Along with houses, equipment and other material hems, close to 3 million acres of once 
fertile fiumland was also abandoned. Ibid. 388.
"Heat wind, and the absence of moisture," wrhes Gerald Friesen, "were only part of the prairie tragedy." Ibid.. 
387.
“  Ibid» 387.
”  Schull, Ontario Since 1867.288.
^  For a discussion on the problem o f stream and river flow during the interwar period see AG. Huntsman, "Man’s 
Effect on Ontario Streams and Rsh," in Ontario, Department of Planning and Devdopment rnnaarvtinn in South
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Central Ontario: Paper» and Proceedings on Conservation in South Central Ontario. November 29^ and3.(^. 1946 
(Toronto: Baptist Johnston, 1948), 67-74.
^ NAC, J.R. biacNicol Papers, MG 27 m  C31, vol 16, file 31, "Flood Control and Water Conservation for the 
Thames River,” 1.
A R  Richardson, Conservation bv the People: A History of the Conservation Movement in Ontario to 1970 
(Toromo: University o f Toromo Press, 1974), 29.
^  MacNicol "Flood Control and Water Conservation for the Thames River,” 2; and NAC, JJL MacNicol Papers, 
MG 27 m  C31, vol. 16, file 31, "A Flood Control and Water Conservation Works Programme -  A Sound Means 
for Big After-the-War Enqiloymem,” 6-7.
61Ibid» 3.
"  Ibid» 3-5. See also NAC, J R. MacNicol Papers, MG 27 m  C31, voL 14, file 23, "Canada Should Have a 
National Flood Control Policy,” 1-6; David E. Lilienthal, TVA: Democracv on the March (New York: Harper,
1944), 25; and Ellis L. Armstiong, ed.. History of Public Works in the UmtH 1776-1076 (Chicago:
American Public Works Association, 1976), 248.
^  W.W.E. Ross, There's a Fne in the Forest," in Shapes and Sounds Poenw o f  W W E Ross, ed. Raymond 
Souster and John Robert Coknhbo (Toromo: n.p , 1974), 99. Though it goes b^ond the bounds ofthis thesis to 
explore this idea fiilly, it should be noted thm Ross's poem fits imo a broader pattern of Canadian literature, one 
vdnch has typically portrayed nature as foreboding, sinister, and dangerous. According to Northrop Frye, "the 
outstanding achievmnem of Canadian poetry is in its evocation of stark terror," m least as fix as mtture is 
concerned. Frye suggests thm this "terror" is "not a coward's terror," but rather "a controlled vision o f the causes of 
cowardice. The immedime source of this is obviously the fiightening loneliness o f a huge and thinly settled 
country." Indeed, much ofthe fear thm nature inspired in Canadians was psychological, a response not only to the 
power of nature itself but also to the immense size of the natioo. The fiontier in Canada seemed boundless, and 
nature therefixe b^ond human control. See Northrop Frye, The Bush Garden (Toromo: Ananri, 1971), 145. For 
further discussions o f this idea see Margaret Atwood, Survival: A Thematic Guide to CmnmHimn l iterature (Toromo: 
Ammsi, 1972); Brian S. Osbome, "The Iconography of Nationhood in Canaifian Art," in The Iconogranhv of 
Landscape, ed. Denis Cosgrove and Stq>hen Daniels (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 162-178; and 
Branko Goijup, ed., Northrop Fry* Mvtlmlt>gi»iny Cjmarfii- nn the LhefM v liM gination (Toromo:
Legas, 1997). It is imerestmg to note thm some Canadian historians who came o f age during the imerwar period 
have made similar claims. IM  S Cardess, for example, contended thm "Canadian history largdy recmds a struggle 
to build a nation in the fine of stem geographic difficulties." The frontier, he argued, presemed a problem which 
conthnially had to be overcome in order for civilization to progress in an otherwise inhospitable environmem See 
JM Cardess, rxnaH»- A Storv of Challenge (Londoo: Cambridge University Press, 1953), 3.
Frye, "The Narrative Tradition in EngUsh-Canadian Poetry,” in Northrop Frye: Mvtholndtimy y« r.n
C « T 8 d it"  L i* g « r y  l i w g i n t i f t n  H t
^ For another example o f the use of this popular idiom see R.F. L^gett, "Conservation in Eastern Ontario," in
thfe.CmfemCC on C onservMion in FM teni O ntario H dd m* Ouaens'x UiMvenjty K inpitoiL Qwmrio February 2** 
and 3**. 1945 (Toromo: TÆ Bowman, 1946), 16-17. In his speech to the conference, L^gett asked his audience 
to "consider, briefiy, the wonderfiil stme of balance amongst these resources adneved by Nature, witnessed in all its 
glory by the early eiqtlorers of this r^ion." Lqgett qxtkeof"hish river meadows," vQnam swamplands, countless 
rivers and lakes in which "fish abounded," and healthy fixests in which "wild-life roamed m will, maintaining its own 
dynamic balance " L%gett contrasted this utopian vision of an idealized environmentd past wife the "presem" stme 
of nature, one in which the ecologicd balance had been disrupted and destroyed by the "defematkm o f Nature."
This destruction, he added, had resulted in "economic and social wame."
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^ NAC, JJL MacNicol Papers, MG 27 m  C31, voL 14, file 23, "A Ten Year $100,000,000 Water Conservatioo 
and Irrigation Reclamation Prr^ pam fix Irrigation, Power and Transportation," 1.
’“Ibü. 1.
It was not iMitil the 1960s and 70s, with the rise o f modern environmentalism, that the connection between 
radiation and environm ental degradation was clearly made. For the conservation-minded people ofthe immediate 
postwar era, the metaphor remained one that was connected to the massive physical devastatkm caused by fee 
explosion ofthe atom bomb alone. As an example see Ontario, Report of the Select Comm hree on Cnnaervation. S.
^ O.M. McConkey, ConaeiTT**"" ”  <~!an«d« (Toronto; JM. Dent and Sons, 1952), 60.
^  The most striking example o f this is the comparison of the Dust Bowl to the de|detion o f Atlantic fish stocks as a 
result o f over-fishing. See AO (Archives of Ontario) RG 1 K-3, Box 20, "An excerpt fiom the discussion at the 
close ofthe United Nations Scientific Conference on the Conservation û d  Utilization of Resources,” (1949), 1.
^  S d n ill. O n tario  S ince 1867 284
^  AG Huntsman, "R ésumé." in Royal Society o f Canada The Wise Use ofOurR««"m** Papers fiom the Joim 
Session o f Sections o f the Roval Society M«v7i loai (Ottawa: The Royal SodeQr of Canada, 1942),
36. Huntam an, like many o f hi« enileapies, waa g reatly  influenced by a  pervasive sense o f  pMoaoplMcal idealism  
which persisted in Canadian academic circles throughout the interwar era. Natural resources, he argued, needed to 
be marxaged in accordance wife the "common purpose" ofthe mfeon. In keeping wife the spirit of idealism. ' 
Huntsman insisted that "the desires ofthe part should be in harmony wife the desires ofthe whole o f society." See 
Huntsman, "Statement by Conunittee o f Council on the Wise Use o f Our Resources," in Ibid.. 46-47. Men like 
R.C. Wallace, Alan Coventry, Harold Irmis, arxl AH. Riduudson (all ofvfeom we wiD meet in subsequent 
chapters), shared Ihmtsman's idealistic vision, and like Ihmtsman advocated the implefnentation of conservation in 
the postwar period. For a discussion of the prevalence of idealism in interwar academic circles see Patricia Jasen, 
"The English Canadian liberal Arts Curriculum: An Intellectual Ifistory, 1800-1950" (Ph.D. dissertation. University 
of Manitoba, 1987), 203-210.
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Chapter 2
Eden Revisited: The Role of Conservation in Reconstruction Planning, 1939-1945
Introduction
In December, 1939, a mere three months after declaring war on Germaty, the Canadian 
government began planning for the eventual conclusion o f World War n. Compelled by the 
experiences of the interwar period, Canada’s leaders engaged in a planning process Whch 
rivaled the intensive effort being put into the waging of the war itself. Inspired, at least in part, 
by Keynesian notions of political economy, the Canadian government devised a comprehensive 
and purportedly progressive postwar reconstruction strategy that promised to rebuild the 
economy and to rehabilitate the land and its people. However, despite a rtietmical adherence to 
principles of democracy and progress, postwar reconstruction was inherently a conservative 
process, and ultimately representative of the underlying socio-political values held a
significant proportion o f the country’s ruling class. Likewise, in the context of postwar 
reconstruction, the resurgence of the conservation movement was not necessarily indicative of 
new and progressive attitudes towards either nature or society. Instead, the popularity of 
conservation lay in its inherent usefulness as an important tool for the material and moral re­
civilization of the country. As in the Progressive Era, conservation became an integral 
component of the ruling elite’s nation-building enterprise.
Planning fo r Peace
On the eve of World War n  Canada was a tired and divided natiotL Unlike the 
confident nation that went to war in 1914 armed with Sir Wilfrid Lauriers belief that the
48
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twentieth century belonged to Canada, the country that was mobilized in 1939 was deeply 
shaken from nearly twenty-five years of domestic strife and economic insecurity/ The rise of 
political radicalism, the challenge of a multi-party parliamentary system and the instability of a 
market driven economy worried many Canadians, and ultimately threatened the social, cultural, 
and political hegemony of the country’s traditional governing class. Not surprisingly, the mood 
in Canada in 1939 was hardly as euphoric as it had been at the beginning o f World War I. 
Despite the apparent willingness to go to war as a country united against a common foe, most 
Canadians were astute enough to realize that the spirit of national co-operation was essentially 
superficial and would last only as long as Canada was engaged in the unavoidable ’’moral” 
conflict being waged against fascism overseas.
For Canada’s leaders, the economic horrors of the interwar years had been nothing less 
than harrowing, and renuuned a vivid reminder of the precariousness of their socio-political 
station. Underlying the ruling elite’s desire for a comprehensive program of postwar 
reconstruction, therefore, was a general sense o f anxiety that had reached a peak by the 
beginning of the war. With the “dark clouds ” o f Canada’s ’decade of misery” lomning in the 
collective memory of an entire generation that had lived through the hardships o f the Great 
Depression, there was an overwhelming concern that conditions similar to those which ravaged 
the nation throughout the 1930s would return if  a comprehensive strategy for the rehabilitation 
of the country’s economy was not firmly in frface once the war ended.^  Businessmen and 
politicians alike argued that-“a post-war depression, with its accompanying wave of 
unemployment, would be a disastrous aftermath and a hollow victory.”  ^ At no time during the 
war, in fact, did Canadians take for granted that either prosperity or social security would be 
immediately achieved once the last bombs had been dropped on Germany and Japan.
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Everyone, it seemed, recognized the fact that the peace could be lost as readily as the war 
would eventually be woil^
For Canada’s nervous politicians, planning for the conclusion of the war could not 
begin soon enough The federal government, which began working toward a comprehensive 
rehabilitation scheme long before the Canadian military had even been engaged in battle, 
played an important leading role in the reconstruction process/ Having ofiScially declared war 
on September 10, 1939, Mackenzie King’s Liberal government in Ottawa wasted little time in 
passing legislation under the War Measures Act to establish a Special Committee of the 
Cabinet on Demobilization and Re-establishment^ Created on December 8,1939, the purpose 
of the Committee was to identify and give full consideration to “the problems which will arise 
from the demobilization and discharge , o f members of the Forces during and after the 
conclusion of the present war, and die rehabilitation of such members into civil life.”  ^ The 
Committee, whose role was to be expanded a number of times throughout the war (and whose 
basic aims were to be copied by {novincial governments), formed the foundation of the 
reconstruction process in Canada
Reconstruction rapidly became “a national byword” in Canada as “authors expounded 
on it, politicians promised it, and most Canadians waited impatiently for it.”* Canada’s leaders 
were quick to acknowledge that insufficient planning on the part of both government and 
industry was largely to blame for the labour unrest and the economic downturn which followed 
closely on the heels of World War L  ^ In 1918 Canada had lacked both the vision and the 
necessary domestic infrastructure to ensure the successful reconversion o f the economy to meet 
the needs of peacetime production. A considerable number of factories that had been 
productive before the war and ^ u c h  had been converted to meet the requirements of wartime
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production between 1914 and 1918 were shut down because of poor economic plann ing . As a 
result, the re-establishment o f military personnel to civilian life became increasingly 
problematic, given that there was a lack of meaningful woric for the thousands of men looking 
for employment In turn, there was an acute shortage o f adequate housing available for 
returned soldiers, and a poorly plarmed system of land grants that had been created often meant 
that men and their families were given land that was ill-suited for settlement."
In light o f the disastrous experiences of demobilization that followed World War I, the 
government argued that the successful re-establishment of roi^hly 1.1 million service men and 
women to civilian life after World War U would hinge upon the ability of returned military 
persormel to earn a livelihood that promised an acceptable level of comfort and security." 
Adequate employment and housing, therefore, became principal reconstruction issues. Postwar 
plaimers claimed that social stability would be possible only “when woricers are adequately 
housed, and are no longer haunted by the fear of prolonged unemployment”"  O f course, there 
was a great deal o f discussion as to how best to achieve this goal over both the short and long 
term. However, despite differing viewpoints on the details of a comprehensive reconstruction 
program for Canada, postwar planners were of the unanimous opinion “that the monetary 
chaos” that caused unemployment and social unrest during the interwar years would not 
reoccur/^
The enormity of the task which faced Canada’s postwar planners resulted in an 
extension of the mandate of the Committee on Demobilization and Re-establishment. An 
Order-in-Council passed in February 1941 erqsanded the terms of reference of the original 
committee so that the general question o f postwar reconstruction could be examined more fully 
and recommendations could be made “as to what government facilities should be established to
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deal widi dûs question.”"  The committee, which after 1941 was generally referred to simply 
as the Committee on Reconstruction, solicited input from federal and provincial governments, 
as well as from numerous public and {Hivate agencies and individuals from across Canada. In 
turn, throughout the war numerous sub-committees and advisory committees were established 
to help deal with the immense job of postwar planning. By 1943, committees had been struck 
to handle issues such as economic policy, land settlement o f veterans, iiderdepartmental co­
operation, natural resource management, and even culture. Each of these individual 
committees put forth resolutions which, at root, were aimed at promoting measures that would 
allow for the “largest possible production of the good things of life” in order to protect 
Canadians from the social strife that had come to be associated with economic instability."
The all-consuming fear of a return to ine-1939 conditions provided fertile ground for 
the ideas of John Maynard Keynes, a British economist >^k> challenged Ae orthodox notion 
that government should be neutral in fiscal matters. Keynes’ writings on political economy 
were a rational expression of a widespread interwar assumption that a new way of thinking was 
needed in order to save capitalism. In creating a formula for dealing wiA recession which 
advocated tax cuts and deficit spending during an economic downturn, Keynes emphasized that 
short term costs must be w eired  against long-term benefits, and argued that a wise 
government “would spend more when private investors spent less, and recover deficits by tax 
increases and budget surpluses as the economy recuperated.”"  In championing Ac idea of 
deficit spending for an economy in trouble, Keynes suggested that government should be the 
compensating factor in the capitalist equation, cleaning up any mess that the invisible hand’ 
might make, and indeed guiding it when necessary.
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Another of Keynes’ main contentions was that Ae economic healA of Ae nation 
required a  more equitable distribution o f wealA and privil^e Aan Ae traditional model of 
western political economy typically allowed. This notion, popularized at least superficially by 
Ae New Deal politics o f the 1930s, became entrenched during the war in the call for an 
improved system of democracy based on a broader recognition o f universal human rights. 
Politicians m Canada and abroad often appealed to Keynes’ vision as a means o f generating 
public support boA for the war itself, and also for postwar reconstruction. Perhaps the most 
vocal and influential proponent of such ideas was United States President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt In his annual state of Ae union address in January 1941, Roosevelt promised 
Americans “The Four Freedoms: freedom of speech, expression, and worship and freedom 
from want and fear ”"  Influenced by Ae Keynesian vision of a kinder, gentler form of 
capitalism, Roosevelt’s “freedoms” quickly became an integral facet of wartime political 
Aetoric, not only in the United States, but also in allied nations such as Britain and Canada." 
The sanctity of the state, it was felt, was seriously threatened by social Avisions and economic 
Asparity, and Aus presented a problem which needed to be addressed immeAately if 
democracy was to be saved, and Ae freedom of the western world preserved.^
Such notions expressed by supporters of Keynes and Roosevelt alike were met wiA 
mixed enAusiasm in Canada. Though a limited program of unemployment insurance had been 
implemented m Canada in 1941, there existed in many influential sectors of CanaAan society a 
general Asdain for universal programs o f social security/' Yet, despite the resistance, a 
number o f Ae government’s policy advisors persisted in advocating Ae implementation of 
postwar welfare {xograms aimed at realizing these new “democratic” ideals." One of the most 
notable supporters of such programs was Dr. Leonard Marsh, whose 1943 report “Social
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Security in Canada” was at the time perhaps Ae most influential document on postwar social 
policy m Canada." In his report, Marsh called for a comprehensive welfare program As 
Raymond Blake suggests, it was essentially “a plan for freedom from want for every Canadian 
from the cradle to the grave.”"
Eager to capitalize on the progressive ideals exfnessed by Marsh, a number of Canadian 
politicians aiqxopriated the report’s main sentiments as a means of generating public support 
Even Mackenzie King paid lip service to the idea of state-suRiorted welfiue, promising in his 
government’s 1944 throne speech a system of social security that would protect Canadians 
from infancy to old age." Ironically, a lA ou^  King had been reluctant to experiment wiA 
interventionist policies prior to 1939, his government began to entertain Keynesian strategies 
durii% the war as a viable means of attairmig postwar economic and, m turn, political stability. 
However, A o u ^  a number of the government’s advisors agreed wiA Marsh in principle, and 
Aus advocated schemes which would have required a more equitable distribution of wealA and 
privilege, Canada’s political and economic leaders were ultimately hesitant to implement 
comprehensive social security programs, especially those which would supplement worters’ 
incomes in times of uncertain or Aminished levels o f employment. The social problems 
associated wiA unemployment, it was argued, could not possAly be eraAcated by means of 
“national compulsory insurance for all classes, for all purposes, from the craAe to Ae grave.”"  
Such “patchwork remeAes” would only ensure that CanaAans would “share in poverty” rather 
than prosperity."
Welfrue, therefore, was not seen to be the solution to Canada’s potential social and 
economic problems. Instead, the key to proviAng widesfvead economic ORtortunity for all 
CanaAans rested on the ability of the government to foster national develo{xnent by re-
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establishing strong domestic maricets after Ae war." To achieve this desired stability, 
government would need to support and imfnove Canada’s primary industries in order to ensure 
the strengA and efficiency of the Canadian economy. Government investment in massive 
public works projects and important (xivale ventures was seen as the means to achieving a 
level of economic growA from which all Canadians would benefit"
The decision against a truly Kqmesian socio-economic strategy for the postwar era was 
strongly influenced by Ae private sector, m particular by mdustrialists and businessmen Wro 
drew the line at direct intervention into their afiairs. Claiming that artificial wage controls 
were anti-democratic, their primary objection was against any scheme which would arbitrarily 
fix the wages of woAers independently o f market demand. O^anizations such as the 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce, for example, thou^r they called for direct government 
involvement in terms of infrastructure and certain limited social programs, argued adamantly 
for indirect mvolvement in Ae actual runnir% of the nation’s business. Industry, Aey insisted, 
should still be allowed to conduct business without the overt “intrusion of government upon the 
field of private enterprise.”"  Successful postwar recorrstruction, moreover, would be 
dependent upon the preservation of “all the long traditions of this Dominion,” chief among 
Aem Ae principle of free enterfxise.^'
By 1944, wiA Allied forces poised for victory m Europe and the Pacific, Prime Minister 
Mackenzie King created Ae Departmem of Reconstructicm and Supply to oversee Ae 
implementation o f all aspects of postwar reconstruction and appointed C D Howe as Minister 
of the new department In many respects Howe was Ae logical choice for the positioiL Having 
served as King’s transportation Ministor prior to Ae war, Howe had assumed Ae high profile 
position of Minister of Munitions and Supply after the conflict in Europe began, and eventually
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became Ae symbol in Canada of total war/^ A his new position at the head o f the Department 
o f Reconstruction and Supply, C D. Howe truly lived up to his nickname as “the Minister o f 
Everything,” since the department administered all aspects of postwar planning and 
development, from housing and resources to foreign investment and immigration. WiA the 
inspiring, th o u ^  peAiqis misleadir%, notions of {xogress and development as guiding 
principles, CD Howe’s department was a manifestation of the strong desire to lehabAtate the 
capitalist system m concert wiA the rebuilding of the nation itself.
On April 12,1945, C D Howe presented the White Paper on Emplovment and Income 
m a speech to Ae House of Commons. As Ae govemmem’s primary postwar economic 
blueprint, the paper quickly became “the most important document on Canada’s postwar 
reconstruction policy A  spite of Mackenzie Kmg’s promise a year earlier to develop a 
“com|xehensive national scheme” of social security that promised “general prosperity” for all 
CanaAans, Ae WAte Paner on Emolovment and Income represented the more conservative 
voices withm Ae Liberal caucus." Argumg that postwar growA would be based upon the 
success of CanaAan industry, C D Howe’s reconstruction plan virtually ignored the call for an 
improved welAre system.
Despite the Ailure to implement a comprehensive program of social security, the 
establishment of Canada’s {vogram for reconstruction traAtionally has been regarded as 
overtly progressive. Those sympathetic to the acAevements o f reconstruction fdannmg argue 
that Keynesian ideas were adopted m spirit if not A practice, and further suggest that postwar 
planners advocated, at least m principle, an economic system uAich reached out to the 
marginalized sectors of Canadian society by offering a more eqmtable AstrAution of wealA 
and privilege. Historians such as David Slater argue that, despite the failure to implement all
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of Ae social security recommendations, Ae government’s reconstruction program, as it was 
laid out m 1944, “was an impressive and progressive acAevement, even by today’s 
standards.”^^  However, there are mary Astorians who, unlike Slater, have challenged Ae 
notion that Canada’s reconstruction program was progressive and liberal Scholars such as 
Gail CuAbert Brandt and Reg WAtaker, for example, have argued convincmgly that, despite 
the rhetoric of democracy and freedom, the reconstruction agenda actually consolidated the 
political power and social control o f the ruling class."
A “Pigeon-Holed and Forgotten,” Brandt argues that the creation o f the Department of 
Reconstruction and SuRily m itself was a distinct reflection o f the limited, Agfrly partisan 
scope of Mackenzie King’s reconstruction program. Brandt claims that Howe’s department was 
certainly not “the powerful instrument to create a new society” that many politicians had 
protmsed^^ Instead, the department ultimately represented the narrow mterests of the 
country’s political and economic elite On Ae federal level, Ae task of (Aysically rebuildmg 
the Canadian nation was left almost entirely to Howe and As “Mandarins” m Ottawa, an 
exclusive group of mimsters and civil servants whose ties to business and industry were boA 
overt and ixofoundly intimate." Accordmg to Brandt, the selection of C D Howe to a 
department that was “primarily concerned wiA Ae creation o f capital expenAture projects” 
was a strong inAcation of the government’s “conservative approach” to its “postwar designs.” ’^
Pertiaps the most raAcal mterpretation o f Canada’s reconstruction program is that of 
Reg WAtaker uhose critical, if  peihaps extreme, apfxoach offers refresAng insight into the 
reconstruction debate. WAtaker challenges the view that Canada’s {dan for reconstruction was 
progressive and democratic, and questions the idea Aat it represented even a symbolic shift 
towards a more eqmtable Astribution of Ae country’s resources and wealA. Argumg that
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power was jealously guarded by Canada’s leaders, Whitaker claims that token social programs 
were simply “the price capitalism was willmg to pay for the social and political peace lAich 
would allow accumulation to continue” mto Ae postwar era." Moreover, the government’s 
direct mvolvement m the development of infrastructure and industry, and the massive costs it 
was willmg to support m the process, was m another sense an unavoidable expenditure needed 
to ensure sustained and prosperous growth, boA over the short and the long term.
As Brandt and Whitaker would boA suggest, reconstruction Ad not repxesem a triumph 
of liberalism, but rather served as an instrument o f CanaAan conservatism. The war, they 
argue, acted as a catalyst through vhich extensive govermnent mvolvement m economic and 
social policy was legitimized. A  turn, the organization of administrative structures to support a 
program of total war centralized political power m such an efficient manner that governments 
were reluctant to relinquish such power at the end of the war. Thus, Ae consolidation of 
capitalism, and the influential presence of government agencies devoted to reconstruction, 
provided the momentum and Ae administrative infrastructure to successfully implement 
extensive nation-bmldmg programs wAch rivaled m scope those o f Ae Progressive Era. 
Moreover, as wiA Ae Progressive Era, Ae renewed econormc and political stability of the 
rulmg class would eventually contribute to Ae underlymg sense o f moral purpose on Ae part of 
the nation bwlders themselves.
Conservation Reborn
It was in tAs context o f postwar reconstruction that the conservation movement was 
reborn in Canada. Far from advocating Ae means by Wrich nature could be protected from
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mtensive urban and industrial development m the postwar era, conservationists sought to 
devise schemes that would increase the productivity o f the nation’s natural resources. As was 
the case wiA conservation m the Progressive Era, the need to maximize Ae use o f nature m a 
sustainable fasAon provided the overwhelming impulse behind the creation of postwar 
conservation programs. Beyond Ae numerous jobs that would be created over Ae short term, it 
was believed that nature could be managed and otherwise improved to encourage postwar 
growth. Massive water conservation and reclamation programs on the prairies, for example, 
would dramatically mcrease the amount of arable land availaWe for Armirrg and settlement 
and, m Ae process, would create o(^rtum ties for boA immediate and long term 
development^' Forests, too, could generate more raw material and hence greater revenues if 
managed wisely "  Moreover, m urban areas, water-course conservation schemes m 
conjunction wiA public works and town plarming would allow not <mly for urban development, 
but also for “Ae betterment of Canadian industry.’"^ Conservation, therefore, would help 
(xovide the infrastructure upon wAch a prosperous postwar economy could be built
As an overt nation-bwlding tool, conservation was recognized as a significant part of 
the (xice that would have to be paid for social, political and economic stability m Ae postwar 
era. Accordir^ to many advocates of conservation, it would be a price worA paying. AsJ.R. 
MacNicol claimed, conservation would provide “ample Avidends to the country for every 
dollar mvested.’"^ The massive expenAtures required for conservation projects across Canada, 
he insisted, would prove to be “self-Uqmdatmg,” boA in terms of employment generated m the 
immeAate postwar period, and also m terms of long-term urban, industrial and agricultural 
development" Other conservationists agreed lAole-hearteAy wiA MacNicol’s sentiments. 
Thor%h conservation programs would call for a considerable mvestment of “toil and money,”
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Ae effort would be well-rewarded. According to one report, “a well kept land” would not only 
be “more prosperous and more attractive,” but also would be “the home o f a better society.”"  
A an obvious practical sense, conservation was mtended to Acilitate Ae production of 
all “the good thmgs m life,” helpmg to make plentiful and accessible the nmaterial items upon 
Wuch Ae Canadian consumer would feed voraciously in A e postwar era. However, 
transcendmg the purely pragmatic appeal o f the conservation movement was an overwhelming 
sense of urgency and impendmg doom. Beyond Ae plans for Ae material reconstruction o f the 
nation, m fact, was an overridmg concern that immediate measures needed to be taken to 
reverse Ae process of environmental degradation that had started A Ae Aterwar years. Failure 
to do so, it was argued, would most certainly prove fatal to the future of civilization A Canada. 
Conservatiomsts often appealed to the lessons o f Astory A order to express their anxiety. A 
fact, much of the literature that focused on the pressing need for conservation A the postwar 
era poAted to Ae demise of many o f the world’s greatest civilizations. A  each case, advocates 
of conservation made an effort to link the decline of a particular civilization to poor land use 
strategies. As a number of conservatiomsts claimed, great empires wAch once thrived in 
Mesopotamia, the Middle East, China, Central America, and NorA Africa all collapsed 
because of a failure to manage resources A a sustainable manner. "
That conservatiomsts would rely on Astorical anecdotes A their discussions on postwar 
reconstruction is not surprising The situation as they perceived it was stark, and the references 
to Ae fall of the great civilizations of world Astory conjured up very powerful imites. Perhaps 
Ae most poignant Astorical example was Ae fall of Ae Roman Empire. As one report 
exclaimed, “we have plainly reached Ae state o f the Roman Empire at the h e i ^  [sic] of its 
decline." The report went on to suggest that “wiA the exhaustion and misuse o f natural
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resources, entwined wiA oAer evil symptoms, such as senseless strife within Ae body politic,” 
the Roman people were unable to resist “either the attacks o f barbarians or the impact of 
natural catastrophes.”"  A  lig)A ofthe general experience of the interwar years, and also the 
external threat that boA fascism and communism posed, the parallel to the well-known Ate of 
Ae Roman Empire would have been obvious to many Canadians.
At the heart of the conservation resurgence durmg the war was the realization that 
environmental degradation came at the hands of human agents. Great civilizations, it was 
thought, had crumbled because Aey qmte literally had “destroyed their natural resources.”*^  
The same could be said for Canada wiA respect to Ae near collapse of Canadian society 
between 1914 and 1939. Poor management o f the environment m the Aterwar period, argued 
Alan Coventry A 1944, had “left Ae renewable natural resources of the country A a depleted 
and damaged condition.” Coventry, a Urnversity of Toronto zoologist \Ao was deeply 
Avolved A Ae conservation movement A  Ontario, blamed Ae Aterwar “All o f nature” on 
ignorance of natural processes." UsAg the Dust Bowl as a  powerful example of the misuse 
and general neglect of nature, Coventry stated that “Man had a large share A producAg the 
prairie tragetty.” Much of the environmental destruction and Ae lesultAg misery of the 
Aterwar period, he claimed, could have been avoided had wise land use management strategies 
been employed.^' Like many others, Coventry urged Canada’s leaders to have a 
comprehensive conservation plan A place before the conclusion o f tlœ war.
The potency of the message be Ag preached by conservationists during the war was 
greatly enhanced by the emergAg Ascipline o f ecology. Advanced by promAent scientists 
such as Frederick Clements and Charles Elton A the early twentieA century, and popularized 
A NorA America by conservatiomsts like Aldo Leopold and Paul Sears, Ae ecological model
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of natural systems had grown in popularity during the interwar years, largely as a response to 
Ae environmental crisis that gripped the continent "  Ecology conceived of nature “as an 
mtricate web of mterdependent parts, a myriad of cogs and wheels each essential to the healthy 
operation of Ae wirole Fundamental to the thinking of ecologists, therefore, was Ae basic
notion that “natural resources form a delicate, balanced system m which all parts are 
mterdependent, and [Aus] they carmot be successfully handled piecemeal.”"  Humans, too, 
were regarded as bemg an intricate part of nature itself, a Act uAich, from a purely theoretical 
point of view at least, effectively challenged traditional environmental models that viewed the 
human subject as somehow external to natural systems and processes. “Man himself is not a 
watcher,” argued ecologists, “but like other living things, is a part o f the landscape m which he 
abides”"
The rising popularity of ecology had a profound impact on the conservation movement, 
not only m Canada, but also around Ae world." In adopting Ae ecological model, 
conservationists became keenly aware of the need to develop management plans that 
recognized Ae ecological mtegrity o f Ae environment Echomg Ae basic tenets of ecological 
science, conservationists argued that by compromising even one o f Ae component parts of the 
ecosystem, Ae well-bemg of the vAole would be seriously threatened. Nature quite simply 
needed to be managed on its own terms. It needed to be managed m accordance wiA its own 
borders, and not Aose imposed on it by human agents. Adeed, natural systems simply refused 
to conform to aAitrary political boundaries. Ecosystems, m fact, tended to transcend 
traAtional administrative units. As one conservationist claimed, “the wooded areas and 
swamps of one county [typically] feed the streams that flow th rou^  adjoining counties.”"
Flora and fauna, moreover, rarely respected human borders. A l i ^ t  o f such thinking.
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conservationists turned to Ae watershed or catchment basm as the most logical unit for 
resource management" The watershed. Aey suggested, provided natural boundaries within 
uAich mterrelated land and water resources could be effectively managed and utilized.
Part o f the new thinking that emerged alongside the watershed ideal was that nature 
must be treated wiA greater respect However, it is important to note that, from a practical 
pomt o f view, the idealized speech of watershed conservation did not represent a frmdamental 
break wiA Ae paternal aAtudes that had guided resource development m NorA America since 
the arrival o f the first European settlers Nature was still an “object” to be manipulated, 
improved and harvested for human consumption As historian Brian Black wryly suggests, m 
spite of ecological thinking, the underlying attitude of most conservationists was that “to be 
used respectfully, [Ae] land had to first be carefully engineered”"  Far from limiting or 
controlling resource use, watershed management actually called for a substantial alteration of 
Ae land as a means of guaranteemg Ae most efficient and productive exploitation o f natural 
resources.
The recognition o f the watershed as an ideal management unit ultimately aided the 
consolidation o f govermnent control over boA nature and society. Begmrting m Ae 1930s, Ae 
so-called “ecological” vision of Ae watershed became a highly popular method of promoting 
mcreased government authority not only over resource m aniem ent, but also over economic 
development and urban plarming." One of the first attempts at watershed management m 
Canada was the creation of Ae Grand River Conservation Commission (GRCC) m Ontario on 
May 30,1934. Based in part on the examples o f similar agencies m Ae United Stotes, the 
GRCC was primarily concemed wiA flood control (xoblems. Though ultimately limited m
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scope, Ae founding of Ae GRCC represented a Astinct shift m Canada towards the broader 
ideals of watershed conservation.^'
During Ae war, Canadians began to look more seriously at the importance of 
conservation within the broader scope of postwar reconstruction. A  1942, Ae federal 
Committee on Reconstruction appointed a sub-committee on the Conservation and 
Development of Natural Resources. Headed by Dr. R.C. Wallace, principal o f Queen’s 
University, the sub-committee was directed to “consider and recommend. Ae policy and 
fXDgramme apfxopriate to the most effective conservation and maximum future development 
of Ae natural resources o f the dominion o f Canada.” Wallace’s subcommittee was also given 
the responsiAlity o f identifying “the importance of Aese resources as national assets ” and was 
fAAer asked to stipulate the proposed role conservation would play “A proviAng employment 
o|qx>rtumties at the end o f the present war.”^^  Wallace, who would become an important 
figure A the foundation of watershed conservation fxograms A Ontario after the war. Ad not 
hesitate to look souA of Ae border to develop As ideas. As A Ae Progressive Era, Ae Umted 
States was agaA provAg to be the defmite leader of the conservation movement in NorA 
America.
Driven by Ae Aterventionist strategy of President FranklA D. Roosevelt’s New Deal 
policy, Ae Umted States was A fact Ae first country A Ae world to implement comprehensive 
conservation programs based on the principles of watershed management. The MuskAgum 
Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) A (Aio, for example, was one of two watershed 
management agencies that grew directly oA of Roosevelt’s New Deal politics. Established by 
Ae OAo State Legislature on June 3, 1933, Ae MWCD was 20,700 square Alometres in size, 
or rougUy one fifA the total area o f the state o f OAo." Stretching firom Lake Erie A the norA
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to Ae city of Marietta m the south, the MWCD was partially developed wiA the aid o f a 
substantial federal grant mtended to provide unemployment relief th rou^ the development of 
public works programs." Hailed as “a great experiment m Ae mobilization of the resources of 
a river valley for Ae benefit o f its people,” Ae MWCD initiated numerous conservation 
programs ranging fiom flood control and soil erosion to reforestation and recreatioiL"
The Termessee Valley Authority (TVA) was the other important conservation body 
established during Ae mterwar period as a result of Roosevelt’s New Deal policies Created by 
the federal government on May 8,1933, the TVA was the most ambitious, and perhaps even 
Ae most successful, of Roosevelt’s New Deal fxojects. "  Encompassmg over 104,000 square 
Alometres, the Termessee River basm included portions o f the seven states of Virginia, NorA 
Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Kentuclty." The scope of the TVA 
program was truly astounding. By the begirming of World War n, the TVA had developed 
extensive flood-control and hydro-electric fxojects, and at Ae same time had taken great strides 
towards imfxoving navigation on Ae Tennessee River and its tributaries. In addition, the TVA 
was actively mvolved m soil conservation, agricultural improvement and reforestation."
As a reflection of Roosevelt’s belief m government mtervention to stimulate the 
economy, the TVA was, in large part at least, a direct response to Ae Asmal economic 
conAtions prevailmg m Ae Tennessee Valley at the time. During the Degxession, the area was 
by far one o f the poorest regions in Ae country, wiA the per capita income rate stanAng at less 
than half that of Ae national average." Moreover, the region lacked the infrastructure and 
industrial develoinnem characteristic of modem American society, and was Aus generally 
considered to be “backward.” As David E. Lilienthal proclaimed, it would be the aim o f the 
TVA to Ixing the watershed and its people into Ae twentieA century. Lilienthal, one o f Ae
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three original directors of the TVA, was a tireless promoter o f the authority as a powerful 
civilizing agent
To both Lilienthal and President Roosevelt alike, the TVA was laden with symbolism 
relevant to the broader socio-economic problems o f the day 7° The massive dams and hydro­
electric projects o f the TVA were particularly significant in this respect Acting like **clamp[s] 
upon the spirit o f the unruly river,” the numerous dams of the Tennessee Valley stood “as 
monuments throughout the nation,” both as a symbol of humanity’s authority over nature, and 
as a “more complicated tymbol o f efBciency and technical management”^' Evidently, the 
TVA had at least some success in conveying this message to the American people In 1941, 
Time magazine likened the impressive structural achievements o f the TVA with Egypt’s 
pyramids, Rome’s Forum and China’s Great Wall, and suggested that the TVA “will go down 
as one of the most permanent achievements of [American] civilization, [and] may even remain 
a landmark long after its usefiilness is over ”^  For maity people, in particular those nor living 
in the Tennessee Valley, the TVA was indeed America’s “Promised Land.”^^
Both the TVA and the MWCD attracted a great deal of attention fiom Canada and other 
countries during the 1930s and 1940s, with the TVA in particular becoming “a visionary model 
for comprehensive resource management” worldwide/^ During the war itself, a number of 
Canadian delegations visited the TVA and Muskingum to discuss conservation matters in 
person with various directors and officials, and also to see firsthand how these complex 
agencies operated T hou^ the MWCD would ultimately provide the more practical examples 
for Canadian conservationists, the TVA was an important inspiration to Canada’s 
reconstruction planners. Dr. R C Wallace, who spent two weeks touring the TVA in 1942, was 
deeply impressed by how the federal authority had taken the responsibility “o f bringmg back a
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large watershed into productive life,” and saw in it a model for planning and development in 
Canada.^ ^ Wallace was not alone in bis enthusiastic praise fm the TVA. As Alan Coventry 
proclaimed, the TVA represented “one o f the outstanding examples of social and physical 
reconstruction.”^^  Yet another conservation siq ^ rte r, impressed by the scopie of the programs 
developxed in die Tennessee Valley, suggested that the TVA was succeeding because it was led 
by “men widi a vision.”^  Taken together, both the TVA and the MWCD would provide 
excellent models for the development of watershed management programs in Canada in the 
pmstwar era, espxecially in Ontario.
The Guelph Conference
Ontario was at the forefront o f the conservation revival in Canada. Like all Canadians, 
the pieople of Ontario had watched with growing disbelief as their province became 
“progressively impoverished” by the deterioration o f nature during the 1930s.^ Plagued by 
drought, floods and forest fires in the decade leading up to World War n, a number of 
Ontario’s residents were of the opinion that “more should be done to preserve and save the 
province’s natural resources By 1939, the despierate state of Canadian society in general, 
coupled with the immediate demands of a country at war, only hardened the resolve of 
Ontarians to take decisive action. Individuals like Watson H. Porter, editor of Farmer’s 
Advocate magazine,”  worked tirelessly during the war to promote the ctmservation cause, as 
did groupr such as the Federation of Ontario Naturalists (FON) and the Ontario Conservation 
and Reforestation Association (OCRA).*'
The FON and OCRA, in fact, were two of the most prominent conservation 
organizations in Ontario at the time. Drawing their membership from the ranks of southern
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Ontario’s educated elite, the FON and OCRA had a great deal of influence in the province. In 
February, 1941, the two groups, having independently aRxointed conurrittees to sturty die role 
of conservation in postwar reconstruction, together resolved to organize a conference on the 
subject to be held later diat spring. Siqxport for their idea was strong. On April 25,1941, 
representatives from a number of organizations interested in conservation met at the Ontario 
Agricultural College in Guelph, Ontario. The gathering, Miich immediately became known as 
the Guelpdi Conference, essentially marked the beginning of the conservation resurgence in 
Ontario and, more importandy, provided momentum for the conservation movement well into 
the piostwar era.”
It is impmrtant to note that, typncal of the reconstruction pnocess in Canada in general, 
the Guelph Conference was a h i^ y  exclusive afiair. Though the list of those attending the 
conference has been glorified by at least one commentator as “a roll call” o f the conservation 
faithful in Ontario, the names on that list are hardly representative o f Ontario society on a 
whole. The Guelph Conference was attended exclusively by men, the vast majority of whom 
were from major southern' Ontario centres like Toronto, Ottawa, Guelph and London.”  Of the 
thirty delegates present at the conference, five were listed as doctors, and twelve as professors 
at various Ontario universities. There were also four men representing the federal government, 
two men representing the military and one fiom die government o f Ontario. O f the remaining 
six delegates, four, including Watson H. Porter, were not listed as being affiliated with any 
professional group in particular, while G.I. Christie represented the Ontario Agricultural 
College as its president, and C.R. Purcell, a Toronto resident, represented a group called the 
Men o f Trees.”  T h o i^  the delegates, lilæ most conservationists, claimed to speak for all of 
Ontario’s citizens, there can be no doubt that those present apiproached the issues surrounding
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resource m aniem ent from a very specific point o f view, and that the remarkable homogeneity 
o f the group thus had a pronounced influence on the nature of die resolutions passed at the 
Guelph Conference.”
There was, o f course, no shortage of problems for the delegates at the conference to 
discuss (see for example Figures 2.1 and 2.2). As outlined in Chapter One, the environment 
had suffered as much in Ontario as it had in any other region in Canada durii% the interwar 
years, with the 1930s being particularly severe in terms of the damage visited iqxm the 
province’s natural resources. Not surprisingly, drought was one o f the main issues. Though 
pertiaps not as dramatic as the Dust Bowl diat terrorized the prairies, Ontario had been witness 
to conditions that were equally as disconcerting. Despite being spared the immediate menace 
o f dust storms, Ontario was not immune to the exceedir%ly dry weather and the pronounced 
lack o f rairL Rural Soudiem Ontario was hit particularly hard by the drought “It was pitiful,” 
remarked Watson H. Porter, “to see cattle milling around dried-up water holes and going daily 
to the stream bottoms where always previously there was water.””  1936 was a particularly 
desperate year as “wells that never failed before went dry [and] springs dried up.””  The water 
level of the province’s major rivers droRred to dangerously low levels in the summer months, 
thus depleting local water tables and seriously threatening the water supply of Ontario’s 
populated centres. In turn, streams and creeks which had flowed freely in the past began in 
many places to disappear entirely. By 1939, it was estimated that in certain parts of Southern 
Ontario “between 80 and 85% of once permanently flowing streams [ha^ become temporary, 
drying up for at least part of a normal summer.”**
With the notion of watershed management clearly in mind, delegates attributed die 
drastically low water levels in the province not to fluctuations in rainfall and temperature, but
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Figure 2.1 Soil erosion in postwar rural Ontario. (Ontario Agricultural College photo, 
reprinted from O.M. McConkey, Conservation in Canada. 82.)
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Figure 2.2 From the top, photographs of interwar flooding on three Ontario rivers; 
the Etobicoke, the Thames and the Ganaraska. (Reprinted from J R. 
McNicol, Water PiversiotL Flood Control. Conservation. 9.)
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rather to nearly a century o f faulty land-use strategies which, since the mid>1800s, had put 
incredible strains on Ae land. It was widely perceived diat, ignorant of the basic principles o f 
ecology, earlier generations had caused serious destruction to the province’s natural resources 
as a result of “unplanned individualistic eiqiloitation.’’”  Delegates argued that, in addition to 
the drainage of swamps and marshes, “the ill effects o f drou^t had been intensified by the 
needless slau^ter o f trees and the denudation of the countryside,” in particular at die 
headwaters and along the banks o f die province’s numerous river systems.”  The issue of 
desiccation and associated problems such as flooding, soil erosion, and diminishing fish and 
game reserves, was seen to be part o f a broader {voblem, one Wiich required a comprehensive 
and carefully planned conservation effort
Despite the immense challenges facing the country at the time, Guelph Conference 
participants were generally optimistic about the postwar potential of conservation, not only for 
Ontario in particular, but also for Canada in general. However, underlying the mood of 
optimism was a pervasive “sense of urgency ” Though certain diat “something worthwhile 
could be accomplished, ” participants were of the unanimous opinion that “it must be done 
quickly and well.”^' True to the broader aims of reconstruction p lanning, conference delegates 
were deeply concerned with the possibility of an economic depression coupled with serious 
employment shortages following the war. In particular, the Guelph Conference regarded the 
necessity o f “re-establishing men in civil life after the war” as one of the most pressing issues 
feeing Canadians.”  The final report issued by the Guelffe Conference was therefore very 
specific about the value conservation would have within any rehabilitation scheme. The report 
stated diat “it is the belief of those presenting the [Guelffe Conference] programme diat it will 
provide work for many thousands of men; work not only of a temporary nature, but also
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permanent, since the greatly enlarged natural resources that must result from it will need 
constant care.””
In August, 1941, a committee of the Guelph Conference met with the Committee on 
Reconstruction in Ottawa. The resolutions of the Guel;* Conference met with a favourable 
response, and it was agreed that federal funds would be appropriated to assist in conducting a 
pilot watershed survey in Ontario, so long as the survey constituted a “special piece of 
conservation research for application to Canada.””  The Guelph Conference committee also 
met with Mitchell Hepburn, Premier of Ontario, later the same year. In a show of 
unconditional support for the Guel|di Conference program, Hepburn created an 
Interdepartmental Committee on Conservation and Rehabilitation. A H. Richardson, a long­
time forester with Ontario’s Department of Lands and Forests and one o f the founding 
members of the OCRA, was subsequently appointed full-time chairman of the new provincial 
committee. As a result o f these two meetings, it was determined that a conservation survey 
financed jointly by Ontario and the federal government would be carried out under 
Richardson’s direction”
Richardson selected the Ganaraska watershed east of Toronto for the pilot survey, partly 
because he considered it “a pleasant place to be,” but mostly because the Ganaraska River 
valley exhibited “a complete group of conservation needs to develop.””  From an 
environmental perspective, the ecological state of the Ganaraska catchment basin was no 
different from the situation that existed in a majority of Southern Ontario’s watersheds. As in 
other watersheds in the province, a large portion of the land at the headwaters of the Ganaraska 
river system was considered to be “a barren waste.””  Soil erosion, deforestation and 
desiccation were also commonplace throughout the valley. In turn, floods in Port Hope at the
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mouth o f the Ganaraska River were becoming more frequent and more severe, or so it seemed, 
and often were serious enor%h to cause extensive damage to public and private property in and 
around the city.”
Another factor that made the Ganaraska Valley attractive to Richardson and his survey 
team was the size o f the catchment basin itself. At a mere 267 square kilometres, the 
watershed was small compared to most others in Southern Ontario. This was important given 
that the resources available to the survey team were limited owing to the overriding demands of 
the war. Moreover, in keeping with the general anxiety and sense o f urgenqr that surrounded 
all reconstruction planning, there was a perceived need to finish die survey as quickly as 
possible. The relatively small size of the watershed, therefore, ensured the swift completion of 
the survey and the prompt publication of the final report
On June 15,1943, Richardson delivered the completed report totaling 450 pages to 
Dana Porter, Minister o f Lands and Forests.”  Entided The G anaraska Survey the report was 
unlike aity other ever produced by the Ontario government, and represented a significant 
departure from the way in vdiich resources were traditionally regarded in Ontario. Porter 
complimented Richardson on the survey. As Richardson himself reported in Conservation bv 
the People, the Minister apparendy “held the report h i^ i in his hand and said in his affable 
manner, ‘Mr. Richardson, this is a classic.’”""* Thot^h perhaps not a classic in the literary 
sense, the document proved to be monumental in terms o f the resurgence of the conservation 
movement in Canada generally, and in Ontario in particular. In a broader sense. The 
G anaraska Survey remains an important testament to the role that watershed conservation 
played in the postwar planning process.
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Conclusion
Developed primarily as a means o f marshalling  the collective efforts of “man” against 
the “chaotic” elements of nature, conservation was representative of the underlying faith that 
Canada’s ruling elite had in reconstruction as a civilizing force."*' Driven tty idealistic visions 
of recreating in Canada a veritable “Garden of Eden, ” conservationists promoted programs 
which aimed at returning the nation’s “natural heritage” to a state in vdiich resources were 
plentiful, and nature itself tame and inviting."*^ By employing the ecological ixition o f 
watershed management, conservationists planned to reconstruct a healdry, clean and pure 
natural environment in Wrich Canadian society would thrive and ultimately prosper. These 
ideas proved particulariy ^ xpealing to postwar reconstructionists in Ontario. Encouraged Ity 
the wartime success of both the GuelpA Conference and The G anaraska Survey, and driven by 
the desire to have a complete provincial rehabilitation scheme in place for the postwar period, 
Ontario became the first province in Canada to implement a comprehensive watershed 
management program. Intimately tied to the broader scope of postwar reconstruction, Ontario's 
conservation audiorities (which came into being immediately following the war) were certainly 
a testament to die oven^helming social, cultural, political and economic anxiety that fueled the 
postwar planning process.
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Chapter 3
Paving the Way for Progress: The Emergence of Conservation Anthorities in Postwar
Ontario, 1946-1961
Introduction
Though much of Canada’s postwar planning took place on the federal level, provincial 
and municipal governments throughout the nation were also deeply involved in the 
reconstruction process. Ontario, for example, initiated a plarming program similar to the one 
established by the federal government, and by the end of the war had created a department of 
government to deal expressly with reconstruction in the postwar era. As on die federal level, 
conservation was considered to be an integral component of postwar reconstruction in Ontario. 
One o f the key notions that the province's postwar planners adopted was the conviction diat 
conservation was an expression of the “common good,” that it was truly a democratic concept 
with the interests of the entire province at heart ' It was in this spirit o f liberal democracy that 
the Ontario government passed die Conservation Authorities Act in 1946. Drawing heavily on 
the rhetoric employed by the leaders o f similar watershed conservation authorities in the 
United States, Ontario's conservationists argued that the creation of the conservation authorities 
in the postwar period represented a grassroots movement "of, for and by the people 
However, in keeping with the overdy conservative tone o f the reconstruction process in 
general, the conservation authority concept was itself a product of a very particular socio­
political vision for postwar Ontario. This distincdy conservative vision, one which was 
predicated on the federal model, would ultimately direct the conservation authority (vogram 
well into the 1960s.
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Premier George Drew and the DepartmerU o f Planning and Development
From the point of view of Ontario’s leaders, the need to establish a comprehensive 
program for reconstruction was driven by the challenges and problems that the postwar period 
was expected to bring. Approximately 350,000 o f die province’s men and women, comprising 
ro u ^ y  a third of Canada’s total armed forces, had been mobilized for military service between 
1939 and 1945. Even more people, in particular die women of Ontario, had been mobilized to 
work in the numerous factories and businesses that had been converted to meet the 
considerable production needs o f a country at war. Finding jobs for repatriated service 
persormel, while at the same time reconverting Ontario’s economy to peacetime production, 
was widely expected to be a daunting though fundamentally necessary task. Many people also 
assumed that Ontario would play an important role in securing nationwide prosperity once the 
war came to an end. Indeed, die citizens of Ontario, who throughout the war had contributed 
“50 per cent of every Canadian tax dollar,” were fully aware that they would be asked to make 
a substantial monetary contribution to the overall welfere of the nation in the postwar era.^  As 
the country’s industrial heardand, Ontario’s economic strength would largely determine the 
future vitality of Canada’s postwar economy
Thou^ postwar planning was on the minds of many Ontarians from the outset of the 
war, the political mechanisms required to fimilitate meaningful provincial dialogue on die 
reconstruction process were not put in place until June 15,1943 vriien tlm province’s Liberal 
government, led by Premier Mitchell Hepbum, passed the Ontario Social Security and 
Rehabilitation Act. Within a week of the passing o f the Act, a Social Security and 
Rehabilitation Committee had been established under the chairmanship of Dr. Duncan
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McArthur, Minister of Education for Ontario A total o f twenty-five members were appointed 
to the Committee, including the Ministers o f Labour, Welfiue, Agriculture, Health, Highways, 
Lands and Forests, as well as other members of pariiament and twelve private citizens/ Based 
on the federal model that had been established by the Committee <m Demobilization and Re­
establishment, the mandate of the Social Security and Rehabilitation Committee was broad and 
ambitious. In addition to its role as a liaison between various federal, provincial and municipal 
agencies, Ontario’s Social Security and Rehabilitation Committee was charged with the task of 
drafting legislation that would outline a comfxehensive program o f reconstruction for postwar 
Ontario. O f pimary concern was the need to develop detailed plans for the rehabilitation of 
agriculture and other natural resources, for the reconversion of wartime industries into 
peacetime industries, and for the repatriation and retraining of returned service persormel/
One of the first tasks of the Conunittee was to appoint sub-committees “to deal in a 
preparatory way with briefs submitted to the main botty.” At the first meeting, held in Toronto 
on June 28,1943, the Committee determined that tiiree sub-committees would be established, 
namely Social Security and Training, Employment, and Constitution and Finance.^ However, 
despite the initial enthusiasm for the provincial reconstruction initiative, it would be some time 
before anything concrete would be accomplished. Even before a second meeting could be 
held, the woric of the Committee was temporarily halted Ity a provincial election called for 
August, 1943. Though the election had interrupted the province’s planning {xocess, the 
resulting victory of Colonel George Drew’s Conservatives over Mitchell Hepburn’s embattled 
Liberal party ultimately served to reinforce the spxit of reconstruction in Ontario.
George Drew, who had assumed the leadership ofthe provincial Conservative party in 
the ^ ring years of the Depression, came to power on a Twenty-Two Point Program, an election
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platfonn offered as “a counter-answer” to die socialist ideas being promoted by his chief 
political rivals in the CCF. Very few of the ideas diat he presented to the electorate were new 
“All and more than he offered,” in fact, “was being offered by the CCF However, there was 
a distinct appeal to Drew in the ^ e s  of many Ontarians, particulariy those of the ruling elite. 
Drew exuded a certain confidence and political resolve which made him desirable to those 
searchii^ for strong leadership to see them through the war and into the postwar era. While a 
substantial proportion of the population of Ontario had thrown their suRXirt behind the hopeful 
vision of the CCF, an even la^er group were content to vote for a leader fiom a mainstream 
political party who promised (xosperity within the context of a revitalized capitalist political 
economy
With his iqibringing and education exemplifying the ideals upheld by the province’s 
social and political elite. Colonel George Drew embodied the {xevailing attitudes of 
conservatism in Ontario. Bom and raised in Guel;* to an “old stone” Loyalist fiunily. Drew 
attended Upper Canada College and later the University o f Toronto, and eventually earned a 
law degree from Osgoode Hall. He served as an artillery officer in the First World War, 
achieving the rank of colonel (a title he would maintain proudly throughout his political 
career). Drew had little patience for the “general inefficiency” of politics in Ontario, and for 
the political and economic compromises that had been demanded throu^mut the Depression by 
populist parties and other special interest groiq» in the province.* Drew was entirely 
unsympathetic to the aims o f communism, socialism and unionism, and like most of Ontario’s 
conservative elite made no attempt to distinguish the less radical trade unionists fiom their 
more extreme cohorts on the fer le ft He was, as historian Joseph Schull claims, truly “a man 
of old central Ontario,” a person, moreover, who reflected many of its traditional biases.
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Beyond his disdain for populist politics. Drew “disliked separate schools, opposed the claims 
o f the French and was inclined to stand on familiar Protestant grounds.”^
Premier Drew was committed to the re-establishment of a strong country built upon the 
closely guarded traditions that he represented. However, despite his commitment to Canada as 
a nation, and as an important part o f the aging British Empire, he was also a strong believer in 
Ontario’s distinct rights as a province."* Though he was willing to co-operate with the general 
reconstruction aims of the federal government, he was at the same time insistent that Ontario 
would steer its own course through the postwar period. Drew was determined that his 
government would play a strong central role in the reconstruction of the province, and molded 
his political platform to reflect this fundamental conviction." Drew’s vision for Ontario 
emphasized the (xovince’s traditional economic strengths and its proud British heritage. 
Echoing the common themes of politics in Ontario, Drew spoke of the important agricultural 
tradition in the (xovince, and promised that the wise use of Ontario’s natural resources would 
coincide with the ambitious development of industry.'^ Drew and his sufqx>rters were careful, 
also, of addressing the importance of Ontario’s human resources, stressing that the strength of 
the province lay not only in the material well-being of Ontarians in gmieral, but also in the 
moral fortitude of each and every citizen. A concerted effort, therefore, was to be made to re­
educate the public as to its fxoper social roles and civic duties. As on the federal level, the call 
for centralized government planning was important not only to die physical rebuilding ofthe 
province, but also to the moral rehabilitation of its citizens.*^
In the Conservative’s first bucket presented to the legislature in the autumn session of 
1943, Provincial Treasurer Leslie Frost (who would eventually succeed Drew as premier in 
1946) reiterated Drew’s vision for postwar Ontario.** “We are building not only for these
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times,” be insisted, “we are planning for a greater population, for industrial expansion, for 
prosperous farms and for a ba^V healthy people We are laying the sure foundation for a 
greater and stronger Ontario.”*^ As with the programs that were soon to be put in place, the 
rhetoric of postwar reconstruction was designed to instill confidence in a province that feared 
what “evils” the postwar period might bring. In the speech fiom die throne which opened the 
spring session of the Ontario Legislature in 1944, Drew’s government acted on its visionary 
promises by oudining plans to create a Department of Planning and Development to oversee 
Ontario’s postwar reconstruction program. Similar to CJ>. Howe’s federal Department of 
Reconstruction and Supply, the main function o f die proposed Department was to “co-ordinate 
the plans o f all Ontario municipalities so that each would become part of a complete provincial 
scheme for the full development o f Ontario’s resources.”'^  Arising out of the jxactical need for 
postwar provincial planning, the Department was infused widi Drew’s infectious enthusiasm 
and his singleness of vision for a greater Ontario. The people o f Ontario, he vowed, would 
emerge from the war united and would be “prepared for the peace to come.”*^
At a conference held in Toronto on May 8 and 9,1944, George Drew unveiled the 
Department of Planning and Development to 450 municipal leaders fiom across Ontario. In his 
opening address to the conference. Premier Drew spoke of the vision that the new Department 
embodied. Comparing the scope of planning diat the Ontario government was about to 
undertake to some of the classic examples of successful planning in the history o f Western 
civilization. Drew stressed that the application of “science and skill” to provincial resources 
would guarantee an unprecedented level of “domestic stability.” As a “young ” and “vigorous” 
province, Ontario was, according to Drew, “a land of great opportunity” with a  promising 
future “for our children and their children after diem.” Pointing to the overwhelming economic
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possibilities that Ontario offered. Drew scoffed at cynics who maintained diat, with a 
population o f four million, the province had reached its demognqihic limit. “There is no 
reason,” he insisted, “viiy this province cannot maintain a population of 25 million people in a 
higher degree of prosperity than we have ever known.” Only a “lack o f feith” could prevent 
Ontario from fulfilling its postwar destiny **
Others confirmed Drew’s broad vision and echoed his optimism regardii% the 
rebuilding o f Ontario after the war. Dr. R.C. Wallace, principal of Queen's University and one 
o f three keynote speakers at the Conference on Planning and Development, emphasized that 
with proper planning in place, the “human and material resources ” o f the province could be 
wisely managed to the greater benefit of everyone. ”  In a later keynote address, Hugh 
Pomeroy, Director o f the United States-based National Association o f Housing Officials, 
complimented Drew on the newly formed Department of Planning and Develo|xnem. Stating 
that the provincial government was “laying the foundations for the future o f die Great Province 
o f Ontario,” Pomeroy advised Ontarians to “build well on them.”^  Like Drew and Wallace 
before him, Pomeroy emphasized the vital role that wise-use resource management would play 
in the postwar era. Ultimately, however, he left it to the conference’s final speaker. Professor 
Alan Coventry of the University o f Toronto, to articulate more cleariy the crucial role that 
conservation would play in the province’s reconstruction program. Indicating that “all the 
renewable resources o f the province are in an unhealdty state,” Coventry spoke ofthe need for 
“fer-reaching measures of restoration and conservation,” and called for the creation of “a 
considerable corps o f scientifically trained men... to carry out the necessary surveys and 
planning.” Filled with optimism for the potential of watershed management in Ontario, 
Coventry concluded his address tty stating diat conservation was “a scioitific undertaking of
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great magnitude and a social adventure of great promise, and one entirely worthy of the new 
woild we hope to see ^A*en peace comes once agaiiL”^'
Within the Department o f Planning and Development there was strong support for the 
general aims o f conservation. Both Dana Porter, the newly-appointed Minister, and George B. 
Langford, the Director of the Department, were sympathetic to the resurgence of die 
conservation ideal during the war, recognizing in particular the ecological and administrative 
merits o f watershed management^ One o f their first official acts was to conduct a tour of the 
Tennessee Valley AuAority (TVA) in the summer of 1944. For Porter and Langford, the trip 
solidified the view that “all natural resources must be treated [in terms of] combined resource 
development”^  However, more importantly, the TVA provided an excellent example o f the 
type of comprehensive social and economic planning that the Department o f Planning and 
Develofmient sought to implement in Ontario. “Our job,” reported Prater after visiting die 
TVA, “is to formulate plans, and to devise ways and means for the productive employment of 
the human and material resources of the Province.”^^
Like the administrators of the TVA, Ontario’s leaders regarded conservation as only 
one of the necessary components of a broader plan for rehabilitation, a fact uiiich was reflected 
in the administrative structure of the Department of Planning and Develo|nnent. The 
Department was originally divided into four main branches; namely. Conservation, Community 
Planning, Immigration, and Trade and Industry.^ Though it goes beyond the scope of this 
present work to fully explore the inner workings o f the Department of Planning and 
Development, even a cursory examination o f its various branches offers valuable insight into 
the underlying vision which fueled the reconstruction effort in Ontario. With respect to the 
fdiysical rebuilding o f the province, an appreciation of the close relationship of conservation to
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such issues as industrial development, immigration and town planning helps to provide a better 
understanding o f the broader role dxat conservation was expected to play in the postwar era.
The Trade and Industry Branch was by far the largest branch in the new Department 
Designed to assist in the reconversion of old industries and the establishment of new ones, Ae 
Branch offered a multitude of important services. Acting fximarily as an advisory body, the 
Trade and Industry Branch provided pertinent infomiation on technology, raw materials, labour 
relations, marketing, and taxation to new and expanding industries in Ontario. The Branch also 
maintained Ontario House in London, England, an institute dedicated to promoting the 
province’s numerous postwar economic opportunities.^ Throu^ Ontario House, the Trade 
and Industry Branch sought to nurture die province’s existing industrial relationship widi Great 
Britain by offering assistance to various British enterprises in their dealings with Ontario. Even 
more importandy, the Branch eagerly encouraged businesses to relocate in Canada’s most 
prosperous faovince after the war. It was in this fmimotional capacity that the Trade and 
Industry Branch worked closely with the Immigration Branch to attract not only business, but 
also British immigrants to Ontario. Ontario House, therefore, had a second, though equally 
important, duty to fulfill. In addition to champiraiing Ontario’s unlimited industrial potential, 
the London-based office assisted the Immigration Branch in its efforts to bolster British 
immigration to Ontario, helping the Branch bodi to disseminate infonnatioa (or, more 
accurately, propaganda) throughout the British Isles, and also to process the numerous 
rqiplications for immigration that were received. The relationship between the two Branches 
was so close, in Act, that the Minister of Planning and Development eventually decided to fold 
the Immigration Branch into the Trade and Industry Branch in 1955.
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The desire to attract British immigrants to the province was overwhelming.^^ Of 
course, it is not difficult to imagine vdxy British immigrants appealed to Ontario’s leaders 
above all others. As Premier George Drew noted in his speech to the Conference on Planning 
and Development, Ontario was, and hoped to remain, “traditionally British both by ancestry 
and inclination.”^  Besides being both viiite and English-speaking, the British were thou^t to 
have the sort of gritty determination that Ontarians were looking for in Ae ideal immigrant 
Praising the British for their “guts ” in the Ace o f unspeakable adversity. Drew stated 
emphatically that can imagine no better people to populate this province than those who 
have stood under Ae bombing and trials of this war in Britaiit and vAo for some time stood 
between the German forces and the loss of freedom everywAere.”^^  Craning from a country of 
supposedly honest hard-woridng people of impeccable character, British immigrants were 
expected to “quickly assimilate ” to life in Ontario, and to become an indispensable asset to Ae 
province.^
The re Ationship o f immigration to the broader aims o f postwar reconstruction m 
Ontario is not in itself difficult to understand. The relationship o f immigration policy to 
conservation, on the oAer hand, demands a more detailed explanatiom A Act, at first there 
would appear to be no clear link between conservation and immigration at all. However, one 
o f Ae main concerns of Ae Immigration Branch was that poor fimning conditions would deter 
British farmers from settling m Ontario after Ae war.^' A  1949 Ae Immigration Branch issued 
a lengAy report on settlement patterns on the Holland Marsh wAch addressed Ae relationsAp 
between poor agricultural land and the rise of “foreign” populations withm the province Long 
considered marginal by British- and Canadian-bom Armers, the Holland Marsh had started, 
just prior to the war, to attract non-BritiA mAonals wAo, being “used to woridng on farms
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where soil is counted m inches and not in acres,” were content to farm sub-standard land^^ 
Though their success was laudable from a strictly material pomt of view, the growth of Ae 
Holland Marsh conununity itself gave reason for alarm. A  fact, the iiKlustriousness of the non- 
British Armers was not so much praisewortlty as it was a matter of great concertL The basic 
fear was that, should non-Briti A  farmers prosper furAer, th ^  would proliferate and push the 
traditional Canadian Armer - or, rather, a farmer o f BritiA descent - into total obscurity. The 
authors o f Ae report stressed that in only a few short years o f settlement Ae population on Ae 
Holland MarA had grown considerably. By 1949, a third o f the over five hundred Armers 
were o f Dutch descent The rest of Ae population was made up of “East Europeans, Italians, 
Germans as well as a  few Japanese.” The authors added that “the lack of Anglo-Saxon names 
on Ae Marsh is most noticeAle and significant”^^  At the heart of the study was the underlying 
assumption that the fiulure to implement conservation measures aimed at making agricultural 
land more attractive to BritiA immigrants would have a detrimental impact on the social and 
cultural mtegrity of the entire province.
As was the case wiA the Immigration Branch, the mandate of the Conununity Platming 
Branch was also linked to the broader aims of conservation. WiA Ae projected growA of bo A  
industry and popuAtion, urban centres across Ae province were expected to expand 
considerably in Ae postwar era. Housmg and community platming, therefore, were regarded as 
bemg extremely important to the reconstruction effort However, in addition to devismg plans 
for Ae builAng of new communities and suburbs around existing urban centres, community 
plarmers also recognized Ae need for urban renewal. Downtown cores and older 
neighbourhoods had m many cases decayed significantly in Ae interwar years, losing not only 
A eir Progressive Era charm, but also their vitality as the important locus of urban afAirs. One
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of the top juiraities of community planning, therefore, was to determine “how best to deal wiA 
the central downtown areas and maintain them on some kind of productive basis for the benefit 
o f the community ”^  Officials wiA Ae Community Planning Branch suggested that urban 
renewal should take one of two forms. The first was to prevent furAer deterioration in the 
structurally and aesthetically sound areas of the community through effective municipal 
housekeeping practices and the stringent enforcement ofbyAws aimed at controlling urban 
blight, while at the same time {nomoting “intelligent” community development The raising of 
such standards, it was believed, would greatly aid Ae rehabilitation of the province’s urban 
communities. The second approach to urban renewal called for the outright redevelopment of 
unsound areas within the city A rou^ the acquisititm and clearance of seriously dilapidated 
(Aysical structures and any other abandoned or derelict properties.^ ^
The implementation of urban conservation measures, it was thou^it, would aid 
considerably in building Ae ideal cities of Ae postwar era. More importantly, well-devised 
conservation strategies would also contribute to Ae making of healthier, and Aus better and 
more productive, citizens. Postwar plarmers suggested that the people of Ontario were 
essentially “raw material,” and further argued that individual citizens as “resources” were in 
desperate need ofboA physical and moral rehabilitaticm.^ Echoing the voices of Canada’s 
Progressive Era social reformers, reconstructionists were confident that Ae implementation of 
a comprehensive program of conservation would contribute greatly to “producing a better race 
o f men and women” by helping to eradicate prewar problems such as urban squalor, 
malnutrition, and poor public health.^ ^ In providing for a healAy and invigorating natural 
enviromnent, conservation measures would help to renew Ae progressive spirit of the nation by 
improving Ae ’‘mental and (Aysical fitness” of individual citizens.^ *
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The specific mandates of Ae three Branches outlined above provide a good indication 
of the type o f province that reconstructionists s o u ^  to realize in the postwar era. It is evident 
that Ontario’s leaders wanted to establiA a strong industrial economy alongside thriving urban 
communities which could accommodate a growing populace in a healAy, efficient and 
ultimately prosperous manner.’’ Conservation formed an integral component of this postwar 
vision. Careful scientific management of the province’s natural resources, for example, would 
certainly benefit industrial development, uAile the creation o f parks and recreation areas would 
contribute significantly to urban renewal and beautification. Moreover, through the 
development of flood prevention measures, conservation would help to establi A  “control o f 
[river] valleys for housing and oAer building purposes.”^  In turn, Ae creation o f a healthier, 
more jxoductive province would not only result in improved conditions for Ontario’s citizens, 
but would also help to attract inunigrants - in particular British immigrants - to Ontario’s cities 
and Anns.
Conservation by the People?
In November, 1944, Ae Honourable Dana Porter, banister o f Planning and 
Development, chose A H. Richardson to head Ae Conservation Branch, appointing him to Ae 
position o f chief conservation engineer. WiA an initial staff o f six men, Richardson 
established his office alongside Ae three oAer Planning and Development Branches in Ae old 
downtown Toronto residence which housed Ae provincial government’s newest department^’
In spite o f Ae mtegral role that conservation would play in Ontario’s postwar reconstruction 
program, Ae office itself was hardly spectacular. WiA office space at a premium, Ae entire 
Conservation Branch was crammed into a former butler’s pantry, which according to
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Richardson measured a mere “ten by eighteen feet” It was from these “minimal quarters,” 
however, that the decisions were made and the plans drawn up which would significantly alter 
Ae postwar landscrqxe of urban and rural Ontario/^
The first item of business to be tackled by Richardson’s team was the drafting of 
legislation vAich would turn the ideas o f watershed management into a reality for postwar 
Ontario Knouiedge gained fit>m the experience o f the Grand River Conservatirai Conunission 
(GRCC), which had been operating since 1938, coupled wiA official visits to Ae TVA and the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD), provided a solid foundation iqron 
uAich plans for the development of Ontario’s conservation auAorities could be forged.^ ’ 
Richardson was mtent to build iqx>n existing legislation, in particular the Grand River 
Conservation Commission Act, and sought to devise a conservation strategy that would be 
unique to Ontario ** Drawing on the American example, Richardson proposed to broaden the 
scope o f the GRCC by not restricting future authorities to flood control alone, i ^ c h  had been 
paramount m the earlier A ct Though flood control, recreation and to a lesser extent forestry 
would eventually become Ae primary focus of Ontario's conservation authorities, Richardson’s 
Act also made provisions for Ae development of more perifAeral conservation programs such 
as erosion control, soil conservation, and wildlife management However, one o f Ae main 
distinctions fiom the GRCC Act was the call for a more “democratic” apgxoach to watershed 
management Whereas the legislation governing the GRCC only named urban municipalities 
in its watershed management plans, “the Conservation Authorities Act required that all 
municipalities m a watershed -  cities, towns, villages and townships -  be included m Ae bo(ty 
corporate”*^
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Bill 81, a draft o f Richardson’s jvoposed Conservation Authorities Act, was completed 
in time for the 1945 session of the provincial legislature, but was not passed into Aw until the 
spring of 1946.** Reaction m Ontario to the Act was both Avourable and swift On July 30, 
1946, the fwovmce’s first two conservation authorities, the Ausable River Conservation 
Authority and Ae Etobicoke River Conservation AuAority, were established. Others were 
soon to follow. A just two years, a total of eleven conservation authorities were created, a fimt 
“which put quite a burden on Ae small technical staff” o f Ae Conservation Branch.*  ^ By 1961, 
the year A .R  Richardson retired as head o f the Conservation Branch, thirty-four authorities had 
been establi Aed m the (xovince, twenty-seven of ^ Aich were located m South-central and 
South-western Ontario.**
fa Conservation bv the People: The History of the Conservation Movement in Ontario 
to 1970. AÜ. Richardson a^ued that Ontario’s conservation auAorities were an ex^xession of 
grassrooA democracy in action. Borrowing heavily fiom the political Aetoric of the TVA and 
MWCD, Richardson claimed that postwar conservation was a movement “of, by and for the 
people of Ontario,” and furAer promised that this principle would remain central to the 
administrative structure o f the conservation authorities.*’ He argued that the advent of 
conservation authorities in Ontario was a Arect manifestation of “a growing conception ” 
within the province of personal and conununity responsAAty toward conservation problems 
Though Aere was indeed a growing interest in conservation in Ontario following the 
war, Ae conservation authorities themselves were artything but representative of grassroots 
political action. Far fiom reflecting the myriad voices o f the urban and rural population o f a 
particular watershed, conservation authorities tended to be fundamentally exclusive 
organizations wiA a narrow mandate for the rebuilding o f the province, fa the first place.
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conservation authorities typically represented the interests o f Ae province’s larger urban 
centres. Though the Conservation AuAorities Act required that all municipalities m a 
particular watershed needed to be consulted before an authority was created, towns and cities, 
raAer than outlying Arming communities, effectively spoke wiA the loudest voice. Under Ae 
terms of Ae Act passed in 1946, all Ae municipalities within a particular watershed that 
petitioned the fxovincial government for the creation of a conservation authraity were entitled 
to send representatives to Ae founding meeting. The number of rejxesentatives that a 
municipality could send was based upon the size of its population A municipality wiA a 
population of over 50,000 could send three representatives; between 10,000 and 50,000, two 
representatives; and less than 10,000, one representative. If two-thirds o f the iqrpointed 
representatives were present Aen the meeting could go ahead. If two-thirds of Aose present 
voted in favour of forming a conservation authority, then a resolution was forwarded to Ae 
Minister requesting that an authority be established. It was conceivable, Aerefore, that a 
conservation auAority could be formed in a particular watershed without Ae approval, or in 
some cases even without Ae participation, of smaller rural municipalities. Indeed, regardless 
o f Ae initial input of non-urban municipalities and smaller towns, once a conservation 
auAority was formed, Ae strongest representation on Ae board of directors invariably came 
from urban communities.”
Typically, many of the smaller municipalities, which as a rule tended to be 
imderreinesented within Ae conservation authority structure, were eiAer leery or otherwise 
A o ro u ^y  opposed to Ae creation o f an authority within their particular watershed. These 
smaller municipalities, often rural communities situated upstream frran the more heavily 
populated cities, tended to be suspicious of the conservation auAority program. The smaller
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communities often questioned Ae fairness, for example, o f contributing financially to the 
creation o f reservoirs created for flood control purposes that would benefit downstream 
communities by flooding out valuable farmland and sometimes entire villages upstream. Thus, 
conservation auAorities often had to exert much energy to convince certain “anti-progressive” 
rural coimnunities of Aeir civic duty to contribute to the common good o f the entire watershed. 
As one government rqmrt indicated, “a substantial part o f effective conservation programming 
is Ae ‘selling’ of conservation ideas and conservation practices to private land owners, ” and in 
particular to “owners of rural farms ’’’  ^ Despite such efforts, resistance to urban-based 
conservation was often so strong that authorities had to resort to expropriation in order to 
remove stubborn farmers from land designated for particular conservation projects.”
In addition to representing a limited geographical area, the administration of Ae 
conservation auAorities themselves tended to reflect the narrow social, political and economic 
interests of Ae watershed’s urban elite. True to Ae postwar planning process at large, those 
involved most intimately wiA the running of an authority were typically educated, upper- 
middle class male professionals of predominantly British heritage. An examination o f Ae short 
articles on Ontario’s “Leaders in Conservation” published m Ae biarmual Conservation Branch 
periodical Our Valiev provides valuable insight mto Ae remaricably homogeneous nature o f Ae 
conservation auAority vanguard th rou^  Ae 1940s and 1950s.”  Almost without fail, these 
profiles o f inAvidual conservation authority chairmen fiom across Ae province chart A e rise of 
a “country man turned city dweller””  wAo, after establishing himself as a respected 
businessman dedicated to the welfare o f his community, turned to municipal politics.”  The 
reference to a rural past, whether constructed or true, was by no means intended as an 
insignificant biographical tidbit Establishing a connection wiA Ae province’s strong
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agricultural tradition was a mainstay of Ontario politics, especially in Ae context of postwar 
reconstruction.”  Though this idea will be explored more fully in Chapter Four, it is important 
to note here that Ae fundamental social and cultural values o f Ontario’s ruling elite were 
deeply rooted an idealized agrarian past The postwar construction o f family values and gender 
roles was linked directly to farming and Ae land itself  ^as was Ae formulation of conservative 
political ideology. Establishing a Unk to the land was especially important for those seeking to 
justify their public role in conservation. As the profile o f Bruce H. Smith, Chairman of Ae 
Moira River Conservation Authority suggests, “an early childhood spent m the woods and 
fields around Millbridge in Ae north-western part of the Moira Watershed” was significant m 
forming “a love o f Ae unspoilt outdoors that has fitted him to be a leader m conservation.””
Even more than the administrative structure of individual authorities, the important role 
played by Ae Conservation Branch effectively consolidated Ae reconstruction interests of Ae 
province’s ruling elite. RaAer than promoting a province-wide dialogue on environmental 
problems and Aeir possAle solutions, the Conservation Branch actually served to limit Ae 
central discussion on conservation to a small group of self-proclaimed conservation experts m 
Toronto In particular, Ae technical staff at the Conservation Branch was responsible for Ae 
compilation o f conservation reports for each conservation authority. These reports, which used 
Ae Ganataska Survey as a model, served as Ae virtual blueprints for Ae future develo%xnent of 
Ontario’s populated watersheds. According to Richardson, each conservation report contained 
“woridng plans” that could be considered “reacty for action.””  However, despite the 
pronounced differences between watersheds, not only in topography but also in urban 
development and demography, these peliminary surveys were mvariably uniform m terms of 
Ae particular recommendations made.
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AU. Richardson himself played an impoMant role in the uniformity of conservation 
authority policy for Ontario. Known affectionately as “Mr. Conservation” by Aose who 
worked wiA him, Richardson had a  definite knack for being able “to generate public 
enAusiasm” for the aims of postwar conservation.*’’ An avid promoter of the conservation 
ideal, Richardson was the main voice of the conservation authority movement in Ontario. 
However, it was as a liaison between the Conservation Branch and individual conservation 
authorities across Ae province that he exerted Ae greatest influence over conservation policy 
Richardson supervised and often wrote substantial portions of the conservation reports that 
were created for each new conservation authority by the Conservation Branch. At Ae 
formative meetings of the conservation auAorities, either Richardson or the assistant director 
of the Conservation Branch, A.S.L. Barnes, was present to conduct the meeting, and to assist 
and guide Aose present through Ae legal and technical nuances o f the conservation authority 
program Once an auAority was established, Richardson, as Chief Conservation Engineer for 
the povince, was appomted an ex-ofificio member o f the auAority's executive committee. This 
was not merely a honorary position. In Act, Richardson “frequently attended armual meetings 
of inAvidual conservation auAorities” which Aus “enabled him to influence the activities of 
each auAority,” especially m Aeir formative years.*’ T hou^ inAvidual authorities would 
ultimately decide upon the conservation projects to be undertaken, Richardson, srqrported by 
his Toronto-based staff, ultimately determined the scope of Ae conservation authority mandate 
throughout the province.
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"On to Muskingum "
In fonnulating a unifonn postwar strategy for the development of Ontario's 
conservation authorities, A J l Richardson was willing to draw liberally on ideas that had 
already been put into practice Ity similar conservation agencies in Ae United States. Indeed, 
one cannot underestimate the importance of the American example to the evolution of the 
conservatirai authority program in Ontario Arou^iout the postwar era. The MWCD in 
particular served as an important inspiration for - if  not the veritable template of - the 
conservation authority program during Richardson's tenure as Chief Ctmservation Engirtecr In 
fact, in an effort to povide ccmservation authority leaders thror^hout Ontario wiA a firsthand 
opportunity to see watershed conservation in action, Richardson himself personally organized 
at least three official tours of the MWCD between 1948 and 1957. The first official tour o f Ae 
MWCD was conducted in 1948 when seventy-five conservation authority delegates fiom across 
the povince spent nearly one week touring wbat Richardson considered to be a very 
successful, and ultimately profitable, watershed management program. This first visit was 
perirap the most important of all the visits to Muskingum, for it essentially set the tone for the 
development o f watershed conservation Aroughout Ae postwar era.*^
According to Watson H. Porter, whose lengAy On to Muskinpum served as the official 
Conservation Branch report of Ae tour, the visit to Muskingum reinforced Ae conviction Aat 
flood control, and Aus the construction o f dams, would constitute the "core enterprise" of 
watershed management in the postwar era.*’ Delegates witnessed for themselves the benefits 
of a well-conceived flood control program. It was obvious that communities throu^rout the 
MWCD - excep p rfaap  those small rural hamlets that had been relocated m order to create 
flood control reservoirs - were benefiting fiom Ae extensive program that had been in place for
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over a decade. Not only were communities spared Ae seasonal menace o f flooding, but also 
the water table in many areas had been partially restored. Desiccation was Aerefore less of a 
problem in 1948 than it had been throu^iout Ae 1930s. It was, of course, the larger urban 
centres that had benefited m ost The river valleys that cut th ro u ^  maity o f  the MWCD’s major 
cities, for example, were being rehabiliAted gradually. The implementation of extensive and 
ultimately effective floodrcontrol measures had meant that river valleys could be more fully 
and profitably developed (in many cases, cities made use o f reclaimed river valleys to develop 
urban green space). Moreover, tire creation of massive reservoirs upstream fiom urban centres 
also ensured a steady flow of water through cities and towns during the dry summer montiis. 
This in itself was important for a number o f reasons, not the least o f which was tiiat adequate 
stream flow was required to flush away the sewage and industrial waste that was dumped into 
Ae rivers.
Perhap one o f the most significant lessons learned fiom the MWCD was tirat a 
comprehensive watershed management program could even be profitable. Cognizant of the 
fact that flood control would ultimately prove to be a costly venture, Ae delegates were 
impressed to Ascover that other aspects o f a watershed conservation program offered the 
potential for Ae generation of "sizeable revenue."** Forestry and recreation in particular were 
viewed as ventures that would help to offset the costs o f flood control. Forestry, in fact, was 
one o f Ae principal conservation initiatives that impressed the delegates. The enormous 
success of Ae MWCD’s forestry efforts illustrated clearly that “under a system of proper forest 
management tire forests will be one of tire main sources o f revenue” for conservation 
authorities in Ontario.*’ Beyond contributing to the “development aixl maintenance” of the 
“aesthetic value” of a watershed, forests, when managed carefully, could yield a perpetual
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supply o f maricetable timber.”  Moreover, wooded areas under authority control would also 
provide substantial opportunity for recreation, in particular hunting and fishing. For Porter and 
the rest o f Ae provincial delegation, Ae potential for forestry within the broader scope of Ae 
conservation authority program seemed unlimited.”
Even more impressive than Ae potential for forestry within the conservation authority 
program was the potential for recreation as a revenue-generating enterprise. Though the 
seventy-five delegates had traveled to Ae MWCD as “practical...serious minded” men 
concerned primarily wiA Ae technical aspects o f conservation, Aeir attention was sorm turned 
towards what Aey had formerly believed to be a  secondary component of a practical 
conservation strategy.”  Indeed, once the delegation realized how recreation facilities could 
produce a “handsome revenue” for a conservation authority, their minds were quickly changed 
as to the relative practicality of recreation to the development of a watershed conservation 
program.*’ Porter indicated that, th o u ^  many men may have understood the need for 
recreation facilities m postwar Ontario, only “a very small percentage of them Aought of 
recreation having any [direct] relation to river basin development It came somewhat as a 
shock to leam that recreation is a big feature of the Muskingum programme ” ’ By the end of 
Ae tour. Porter claimed, Ae delegates were intent to listen “open-eyed and wiA eager faces” to 
MWCD officials as Aey listed off boA Ae economic and the social benefits to be derived fi’om 
Ae creation of recreational lacAties. ’ Of particular interest to these men was Ae extent to 
which recreation could be mcorporated as a logical and perhaps even indispensable extension 
of flood control In visiting the numerous dams of Ae MWCD, the delegates were as 
impressed wiA the flood control structures as they were wiA the recreation possibüities that 
Ae flood control reservoirs afforded. As Porter wrote m his report, “annual returns fiom Ae
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recreational use o f lakes [created by the dams]... will go a  long way in meeting the maintenance 
costs of Ae entire [flood control] enterprise.”^  More than this, however, recreation was also 
seen as an essential “public service,” one which, as we shall see below, became increasingly 
important as Ae postwar era unfolded.^
Inspired by Ae MWCD tour, Ae delegates returned to Ontario to preach Ae merits of 
watershed m aniem ent to municipal councils and community organizations such as local 
Chambers o f Commerce and Rotary Clubs. Issues o f urban development were, of course, 
foremost in Aeir minds. Eager to implement strategies that promised Ae creation o f efficient 
and clean communities, Aese men actively promoted Ae conservation authority program in Ae 
newspapers and at “town-hall” meetings. Judging from Ae various reports submitted to Ae 
biarmual Conservation Branch publication Our Valiev, the flooding o f urban centres was 
without a doubt Ae most pressing concern Ascussed at these meetings/* O f the nineteen 
conservation authorities that contributed reports between 1955 and 1960, a total of twelve 
mAcated that flood control was the primary reason for Ae creation o f an authority m Aeir 
particular watershed. It is significant to note that detailed descriptions o f flooding itself 
consumed a substantial portion o f the reports catalogued m Our Valiev. For example, most of 
Ae reports submitted by inAvidual conservation auAorities for Ae July issues of Our Valiev 
ixovided an account of the ice and water damage done to urban centres as a result of Ae 
flooding caused by the annual spring break-up. Reports submitted m January, on the other 
hand, often described any flooding (or near-flooding) that m i^ t have occurred as a result of 
heavy periods o f rainfall in Ae previous sununer or autumn. Almost without fail, these reports 
recounted m dramatic detail how communities watched intently as water levels rose during 
actual or potential flood situations. Two common themes concerning flooding and flood
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control surfaced within these reports. The first was Ae expression of gratitude for any existing 
flood control measures alreaxty established by Ae local conservation auAority. The second was 
Ae expression of concern that existing structures were not yet sufficient to provide adequate 
protection to a particular area in the event of a future deluge o f significant proportions.
Ontario’s fixation wiA floods and flood control was understandable given boA Ae 
extensive damage that floodwaters had visited upon the province’s rural and urban 
conununities in the mterwar years, and also the ominous threat that flooding continued to pose 
into Ae postwar era.^’ 1947, m fact, had been one of Ae worst in Ontario’s recorded history, 
as “over 80 serious floods occurred on 54 of the Province’s rivers.” *^ The memory of Aese 
floods, of course, only contributed to the already widespread appeal of Ae conservation 
authority progranL Indeed, in promoting the conservation ideal in postwar Ontario, Ae 
Conservation Branch and, in particular, the inAvidual authorities Aemselves, employed flood 
imagery to great effect Drawing on Ae fear Aat flooding engendered m many of Ae 
province’s built-up areas, conservationists were careful to point out that Ae initial outlay of 
funds for Ae development of flood control measures would have significant long-term benefits. 
T hou^ Ae construction o f dams would mdeed be costly, Ae price was miniscule when 
compared to the substantial property damage that a serious flood could cause.^
For Aose communities that failed to heed the warning afforded by the 1947 floods, “Ae 
ravaging calamity of Hurricane Hazel” vhich struck SouAem Ontario in October 1954 served 
“to shock governments, municipalities and citizens into actiorL””  Leaving eighty-one people 
dead and causing damage estimated at twenty million dollars, Ae severe flooding that 
accompanied Hurricane Hazel quickly became Ae standard against which existing flood 
control structures were gauged and new expenAtures justified.”  Even where extensive flood
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control structures existed, conservation-minded municipal officials frequently argued Aat they 
were not yet sufficient to handle the potential flows that natural disasters like Hurricane Hazel 
could deliver.
Flood control, however, was expensive, even in light o f existing cost-sharing 
arrangements. Though the federal and provincial governments together would contribute 
seventy-five per cent of Ae total eiqxenAtures on flood control projects, the conservation 
auAorities were responsible for covering Ae remaining twenty-five percent In many cases this 
ixoved to be a considerable strain on municipal coffers. Drawing on the example provided by 
the MWCD, therefore, conservation authorities eagerly pursued oAer ventures - primarily 
forestry and recreation - to buttress the development of costly flood control projects. By the 
end of Richardson’s tenure as head of the Conservation Branch in 1961, a total o f55,700 acres 
o f land had been acquired by inAvidual conservation auAorities for use as authority forests, 
while 28,000 acres had been secured and developed by Ontario’s conservation authorities 
explicitly for Ae purpose of lecreatioiL*’’ Despite Ae firct that twice as much land had been 
acquired for forestry, recreation proved to be more significant, boA in terms o f revenue 
generated and also in terms of its overall importance to the conservation authority program.
Though initially developed as part o f a broader revenue-generating scheme, Ae 
acquisition o f land for Ae purpose of recreation was also an expression o f the perceived need 
“to create recreation facilities within easy reach of large centres.”*’ These easily accessAle 
recreation facilities -  which came to be known as conservation areas -  were intended to 
fxovide city dwellers wiA an ORtortunity to commune wiA nature wiAout having to travel far 
from their comfortable suburban homes. Given that conservation areas were often developed 
around flood control structures, it is not surprising that activities oriented around the water
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itself were popular. Fishing, in fact, was perhaps the most popular recreation activity promoted 
by Ae conservation authorities in Ae postwar era. Lakes created by dams quickly became “a 
fiAerman’s paraAse,” primarily because Aey were easily stocked wiA preferred species of 
fish, but also because of Ae proximity of these new man-made lalœs to urban centres. For 
those SouAem Ontarians unable to make the weekend or holiday trek norA to popular natural 
fishing spots, flood control reservoirs provided an excellent of^rtunity  to enjoy the out-of- 
doors closer to home City folk who habitually “suffered the urge” to fish before these lakes 
were created near their cities could now begin “equipping themselves wiA tackle” wiA every 
hope o f getting out on Ae water more regularly .*^  Fishmg, m fitot, was so popular that most 
conservation auAorities across SouAem Ontario arranged for family fishing days at various 
times o f the year on man-made lakes and reservoirs vAich were often stocked wiA speckled 
trout especially for Ae occasiorL*’
Hunting, like fishing, was also an important aspect of the recreation program initiated 
by Ae conservation auAorities in the postwar era. It was undoubteAy a popular sport, 
especially amongst the suburban “gentry” o f Ontario’s growing cities.** Efforts to stock 
conservation forests wiA game Aerefore became essential, for, like fishing, hunting was a 
serious business. During the 1940s and 1950s, Ae Department of Planning and Development, 
in collaboration wiA Ae Department of Lands and Forests, so%%ht to capitalize on the growing 
popularity o f hunting, and was especially mtent on promoting sport hunting on land 
administered by Ae conservation auAorities (in particular conservation forests). The influx of 
hunters to outlying rural regions proved to be an important economic activity. On the Grand 
watershed, for example, only 4% of the total hunter population during duck hunting season was 
comprised of local hunters. The rest were from urban centres, especially Toronto. Hunting on
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the Grand rapiAy increased in popularity as facilities were developed to accommodate growing 
hunter demand (a trend uAich developed at conservation areas throughout Ae province). At 
Ae LuAer Marsh norA of the city o f London, for example, recreational hunting increased at a 
rate of 1,250 hunter-hours per year between 1947 and Ae eariy 1960s.*’ The economic impact 
on watershed communities was significant As one report stated, Ae number of people drawn 
to Ae various recreation areas of the Grand River Consmvation AuAority for the purpose of 
hunting resulted armually in “raAer impressive” economic returns for the entire watershed, 
iximarily as a result of the increased demand for food, gasoline and lodging.**
O f course, recreation was not geared only towards those people who wanted to kill 
things. It was to an even greater extent geared towards those who wanted to consume nature in 
a more passive or indirect manner. Bird watching, for example, became increasingly popular 
in Ae postwar era, as Ad nature watching on a whole. Family outings devoted to picnics, and 
in turn to boating and swimming on conservation authority lakes, also became popular 
Authorities across the province, therefore, so u ^ t to acquire property that would be well suited 
for such outdoor activities. As a rule, Ae more interesting or “culturally valuable” an area was 
considered to be, Ae more likely it was that it would be acquired for Ae purposes o f recreatioiL 
Generally, areas exhibiting “unusual” or “spectacular” species of flora and fauna were 
earmarked for development as conservation areas, as were places wiA “spectacular landforms 
and... rare geological formations.”*^  Though auAorities claimed that their desire was to 
preserve a particular area in its “natural state,” the need for landscaping was usually 
unavoidable.** The extent to vAich conservation auAorities actively engaged in Ae 
landscaping of conservation areas varied greatly. Often, it amounted to little more than the 
planting of flowers, Ae cutting of grass or the introduction of discreet park benches into a
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hitherto “undisturbed” near-urban ecosystem. However, sometimes landscaping efforts were 
more overt and extensive. In some cases this meant the ex|xopriation and removal of houses 
and builAngs. In oAer cases, it meant Ae construction o f pavilions, parking lots and oAer 
facilities required to develop areas for picnicking, sw im m ing, boating and so on. The 
conservation authorities justified such landscaping efforts by argumg that conservation areas 
would contribute to boA Ae prosperity and beauty of the commimity.
However, beyond basic economic and aesAetic considerations, recreation was also seen 
as having a significant social role to play, particularly m terms of public healA and Ae general 
well-bemg of Ontario's citizens.*’ Though regarded on one level simply as “Ae pleasurable use 
of leisure time,” recreation was also promoted as fulfilling “an essential (Aysical and mental 
need.” As many conservationists would claim throughout the postwar era, “good recreation 
facilities are now recognized A  be as significant in modem life as are good working 
conAtions.””  Of course, such Ainlring was Ity no means new or original. During the war, for 
example, reconstructionists had argued Aat recreation would form an integral component of 
Ae provincial reconstruction |xoject. The importance o f recreation to postwar reconstruction, 
however, was only fully appreciated by Ontario's leaders m light of Ae remarkable urban 
growA and economic prosperity that characterized Ae postwar period.”  In fact, postwar 
reconstruction had been so successful that it gave rise to a new and more fxonounced set of 
anxieties. Though Ontarians appeared to be marching confidently mto Ae second half of Ae 
twentieA century, Ae giant leaps that were taken forward in terms of development were 
matched by a Astinct sense of uneasiness, at least on Ae part of the ruling elite. Ironically, it 
was material (xogress that lay at the heart o f the ruling elite's uneasiness. This anxiety, which 
was associated primarily wiA Ae rapid growA of Ae city after Ae war, represents one of Ae
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most interesting paradoxes o f postwar reconstruction, for while reconstructionists busied 
Aemselves wiA Ae pdtysical community-building ixojects Aat fostered the development of 
Ontario's urban centres, Aey simultaneously lamented Ae social and moral costs of such 
development To af^xopriate a phrase employed by Roderick Nash, “too much civilization, not 
too little,” lay at Ae root o f Ae problems which threatened to upset the social order m 
Ontario.”
For many of Ontario's leaders, material progress and urban development opened iq> a 
“Pandora's Box” of social problems. The idea of material progress itself, Aough desirable m 
an economic sense, m fact conflicted wiA Ae perceived need to rehabAtate the individual boA 
morally and physically m Ae postwar era. In Ae first place, modem life was widely considered 
to be draining on Ae human spirit The mcreased mechanization o f a thoroughly urbanized and 
industrialized society was, it was Aought, nothing short o f oppressive and dehumanizing- It 
was m light of such aAtudes that G. Ross Lord, Ae founding chairman of Ae Metro Toronto 
Region Conservation AuAority, wrote that Ae most attractive aspect o f Ontario’s conservation 
areas was that Aey offered a welcomed retreat from "the throbbmg life of urban expansion," 
and that Aey ultimately served "as oases of peace for Aose vAo toil m Ae city.””  Echoing Ae 
wartime notion that "the mtellectual and Ae spiritual must all enter into Ae high task of 
rebuilding Ae nation,"”  Lord argued that conservation areas provided a much-needed space 
that was essential to Ae rejuvenation o f the human spirit It was vitally impratant he 
contended, to protect at least some of Ae natural beauty of Ontario’s increasmgly urbanized 
watersheds in order that "these valleys may echo wiA the laughter o f children, so that young 
people may wimess Ae ever-recurring miracle of spring, and so that parents may enjoy the 
solace of nature for tired bodies and minds.””
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A conservation area, Aerefore, was not merely a place for leisure, it was a space in 
which people could be cured from Ae perceived ills o f modem society. Nature, in its well- 
packaged form, had a profound healing power Green spaces similar to the one depicted in 
Figure 3.1 assumed an almost mystical air. For modem city dwellers, this carefully-preserved 
natural scene jxovided Ae space in which they could recharge their souls, and peAaps 
rehabAtate Aeir moral character. Even q)ecAc recreational activities were infused wiA 
profound spiritual and moral meaning. As one conservationist insisted, “boys who like to go 
fishing seldom go bad. Fishing is a sport which brings a boy into close communion wiA 
nature, wiA its beauty and mystery, which quicken the imagination and strengAen Ae 
appreciation of Aose values which are cosmic and eternal.””  These values, of course, were 
fundamentally conservative ones, and were certainly reminiscent of an idealized Victorian past 
(See Figure 3.2)
A second problem that Ae creation of conservation areas sought to remedy was Ae 
anxiety associated whh Ae apparent problem of physical degeneratiott One of Ae more 
troubling social problems for Ontario's postwar leaders was Ae perceived effect that city living 
was having on Ae physical fitness of Ae citizens of Ontario. Ontario's rulmg elite worried that 
Ae proliferation of modem urban conveniences, Aough desirable from a strictly economic 
point of view, would ultimately lead to a “softening” of the people. By promoting activities 
that would get people out o f Ae city and into the countryside, it was hoped that Ontario's 
citizens would benefit from Ae “healA-giving qualities o f the open air.””  This was especially 
important where Ae province's male population was concerned. Faced wiA the possAAty of 
growing “soft” in an increasmgly “feminized” world of suburban luxury, nature provided men 
wiA Ae ORtortunity to “flex a few unused muscles.””  Beyond providing ORwrtunities to hunt
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Figure 3.1 A rustic scene on Ae Don River, near Toronto, c. 1946. (Reprinted from Ontario, 
Conservation in SouA Central Ontario. 28.)
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i
Figure 3.2 Boys fishing on Ae upper reaches of the Humber Ri ver c. 1946. It is interesting 
to compare this photograph wiA Ae image o f Ae “fisher-boy” in Figure 1.2. 
(Reprinted from Ontario, Conservation in SouA Central Ontario. 120.)
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and fish, therefore, the conservation authorities also encouraged men to participate in actual 
conservation (»ojects. Conservation areas, for example, |Hovided men with the opportunity to 
participate in activities such as tree planting, ploughing demonstrations, and soil judging 
competitions. Conservationists even suggested that the acquisition o f a plot o f forested land in 
the country would be ideal for city men ^iro m i^ t desire to manage small fiunily woodlots of 
their owil^  Such ventures would allow men to mix their toil and sweat with the land in 
lAimlesome woric that ultimately would contribute to the {Aysical rebuilding o f postwar 
Ontario.***
The fishing ponds, hunting grounds, and woodlots o f the (xovince were more than just 
avenues o f escape finom the drudgery of urban life. In creating recreational space close to or 
within urban centres, conservation areas provided Ontarians, and especially men, with the 
necessary facilities to allow for the cultivation of strong, healthy bodies. This focus on 
physical fitness, in Act, coupled with the rejuvenating aspects o f nature, would help to develop 
a citizenry that was not only physically fit, but also mentally f it **** Proper recreation facilities, 
it was thought in conjunction with a clean and productive environment would go a long way 
towards the creation o f better and more productive citizens in the postwar era.
Conclusion
The resurgence of the conservation movement in Ontario was primarily fueled by the 
need to physically rebuild the province in the postwar period. As an integral fimet of the 
postwar reconstruction process, the conservation authorities played a central role in 
rehabilitation of the province, and contributed in particular to the rapid development of 
Ontario's urban centres. However, as we have seen, the conservation authorities had a
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secondary role to play in the rehabilitation of postwar Ontario, one ^ h c h  in some ways rivaled 
their primary flood-control function. Recognizing the moral implications o f the reconstruction 
process, Ontario's conservation authorities consciously sought to create a landscape iqxm which 
the social and ultimately the cultural rehabilitation o f the province could be played out The 
significance of this carefully-constructed landscape will become even more a^nrent as we 
explore the romanticization of the Arm in Ae next chapter.
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compromised die ecological int^rity ofthe entire watershed. See OAl McConkev. Conservatk"  »"
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(Toronto; JAf. Dent and sons, 1952), 7; and Ontario, Department of Energy and Resources Management, Anmwi 
Report 1965-1966 fToromo; n.p., 1966), 8. See also Richardson, r^w iM fvtû^ii h v  th e  P e n p k  35.
^  Watson K  Porter, O n  T n  M iia lriny inn  5 »
" ttü ,5 8 .
^  Ibid.. 59. This remained a popular and pervasive sentiment. See for example Our Valiev 1/1 (1955), 29. If 
properly reforested, stated a conservation official, “many thousand acres of land suited only for forestry purposes” 
would certainly prove to be “a profitable undertaking.”
Of course, finestry programs undertaken by the conservation authorities were limited almost exclusively to 
Southern Ontario. The vast percentage o f Ontario’s fixests, particularly hs northern fixests, renuuned uaito the 
juristfictkm of the Department of Lands arxl Forests. It is also inqxxtant to note that forest marmgement programs 
initiated by the conservation authorities were administered joint^ with the Departmem of Lands and Frxests.
"  Watson R  Porter, Qpi Tn 9.
‘’ lhü .5 .
^ Ibid.. 9. See also W.JJC Harkness, "Utilization o f Fish and Game Resources o f Ontario,” in Ontario, Department 
of Planning and Devdopment, Conservation in Ontario 34
^ P o rter  O fi T n  MiMlriwgum o During a sinnlartour conducted of the MWCD in 1954, BryceBrowinng, 
Secretary-manager o f Muskingum, reiterated the importance of recreation to any conqxefaensive watershed 
managemem strategy, arguing that recreation represented “the extra dividends o f a sofidly conceived conservation 
program.” See Ontario, Our Valley 1/1 (1955), 43.
^  Watson R  Porter, ;
” lbijL9.
* As Richardson argued, most authorities were brought into being sinqily “because o f flooding within their areas.” 
See Richardson, rntMgrvaripn Authorities in Southern Ontario. 3.
Richardson gives > brief «ccount o f  m rerwar flondiny in Ontario in Cnnmerymtion bv thç Pffftpk 29-32.
Ontario, Dqiartmem of Larxls and Forests, Annual Report. 1961-1962 (Tonxrto; n.p., 1962), 26.
^Between 1946 and 1962, over fixuteen million dollars were spent by Ontario’s conservation authorities on flood 
control measures. See Had.. 47.
^  G. Ross Lord, introduction to Richardson, ron«Mvariom by the Peopln ix.
^  See for example AO RG 25, box 2, “Supplement ‘A’ to the Brief on Flood Control Dams and Conservation 
Reservoirs for the Humber Watershed: Determination of the Cost-Benefit Ratio and Water Conservation fix the 
Proposed Scheme,” (Fdxuary, 1955).
"  Ontario, Department o f Energy and Resource Management, Aiwi»i Rgmit: 1969-1970 (Toronto, tip., 1970),
23. Though there are no accurate statistics available to determine the extent to which the land set aside for 
recreation was utilized by the people o f Ontario between 1946 and the mid-1950s, it is evident that by the end of 
the decade the use o f conservation areas was steadily increasing. In 1957, the first year fix which accurate statistics 
are available, campers and day visitors to conservation areas in Ontario numbered .2 million. By 1960, that nuthber
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had grown to 1.S8 million. By 1969, visitation stood at 3.7 million, with I S nuHkm anmial viators to Metro 
Toromo R ^on Conservation Authority sites alone
"  Watson H. Porter, Qffl Tff Mil”*™?*"" 33. Given the need to develop recreation focOities that were easily 
accessible to a large number o f people, conservation authorities deterndned that “good access from first-dass 
highways” was also “essential "
“ B âL 9 -1 0 .
”  Events like these were common, and are catalogued in Our Valiev. At one such event, a Junior Trout-Rshing 
Day, qxmsored by the Humber River Conservation Authority in 1956, a total o f563 fish were caught in a single 
afternocML
** It is interestir% to note that many ofthe province's conservation authority leaders were active methbers of local 
Fish and Game chibs. See frir example Ontario, Our Valiev 2/2 (1956% 40; and 3/2 (1957), 42.
AO RG 1 474, box 1, “Additional information re: Economics and Wildlife Management," (1966), 1.
"  Ibid.. 1. See also Harkness, "Utilizadon o f Fish and Game Resources o f Ontario,” 33-4.
^  Omarin tV w fttmvir « f  T mnH R#port: 1961-1962. 28-9. These guidelines Served as a
precursor fbr fee wetlands evahiafionmodd devised by the Ministry of Natural Resources in the 1970s. See AO 
RG 1, 247, box 1, “A Systematic Method of Wedand Evaluation,’’ (1970).
“  Ontario, Our Valiev 2/2 (1956), 23.
”  Watson R  Porter, On tn Miwlringiim 9.
Ontario, Report ofthe Sdect Committee on O naervarinn 151 See also Ontario, Oiff ViOty 2/2 (1956), 32.
”  The end of World War U marked the begirming o f a long awaited period of sustained economic growth in 
Canada Though Canadians had feared a return o f conditions similar to those that had plagued the nation 
throughout the Depression, the postwar economic depresmon which had worried many reconatructkm plarmers 
during the war simply did not materialize. Despite a brief economic downturn ifeich fiiDowed the war, and a short 
recession at the end o f dm 1950s, the country’s econony flourished throuÿmut the postwar period at a levd which 
rivaled the boom years o f the Progressive era. The Gross National Product, vdnch had languished at an armual per 
capita rate o f roughly 1% dvough the interwar years, dinfeed to a heahly rate o f 2.8% per year between 1939 and 
1960. Moreover, having been successfully re-converted to meet the demands of peacetime production, the nation’s 
industrial sector thrived in a postwar climate o f economic stabihty and confidence. In turn, the jobs which had been 
promised to returned servicemen and women proved to be plentifiil, and incomes were maintained at levds that 
were generally sufiBdent to provide mary with a comfixtable existence fix’ themsdves and their fimnlies.
In Ontario, as in the rest ofthe country, the postwar economic boom Aided a decade and a half of devdopment that 
was as ambitious as it was diverse. Backed by the Department o f Plarming and Development’s “progressive’’ vision 
for Ontario, extensive public works projects were initiated throughout the province. Cities grew as suburbs were 
developed to accommodate the growing middle class. The red per capita income fix the province’s dtizerrs rose at 
an average rate o f 2 7% per year from 81,641 in 1941 to $2,557 in 1960. For aD practkd purposes, the economic 
urxest that had diaracterized the imerwar years had been avoided, and postwar reconstructioo could be considered 
an economic success. The resulting economic security was wdcomed by an entire generation that had come of age 
during tire Depression, and Ontariaru generally had more Idaure time aid disposable inoome to finally “emgoy those 
things that hdp to make up the good Hfe.” See Ontario, Department o f Plarmmg and Devdopment, nntmrin’» 
Industrial Devdooment: Review of a DecadeL Preview ofthe 196Q» (Toronto: King’s Printer. 1961), 5; FH. Leacy, 
ed H iw n rica l R tm H w ic #riitiriw m n n f  M m iwm rm f& wW vm nH  S e r v ic e ,  C an ad a  1983); Gerald
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Kiilan, Protected * ffitorv of Ontam ’i PmviTWffll P** rr«mntc- Dundum Press, 1993). 75; and
The National Fibn Board of Canada, “Careers and Cradles,” (1947).
”  R o d e ric k  N a sh . W ilderness  and  th e  A m ericm  M ind  INew H aven , rr- Y a le  U n h ie rm v  Press. 1968V 143 Many 
Canadian scholars have made similar observations, especially in the comext o f urbanization in Canada at the turn of 
the century. See, fix example, George Ahmeyer, T b ee Ideas ofNature, 1893-1914,"
11/3 (August 1976), 21-36; and Patricia Jasen, Wfld Thinys TSJstiire, Çidture and Tourim  in Ontario. 1790-1914 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995X in particular Chapter Five.
”  G  R oss Lnrri. in Richmrdwn CmMervaiion  bv the People, xi.
** Robert A  Falconer, letter to the Committee of Council, in Royal Sodey o f Canada, The Wise Use of Our 
Resources. 48. Elabcxating on his point. Falconer claimed that dong with "plenty o f fiiod, shdter, and well- 
distributed external [sic] goods the development of individual powers o f intellect, heart, emotion, and will" must 
be given equal consideration in reconstruction (danning. "The individual," he continued, "must become master o f 
himself and his physical environment."
G. Ross Lord, in Ridiardson i’ffntcr'«HonbvthePeo[rie. xi.
^  Ontario. Our Valiev. 2/2 (1956), 41.
”  George Haytfaorne and Leonard Marsh, r jnrf yH A SocmI Survey of  Agriaihnre and the Farm Labour
Market in Central O w 4« (Toronto, Oxfixd University Press, 1941), 57-8.
”  Peter Harvie, “A Woodkx is a Famiÿ Af&ir,” Wmf««h«ds 5/1 and 2 (Spring and Summer 1970), 17.
The idea ofthe fondly woodlot remained popular wdl into the 1970s.
There is an interesting connection here between the promotion of fomily woodlots and the Veteran's Land Act 
(VLA), a federal initiative wUch was created in 1942 and was not dscontinued until 1975. As Ridiard Harris and 
Trida Shuhst daim, one of the main ideas behind the VLA was to encourage returned soldiers to resettle on the 
land, and to take up fiuming. However, recognizing that this was not entirely practical, the authors o f this plan 
dedded that part-time forming of small rural plots should also be promoted. Fto ofthe thinking was that this 
would "get the veteran out ofthe dty and imo the country." See Richard Harris and Trida Shuhst, "Canada's 
Reluctant Housing Program: the Veteran's Land Act, 1942-1975," rmnmHimn Higrmricml Rp/iaw 82/Z (June 2001), 
260.
Both mental "ignorance" and physical "fll-heahh" were considered by postwar planners as "evils to be bamsbed" 
fiom Canadian society. See Canadian Chamber of Commerce. A Program fix  Reconstruction, i. The rdationship 
of "fll-heahh" to "ignorance" or "personal deficiency” in the context of Canadian nation-building in the twentieth 
century is discussed by Angus McClaren and Cynthia Comacdno. g— Qrm MmfTT «nrf
Comaccbio. Nations are Buih of Smvimy nrnmrio'.  Mothers and CiMren /Montreal and jOngUon: McGfll-
Queen's University Press, 1993X 9-10.
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Chapter Four
Citizen Farmers And Monogamous Geese: Conservation and the Socio-Cultnral 
Reconstruction of Postwar Ontario, 1946-1961
Introduction
Flood control, recreation and, to a more limited extent, forestry were the cornerstones 
of the conservation authority movement in the postwar era. There was, however, a fourth 
aspect o f the conservation authority program - namely, conservation on the form - which has 
not yet been discussed. The connection between the urban-based conservation authorities and 
Ontario's farms is perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects o f the conservation authority 
program, primarily because the practical scientific impact that the conservation authorities had 
on agriculture in the province was minimal. In fact, problems associated wiüi soil 
conservation, desiccation, and agriculture in general fell under the purview o f the Department 
o f Agriculture, and not the Department of Planning and Development However, though farm 
conservation programs remained peripheral to the conservation authority mandate, idealized 
images of both the rural landscape and the traditional family former were nevertheless central 
to conservation authority discourse between 1946 and the early 1960s. A fuller exploration of 
the significance of this “form ronumce” will contribute to a better understanding of the 
underlying social and cultural agenda of Ontario's postwar conservation movement
Ronumcing the Farm
Ontario's idealization ofthe farm in the postwar period was largely derivative o f the 
collective anxiety that had been generated during the 1930s, and was thus intimately tied to the 
broader context o f postwar reconstruction in Canada Indeed, one of foe more serious
126
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problems addressed during the war by reconstructionists in Ontario, and thus also by 
conservationists, was the p li^ t of the natioris farms. Ontario's postwar planners, like most 
Canadians, recognized that the country's agricultural heritage - and with it the land and its 
people - had suffered incredibly in the interwar period. What at one time had been a symbol of 
Canada's strength and promise as a nation quite simply had collapsed under the combined 
pressure of depression and d ro u ^ t Thou^i formers across the country had begun to show 
modest signs of recovery by 1939, there were no truly effective mechanisms or plans in place 
to prevent such an envirorunental catastrophe in the future. It is not difficult to im%me, 
therefore, why reconstruction planners would have discussed in great detail the pressing need 
to develop comprehensive farm rehabilitation schemes for the postwar period.
Economic considerations were recognized as being one o f the principle motivations for 
the implementation of form rehabilitation projects. Canadians could not afford another 
agricultural disaster, especially not in the context of postwar reconstruction. An agricultural 
foilure o f any kind would certainly jeopardize the efforts to “win the peace” in the immediate 
postwar period. The rehabilitation of Canada's farms, therefore, was considered to be one of 
the keys to a successful program o f postwar reconstructioiL Reconstnictionists like J.R. 
MacNicol assured Canadians that the implementation of extensive conservation programs 
aimed at eradicating the problems o f soil erosion and desiccation would undoubtedly result in 
increased agricultural efficiency, and would thus maximize both the productivity and 
ultimately the profitability o f Canada's farms. Such conditions would not only make for 
“happy formers,” but would also help to rejuvenate rural communities across the country by 
generating jobs and infusing money into local economies.* MacNicol also claimed that a 
booming agricultural sector would create sizeable industrial demands. “One can scarcely
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comprehend,” he suggested, “the orders for manufactured goods” that would inevitably be 
placed by formers throughout the country Using Alberta as an example, MacNicol wrote that 
“one can appreciate how pleased a bag foctory would be to receive an order for the 18,000,000 
bags required to bag the sugar produced from Alberta sugar beets,” or “how pleased a can 
foctory would be to receive an order for the millions of cans required to can Alberta com, peas 
and other crops.”  ^ There would also be an increased demand for tractors and other equipment, 
a foct ^ ^ c h  was bound to be enticing to manufocturers as for removed as Toronto, Montreal or 
even Halifax. MacNicol was confident, therefore, that form conservation programs would 
contribute greatly to the “national wealth” in the postwar period.^
Sentiments like MacNicol’s were popular amongst Canada's political leaders during the 
war Yet, at the same time, reconstruction planners also expressed a profound concern over the 
fate o f Canada's farmers arxl foeir fiunilies. Though the “economic aspects” o f soil and water 
conservation were, of course, significant, the overall welfore o f the “individual” former, it was 
argued, should in no way be subordinated completely to the technological or material progress 
of the nation.^ As Harold Innis boldly declared in a wartime speech on conservation, “the 
enormous... literature on the conservation of material resources” needed to be complemented 
with a more clearly articulated interest “in human resources.”  ^ Innis implied that if  Canada's 
postwar plarmers and leaders allowed the social and cultural decay of the interwar period to 
persist, Canadians in general would certainly be ill-prepared to tackle the problems associated 
with the rebuilding of the nation, no matter how rich the country itself might become. The task 
o f any conservation program, hmis argued, should be concerned as much with the 
rehabilitation and preservation of social and cultural values as it was with foe wise use of 
resources.
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These notions regarding the sociocultural significance o f conservation within the 
context of postwar reconstruction were developed even further by Robert Newton, an academic 
wfoo during the war was Acting President of the University o f Alberta and, like hmis, a fellow 
of the Royal Society of Canada. Newton was concerned with the welfore o f the former, in 
particular. Like many other prominent Canadians, Newton held the traditional Canadian 
former in high esteem.^ In a speech entitled “Agriculture and Fcxestry” given in 1941, Newton 
called for a careful and sensitive treatment of Canada's farm crisis, and advocated the 
implementation o f agricultural policies that would take into account the privileged though 
endar%ered status of the Canadian farmer. There was, he seemed to suggest, something sacred 
about the traditional relationship between the former, the land and the nation. Newton 
proclaimed that “the three-quarters o f a million form fomilies occupying over 163 million acres 
of Mother Canada are in very truth bone of her bone and flesh o f her flesh.” He continued by 
arguing that “farming is the primal and natural way of living; it is only secondarily a way of 
making a cash income.”  ^ Newton insisted that the intimate connection between the former and 
the land that he worked needed to be protected. It was as if the welfore o f the entire nation 
depended on the preservation of this traditional agrarian institution. T hou^ undoubtedly a 
romantic notion, the essence of Newton's appeal would find a sympathetic audience during the 
war, and would continue to have a great deal o f currency throughout the postwar period.*
The general ideas put forward by MacNicol, Innis and Newton on the federal level were 
ultimately echoed in the reconstruction programs devised on the provincial level. In Ontario, 
for example, the rehabilitation of the province's farms, and thus also of its farmers, was an 
important topic o f discussion both during and immediately following the war. The significance 
of agriculture to Ontario's postwar reconstruction program was certainly naade evident in the
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Report o f the Select C om m ittee on Conservation released by the provincial government in 
1950. Compiled by a Select Committee o f the provincial legislature, the report, which was 
nearly two years in the making, was the product o f extensive research, the bulk of Wuch was 
taken from over one hundred briefs foat had been presented by organizations and individuals 
from across the jnovince. The scope o f the report was broad, covering a wide range of 
conservation issues that reflected the government's overall project for the (foysical and moral 
rehabilitation of the province. Though flood control and forest conservation occupied much o f 
the discussion, agriculture (and wifo it the p li^ t o f the province's numerous farming 
cormnunities) was also a main source o f concern for those wfoo presented briefs to the Select 
Conunittee on CrmservatiorL
For obvious reasons, the state o f the province's soil resources garnered a great deal of 
attention. The situation, as many perceived it, was nothing short o f grim. Decades o f poor 
land-use maru^ement had created conditions on Ontario's forms that wme so severe that by the 
1940s they warranted a comparison with the devastation wroi^ht by the Dust Bowl on the 
Prairies.^ Conservationists blamed existing agricultural conditions on a number o f foctors, 
chief among them overgrazing, obsolete plou^iing methods, improper drainage, a poor system 
of crop rotation and the intensive cultivation of hilly and marginal lands.*** The key to any 
successful farm rehabilitation scheme, therefore, would be a comprehensive program of soil 
conservation, one wiiich would take full advantage of the “scientific weapons yfoich are at our 
command.”** To underscore the importance of soil conservation, the authors of the report 
argued that “soil is not just the material on which we build buildings, it is the stuff empires are 
made of. No nation can prosper if  its basic agriculture is declining”*^  They continued; “Sod,
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as we see it, is our heritage from the dead and our dowry to countless numbers yet unborn; it 
represents the future at our feet”'^
The focus on soil as a vitally important provincial resource was unique within the 
broader context of the report. It was, in fact, idealized in a way that other resources were not 
The romanticization o f the farm that was fxesent in Robert Newton's speech, for instance, was 
also evident in the views on soil conservation ]xoffered by Ontario's Select Committee on 
ConservatioiL Unlike any other resource that was discussed in the report, soil alone was 
revered for its profound life-giving qualities. It was, in short regarded as “the basis of life.”*^  
Agairt the intimate connection between agriculture and civilizatiort and between the land and 
the culture it s«qqx>rted, was an underlying yet distinct theme. Indeed, “man himself’ was 
regarded as the chief product of the soil. The authors of the report maintained that “from the 
soil come the quality o f his bone and muscle, and the state of his health.”*^  There was, in fact, 
a distinct cormection drawn between a healthy environment and robust, productive citizens, 
almost as if  the land alone was responsible for the physical character of those wfoo lived on i t  
But it was not just the physical Ixxty of “man” that owed its vitality to a sacred bond with the 
earth. One's moral character was also forged upon the land. In foe words of the report, “man is 
what he is because of where he is in relation to foe soil His energy, his ability to foink, and his 
very disposition come fiom the soil on wfoich he walks.”*^  Implicit in this statement was the 
notion that foe further removed “man ” was from the land, foe more questionable his character 
would become.
It was against this romanticized notion of foe land that an analysis of the state of the 
province's farms was (xesented. Though soil erosion was regarded as foe most fvessii^ of foe 
province's agricultural predicaments, none o f the problems frying Ontario's frtrms was left
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unexplored. The report, for instance, studied the declining rural demographic, and discussed 
the need for programs that would keep people, in particular young people, on the farms. Stating 
that many rural areas of the province had su|qx>rted a “population that was much greater 80 
years ago than it is today,” the authors ofthe report argued foat swift and decisive action 
would tie needed in order to reverse the decline of Ontario's form s.Im gnoved farm 
conditions, it was tlio i^it, would entice farmers to remain on their fomily farmsteads, and 
might also encourage others Wm had alreatty abandoned their forms to return to the 
agricultural fold.
In addition to foe fote of rural populations, the report also raised tlie issue of the 
physical degeneration of forming communities themselves. The decline o f Ontario's once- 
(xosperous farms, it was argued, had given rise to “rural slums” throughout the province.** The 
Select Committee was careful to point out that in many areas o f the province, poorly managed 
farm land was being overtaken by “sparse pastures, weeds, and derelict houses.”*’ The 
principal concern was that the existence o f these rural slums would have a detrimental impact 
on the physical well-being and moral character of the citizens of the province. This idea, in 
fact, was pervasive in postwar conservation discourse, and was especially evident in the images 
that the province's conservation authorities employed in their various publications between 
1946 and the early 1960s. The Conservation Branch photos shown in Figure 4.1, for example, 
coupled with foe illustrations in Figure 4.2, provide a good indication of the widespread belief 
held by conservationists and reconstructionists alike that “poor land makes poor people.”^
The message conveyed by images like these was that drastic measures needed to be taken in 
order to repair foe damage caused by years o f neglect Naturally, conservation would be the 
key to the physical rebuilding of the province's forms and rural areas.
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Figure 4.1 An indication that "poor land makes poor people." (Conservation Branch photo, 
reprinted from O.M. McConkey, Conservation in Canada. 186.)





Figure 4.2 A diagram adapted from a United States Department of Agriculture publication 
illustrating the benefits of watershed conservation. (Reprinted from Ontario, 
Conservation in Eastern Ontario. 20-21.)
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In general, the wartime and postwar discourse surrounding the need for comprehensive 
form rehabilitation schemes was punctuated by a distinct sense o f loss. Conservationists and 
postwar planners alike eiqnessed their concern over the visible depletion of soil resources, and 
in turn lamented the decline of rural populations and commuruties. Though farm rehabilitation 
{xograms were implemented quickly after the war, this sense o f loss was only enhanced during 
the postwar period. Residents in Southern Ontario in particular watched as cities developed 
and as new expressways cut their way across fertile fields and valleys.^ * They also witnessed 
the ever-widening spraud of suburbia as it quickly devoured time once highly-productive soil 
that lay on the immediate outskirts of urban centres.^
It was not, however, merely friiysical space that was being lost Tied up with this 
traditional agrarian space was a conservative worldview wdiich, having been severely 
challenged in the interwar period, was now in danger of disappearing with the land itself. As 
one advocate o f postwar farm rehabilitation wrote, “country life has set a high moral standard 
in the past” and must therefore be reclaimed as a necessary counterbalance to “the confusion 
that exists in the world today The preservation of the agrarian ideal, though purportedly
aimed at the province's rural population, was recognized as being important, if  not essential, to 
Ontario's urban population. As Alan Coventry stated in his k^note address to the Conference 
on Planning and Development in 1944, “the reconstruction and conservation o f the countryside 
is by no means a matter of interest to the countryside alone.”^^  In fact, the renewal of the rural 
aesthetic in Ontario was regarded as being vitally important in terms of its overriding “social 
implications” for the entire province.^ Stressing the bond between the city and the country, 
Coventry argued that the rehabilitation of foe countryside would play an integral role in 
Ontario's reconstruction effort Of course, Coventry, like so many others, had a specific
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relationship in mind. T hou^ city folk would bring material civilization to the agricultural 
hinterland, it was rural Ontario that would provide the moral landscape upon which social and 
cultural values could be forged after the war.^ ^
Fueled by foe desire to return the countryside to its former glory, foe Ontario 
government, in conjunction with various agencies throu^tout the province, actively pursued a 
detailed program o f rural imixovement in the postwar period, one which focused a great deal of 
attention on the renewal of the rural aesthetic itself. The program that was adopted was indeed 
comprehensive, so much so foat it did not overiook seemingly minor details such as the 
“painting of weathered mailboxes standing at farmyard gates.”^^  The restoration of farm 
buildings, and in particular the form house, was o f central importance to the provincial form 
rehabilitation scheme. There was, it was thought, “a definite cormection between the good- 
looking farm home and the well-managed form.”^  Though one o f foe principal goals o f fium 
conservation was to enhance agricultural productivity, there can be no doubt as to the 
overwhelming significance o f the renewed rural aesthetic itself. According to foe Select 
Conunittee on Conservation, “there is no fmer sig^it than the well-tended farmstead, protected 
by trees and grass, blending naturally into foe sfdendid setting o f a productive fiuuL”^  Beyond 
foe farm house, therefore, an effort was also made to reforest marginal agricultural land in 
order to erfoance the visual appeal of the typical rural scene. The importance of the rural 
aesthetic, in fact, only rose in significance throughout the postwar era as Ontario's citizens grew 
increasingly mobile. As Alexander Wilson notes, with the rise o f “pleasure driving” as “an 
increasingly popular form o f outdoor recreation,” the revitalized fium landscape in general 
became an important scenic backdrop fisr the leisurely weekend get-away fiom the city.^
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It was in this context that A.H. Richardson's Conservation Branch, along with individual 
conservation authorities, actively encouraged - and even financially supported - fium 
conservation schemes that ultimately complemented the broader provincial plans for the 
rehabilitation of rural Ontario in the postwar period. Of course, given the (uedominantly urban 
focus of the conservation authorities, fium conservation remained a relatively peripheral 
program In fact, aside fiom sponsoring soil and plouÿüng demonstrations at conservation 
areas throughout the ]UOvince, the conservation authorities had very little impact on the 
luactical aspects o f fium conservatiotL Instead, the role that the conservation aufoorities 
played in the rehabilitation of the province's fimns was limited to projects devoted almost 
exclusively to the renewal of the idealized rural aesthetic.
The rehabilitation of the fium woodlot was one such {xoject that the conservation 
authorities sponsored forou^out the postwar period. The fium woodlot, which had been 
“neglected” in the interwar period, was considered to be an important component of the 
idealized farm landscape, and hence needed to be rehabilitated in order to contribute to the 
overall “pleasantness of the countryside.” *^ Thus, in the 1950s, under the auspices of 
Richardson's Conservation Branch, conservation aufoorities across the province devised tree- 
planting programs that offered fiumers both financial and technical assistance in order to 
encourue them to revive woodlots on their property. Those fiumers who applied to the 
conservation authorities were given a substantial number o f saplings at no cost (the number of 
“firee trees” varied fiom one authority to the next). Ofien tree-planting machines were made 
available fiee o f charge (even in cases where a rental fee was charged, the cost was heavily 
subsidized by the authority ) Richardson, himself a forester by training, was particularly proud 
of the program, and was pleased with its overall popularity. Though popular and largely
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successful throughout the 1950s, the program was nevertheless expensive, and was eventually 
phased out in the early 1960s/^
Even more successful than the form woodlot program, however, was a similar program 
devoted to the rehabilitation -o r in some cases the actual creation - of farm ponds. Again, 
individual conservation authorities offered financial assistance, equipment, and practical 
technical advice to rural watershed residents. During the 1950s literally hundreds of farm 
ponds were created or restored throughout the province.*  ^ In some cases, these ponds served an 
important agricultural function, either as a source for the irrigation of crops or the watering of 
livestock. In yet ofoer instances, the significance o f the fium pond was viewed fiom a strictly 
recreational point o f view. A large fium pond, for example, provided the opportunity for 
boating in one's own back yard. If properly stocked, the farm pond would also become an ideal 
fishing hole (see Figure 4.3). However, over and above any practical function it m i^  have 
served, the farm pond was viewed as an integral aspect of the romanticized farm landscape. As 
Figure 4.4 illustrates, the stylized farm pond was very much an extension of the rural living 
space. The image that was conveyed was one o f order, health and prosperity. In conjunction 
with the revitalized woodlot, the farm pond was thus a vital component of the rehabilitated 
farm landscape.
It should be noted that the preservation o f the rural aesthetic was also important within 
the city itself. Of course, the conservation authorities had no desire to reverse the trend o f 
urban development in the postwar era. Instead, they sought to diminish the overall visual 
impact of urban growth by creating and maintaining pockets o f green space that in themselves 
approximated the idealized image o f the rustic rural landscape. A report submitted by the Don 
Valley Conservation Authority in 1956 is indicative of the land of urban green space that the
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Figure 4.3 The farm pond as fishing hole. (Reprinted from Ontario, Conservation in Eastern 
Ontario. 26.)
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Figure 4.4 The farm pond as an integral component of the idealized rural landscape. 
(Reprinted from Ontario, Conservation in Eastern Ontario, 25.)
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conservation authorities wanted to preserve or recreate. Speaking to conditions on Toronto's 
Don River Valley, the report indicated that every efifort should be made to save those areas 
wdiere development “has not yet marred the rural scene.” In part, the “rural scene” functioned 
merely as a space in which “the lover o f nature may take his fiunily for a ramble and picnic.”^  
However, this space had a significance which went b^rond its mere recreational fimctioiL 
Infused with profound social and cultural m e a n i n g  the recreated rural aesthetic was central to 
the re-civilizing mission of Ontario's postwar planners. As a fundamental manifestation of the 
postwar reconstruction process, this idealized landscape played an important role in 
reconstructing what postwar Premier Leslie Frost (1948-1961) repeatedly called “the good old 
province of Ontario.”^^
Idealizing the Farmer
The idealization o f the agrarian landscape in Ontario was not in itself unique. It was, in 
fact, part of a broader worldwide trend, one Wuch had its roots in the late nineteenth century 
and which flourished in most modem industrialized nations in the interwar and postwar 
periods. As Raymond Williams argues, idealized images of a predominantly agrarian or 
pastoral countryside were compelling because they were directly associated with a “natural 
way o f life,” while rural living itself was believed to be endowed with “peace, innocence, and 
simple virtue.”^  According to Williams, the symbolic import of die rural landscape was 
directly related to the anxiety generated by life in the city. The concern expressed by an urban 
elite over the loss of agricultural land or over the decline o f rural communities was, he 
suggests, nothing less than an exjxession of a perceived crisis widiin modem urban society.^ ^ 
As elsewdiere in Canada and the industrial world, therefore, Ontario's ruling elite openly
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revisited the rural ideal in an attempt to mitigate the social, cultural and even moral 
implications of postwar urban development However, die goal o f Ontario's Arm rehabilitation 
projects was not merely the renewal of the rural aesthetic. Central to such projects was the 
ultimate hope of producing better citizens.
There can be no doubt that A.H. Richardson and the rest o f Ontario's conservation 
authority leaders were motivated by such lofty goals. Indeed, conservation authority discourse, 
though often loaded with technical details, was nevertheless saturated with the language o f 
social and cultural engineering that literally permeated die broader federal and provincial 
discussions on postwar reconstruction O f course, as we have seen in other chapters, the 
conservation authority program was not influenced merely by develtqiments in Canada. 
Examples that had been set by similar agencies in the United States, and in particular by the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD), had a profound influence on the 
conservation authorities in Ontario. Thus, in order to determine the overall socio-cultural 
significance o f die idealized Arm landsc^ie to postwar conservation audiority discourse, it is 
important to return briefly to the MWCD, and in particular to Malabar Farm.
Established by audior Louis Bromfield in 1939, Malabar Farm was an effort “to show 
how traditional rural values could be reconciled with the modem, industrialized agriculture 
that...emerged during and after Worid War n .”^^  In one sense, Malabar Farm was intended to 
demonstrate modem methods of conservation. But die Arm was more than just an agricultural 
experiment More than anydimg, it was a rmnanticization of the agrarian lifestyle, and in 
particular o f the social and cultural values embodied in Ae traditional farm Amily. According 
to Watson R  Porter, die Arm was one of die more memorable stops of the 1948 tour of the 
MWCD.^ ^ And thou^ a relatively small number of conservation-minded Ontarians actually
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visited Malabar Farm in person, many would have been able to read about i t  Throughout the 
1940s and 1950s, Bromfield wrote extensively about Malabar Farm. O f his many books and 
essays, the novels Pleasant Valiev and Malabar Farm became essential reading for an entire 
generation of conservationists.^ Many of Ontario's conservation authority leaders appeared to 
have read and enjoyed his books. Bromfield, moreover, traveled to Ontario on a number of 
occasions to give talks on Ae virtues ofboA  watershed conservation and rural living. His 
lectures reportedly drew large and enAusiasdc audiences.^'
The main themes of Bromfield's literary works revolved around Ae perceived crisis 
iiAerent in modem society. In general, Bromfield railed (gainst life in Ae big city, and against 
the legions of “regimented people herding at night into subways to return to a cave somewhere 
high up in a sltyscraper, living as man was never meant to live.”*^  Bromfield lamerrted the 
mcredible social cost that such an existence entailed, and was concerned in particular by the 
mental and physical deterioration of Ae mdividual, and by the apparent breakdown of 
traditional social institutions such as Ae nuclear Amily By stark comparison, life on the fium 
was viewed by Bromfield to be nothing short of “paradise.” It was, quite simply, a natural way 
of living fipom i^ c h  modem people had been alienated. A retum to the land - even a symbolic 
or temporary retum - would serve to revitalize Ae human spirit Bromfield argued that a direct 
mteraction wiA Ae rural landscape would not only teach a “love of Nature,” but would also 
serve to restore “a sense of balance and of values” that had been greatly compromised by an 
urban existence.^ ^
Central to Bromfield's idealization of life on the Arm was an idealization o f the farmer 
himself. Accordmg to Bromfield, Ac farmer enjoyed an enviable existence. A life o f hard 
woric under open sides and m the clean air, he argued, left the Armer “sturcty and young.” For
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Bromfield, there was “in all the world no finer figure than a sturcty Armer standing, his feet 
well-planted in Ae earth, looking over his rich fields and his beautiful shiny cattle.” Bromfield 
romanticized the fact that Ae farmer was firee to “leave his stamp upon the %%Aole of the 
landscrqre seen firom his window.”^  By means o f his labour the fiumer could turn his land into 
boA a source of food, and a thing of beauty. Life on Ae Arm also provided the opportunity for 
Ae fiumer to cultivate a close relationAip wiA his Amily, and m particular wiA his sons (the 
idealized agrarian landscape was for Bromfield very much a masculine domain). As Bromfield 
wrote, the rural lifestyle enabled Ae Armer “to go places wiA his boys, to fish and hunt wiA 
Aem ”*^  In Ae final analysis, he argued, “the farmer has a security and independence unknown 
to any other member of society.”^
The idea of the rural landscape romanticizBd by Ontario's conservation auAorities 
between 1946 and the early 1960s had much in common wiA Ae image that Bromfield 
presented. Similar to Bromfield's depictitm o f Malabar Farm, for instance, the farmer himself 
was central to Ae idealized landscape. In many of the {AotograiAs aixl illustrations that 
peppered conservation auAority documents, the farmer is depicted as a steward o f the soil, 
passmg knowledge, traAtion and, of course, the land, fiom father to son, fiom one generation 
to the next (see Figures 4.5 and 4.6). However, th o u ^  it is tempting to read these images at 
face value (especially m light of Bromfield's Aetoric), Ae idealization of the farmer as a 
steward o f the soil was problematic, if not paradoxicaL Though perhaps highly romanticized as 
the traditional “keeper o f the land,” the traditional fiunily farmer was not actually credited wiA 
having the mtelligence or the vision to guide agriculture successfiiUy into Ae postwar era.
Often Ae traditional fiuming methods of the farmer were condenmed as being outdated, and 
the Armers themselves blamed for having “overlooked and misunderstood” the lessons of
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Figure 4.5 A fanner and his son survey Ae fiekk of a traditional family farm. (Reprinted 
from Ontario, Conservation in Eastern Ontario. 123.)
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Figure 4.6 A young lad leams to farm. (Reprinted from Ontario, Conservation in Eastern 
Ontario. 116.)
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history/^ In some cases, Ae “ignorance” of farmers was considered to be outright "criminal."^ 
The ignorance of the traditional Armer m Ontario, m Act, was part of the problem that needed 
to be overcome through Ae leadership of forward-thinking organizations like Ae conservation 
auAorities. The actual relationship between farmers and conservationists, Aerefore, was not 
truly based on reverence for Ae farmer, but rather became h i^ y  paternalistic m ruture. In 
many ways, conservationists saw themselves as having to take over Ae role of “agrarian 
stewards” m the jHovince, at least within Ae context o f postwar reconstructiorL^^ Farmers, it 
was Aought, literally needed to be taken under Ae wing of the conservation movement (see 
Figure 4.7, for example). They had to be A u ^ t how to properly farm Ae land \Aich 
purportedly was theirs by birthright In place of Ae wasteful techniques employed on Ontario's 
numerous traditional farmsteads, Ae conservationists sought to promote and encourage wise 
land-use strategies, placmg emphasis on efficiency, productivity, modernization and, o f course, 
mcreased profitability.^
This iq^nrent contradiction, however, m no way dimini Aed Ae idealization of Ae 
farmer m Ae postwar period. In fact the idealized image of Ae farmer m postwar conservation 
Ascourse bore little resemblance to Ae way m which conservationists perceived or dealt wiA 
actual Armers. In oAer words, it was not Ae farmer himself who was revered; raAer, it was 
the ideaofA e fiumer that was valued. In contrast to the perception of farmers as poor, 
ignorant and unsophisticated, conservationists followed Bromfield's lead and painted highly 
rortumticized pictures o f  Armers which idealized them simultaneously as labourers, as 
capitalists, as community-bmlders, and as undisputed heads of the traAtional nuclear family 
The ideal Armer, m A o rt was portrayed as the ideal male, and even as the ideal citizetL^  ^ In 
almost every respect A e farmer was presented as Ae perfect social and cultural archetype
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Figure 4.7 A farmer and his son (on Ae left) are shown Ae “proper” way to cultivate a 
field by a fanning expert” (on Ae right). (Reprinted from L. Ray Silver, 
The Storv of a Flood. 10.)
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against vAich the moral reconstruction of Ae province could be measured. Whether or not the 
typical Ontario farmer was a capable steward of the land was immaterial. It was, his
currency as a socio-cultural icon that was cheriAed.
The overwhelming desire to find a postwar model o f Ae ideal citizen cannot be 
underestimated. Indeed, the rise o f socialism m Ae interwar period, combined wiA the social 
changes demanded by the overall needs of a country at war, had challenged traditional social 
and cultural constructs, not only o f citizenship, but also o f gender and class. Such conAtions 
generated a great deal o f anxiety amongst Ae nation's ruling elite. These concerns were only 
heightened m the postwar period as urban growA and prosperity amplified the perceived crisis 
within Canadian society and culture. In Ontario, this heightened anxiety was characterized 
(ximarily by Ae blurring of gender roles in Ae home and in the workplace, the influx of non- 
English speaking immigrants mto Ontario's growing cities, and, o f course, the growing strengA 
of Ae labour movement Reconstructionists Aus sought to stem the tide o f shifting social and 
cultural values m Ae immeAate postwar era. Even moderate change, Aey argued, would be 
Avisive, and certainly would not be compatible wiA Ae kind of unified cmnmunities that they 
hoped to build.
However, given Ae socio-cultural aims o f Ae reconstruction process, the search for an 
acceptable model o f Ae ideal citizen would not be easy. In some ways, Ae ideal citizen was an 
ambiguous, if  perhaps contraActory figure. On Ae one hand, postwar planners valued 
“initiative and personal enterprise.” A healAy capitalist system required an indqieiideiit and 
entrepreneurial spirit However, given the emphasis that postwar planners placed on 
community-bmlding, too much inAvidualism would be a bad thing. Likewise, a lth o t^  close- 
knit communities were desirable, too much emphasis on the transcendent importance of the
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community over the individual would have been treading too close to the fundamental tenets o f 
socialism and communism. Perhaps R  J. Codÿ sununed it tq) best when, in a speech on 
reconstruction given at Ae University of Toronto m 1942, he stated that “we need a social 
ideal, under which the mAvidual is not to be crushed m character, worthy ambition, or 
enterprise, and yet is a social being linked to his fellows m a society; and under vAich freedom 
and organic unity are boA conserved. The result m i^ t be called socialized individualism.’”^  
What he and others were looking for, therefore, was a model o f citizenship which was able to 
accommodate two conflicting, though socially and culturally desirable, character traits.
It is m light of these considerations that we can begin to explore the notion of the 
fiumer as a social and cultural ideal m Ontario in the postwar era. The fiumer, in fact, was 
perhaps the perfect incarnation o f Cody’s socialized individual. The idealized image of the 
fiumer struck the perfect balance between individualism, on the one hand, and the broader 
social collective represented by Ae community or state, on A e other. Of course, it is important 
to keep m mind that English-speaking postwar pUmners idealized Ae Armer o f “BritiA stock,” 
and not Ae inunigrant farmers m the west, ^Ao were linked to %rarian socialism and Ae rise 
o f the CCF, nor French fiumers, who were regarded as bemg tied not only to an outdated mode 
of Amur% but also to a life regulated too heavily tty religion and social custom.^ ^ In Land and 
Labour, a report issued by Ae federal goverrunent durir% the war, co-authors James HayAome 
and Dr. Leonard Marsh si%gested that Ae “Briti A ” farmer had consistently set the standard for 
citizenship m Canada. UrAke Aeir French and ethnic counterparts, the Canadian Armer of 
Briti A  heritage was A le to maintain an apfnoiuiate balance between competing social, 
political and economic forces. Haythome and Marsh argued fliat tixe typical “BritiA” fiumer 
was not only progressive, bA also mventive and independem.^ Compared to the French m
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particular, a typical English-speaking Armer in Ontario was capable of acting on his own 
initiative in a way that a Armer in Quebec was n o t^  Though “Amily and community 
solidarity [was] Ar from lacking” in Ae conventional Engli A-speaking Arm community, Acse 
ties were simultaneously “a less pervasive and less dominating social force” than they were m 
Quebec.^
The Armer was also idealized wiA respect to the unique role that he played within the 
capitalist system. Accmding to HayAome and Marsh, Arming was “one of Ae few remaining 
fields o f one-man enterprise left m a world o f giant corpmations and wage labour.”’  ^ The 
Armer was, m other words, his own boss. More importantly, he was free from the 
dehumanizing world of the corporation or Actory m which men became nunAets, sacrificing 
their mAviduality for a weekly pay cheque. As Reg Whitaker suggests, Ae traditional Amily 
farmer was boA “a prrqxrietor of his own means of production and the source of the labour 
required for production. The Armer m a sense combmed Ae class antagonists of capitalism 
wiAin his own person”^  As an owner ofland, the farmer was essentially a capitalist To be 
more precise, he was a businessmen responsible for Ae efficient and profitAle rutming of his 
farmstead To a varying degree, he was also an entrefueneur, responsible for new business 
initiatives and also for Ae marketing of his own produce. Importantly, however, Ae farmer 
was also a labourer, a worker engaged in what many regarded as meaningful and important 
woric. Day m and day out the fiumer toiled selflessly on his fields and in his bam. Indeed, the 
fruits o f Ae farmer's labour ctmtributed greatly to the welfiue o f Ac state, (fis dawn-to-duA 
woric eAic, his connection tt> Ae land, and Ae stoic way m which he went about his business, 
Aerefore, were all qualities to be desired m Ae ideal citizeit
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It is significant to note that the identity of Ae “British” fanner as a labourer Ad not m 
any way diminish Ae import o f Ae fiumer as a model postwar citizen, prinuuily because Ae 
farmer himself generally Ad not challenge Ae social or political hegemony o f Canada's urban, 
midAe-class elite. Farmers, Aough m a sense labourers, were m no way identifiable wiA Ae 
perceived socialist tendencies of the woridng class. As Reg Whitaker observes, fiumers were 
not seen as supporters o f social welfiue reforms, “which were a concern for woridng-class 
people but <mly of marginal importance to fiumers wAo were more self-sufficient by tuture of 
Aeir occiq»tioiL”^^  Farmers of “British stock,” m fitet, were staunch opponents of socialism m 
the postwar era (or, at least, this was Aeir reputation). In Ontario m particular, the fuogram of 
Ae CCF had long been considered “unacceptable to the farm movement As historian
Joseph SchuU has argued, the fium vote reporteAy prevented the CCF fiom winning Ae 
provincial election m 1943.^  ^ In adAtion to being an embodiment of Ae spirit necessary for 
the rebmlding of the province, Aerefore, Ae Armer was also an important political ally o f Ae 
political right m Ontario.
Above all else, it was the im s^  o f the farm family itself that had a definite appeal to 
Ontario's postwar plaimers. The fium fiunily, m fitct, provided reconstnictiomsts wiA an im i^  
of Ae fiunily as an inAvisible social unit In Land and T .«hniir HayAome and Marsh argued 
that “family solidarity” was perhaps the most desirable non-economic feature o f fium life. 
“Personal associations,” Aey claimed, “are closer among Ae members of farm Amilies than 
among Aose m urban centres.”^  UiAke Ae typical suburban family, whose activities were 
stretched across the vast depersonalized expanse o f the modem city, the life o f a Arm family 
revolved around the working o f a fium, a fact vAich required the parti Apation and teamwork of 
every family member. Moreover, wiA clearly-defined public and private roles to pAy, the
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fanner and his wife were the perfect icons for a nation hoping to reassert traditional social and 
cultural values.
The clear distinction between the role pAyed by the Armer and his wife was 
particularly significant m light of Ae perceived “gender chaos” rAich prevailed m Ontario's 
urban centres m the postwar era.^ Despite Ae concerted efforts of Ontario's postwar plaimers, 
Ac blurring of ^ d e r  roles that had begim durmg the war was by no means reversed m the 
postwar era. Many women, for example, simply refused to return to Ae home after the war (as 
had been hoped), and m fact began entering the worlqiAce m increasing numbers.^ In Ae 
home, moreover, it was feared that men m general were assuming domestic duties that were 
widely considered to be “women's work.”^^  A  turn, the institution o f the nuclear fieunily itself, 
which to many represented the sacred embodiment o f traAtional gender roles, was also 
regarded as being under siege. Any effort to reassert traditional notions o f masculinity and 
femininity, Aerefore, would also have to be grounded m an attempt to rehabAtate the concept 
o f Ae family
The idea that the re-establishment o f the ideal Ontario Amily would be central to Ae 
social rehabilitation of the province was o f course rooted m reccmstniction Ascourse. During 
Ae war, reconstruction plaimers had argued Aat Ae properly constituted Amily, one m which 
each member was aware of his or her expected social role, would be a pillar of postwar society. 
Families, it was argued, “must be safeguarded as Ae fundamental social un it” The “sanctity 
and solidarity o f the family” was a fuidamental “domestic principle” around which society 
needed to be organized.^ The implications o f such noticms were wide-ranging. AsCynAia 
Comacchio suggests, the nuclear fiunily not only functioned as the basis for the community as a 
whole, but also provided an ideal model for “the traAtional view of male and female roles boA
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wiAin Ae home and m Ae maricetplace.” Key to this model, she argues, was the reassertion of 
“Ae male bread winner role.”^^  OAer Canadian social historians have made sim ilar 
observations, and have (urAer argued that Ae right to define Ae “family” and “Amily values” 
was jealously guarded by Ae ruling class. As Dominique Marshall writes, “the tradition of 
defending Ae integrity of families still belonged to the conservative elites.”^  Throughout the 
postwar era, Aerefore, the idealized notion of the fiunily would rem ain a very powerful symbol 
of the socially conservative goals irAerent m Ae reconstruction process/'
Ontario's conservation authorities certainly accepted the concept o f Ae sanctity of Ae 
nuclear Amily, and sought to perpetuate this conservative notion of Ae ideal family. A R  
Richardson himself proved to be a vocal suiqwrter of Ae fam ily as an indivisible social and 
moral unit Pointing to an “example” provided by nature, Richardson st%gested that “Avorce 
and polygamy are unknown m Canada geese and m that respect they set a good example to Ae 
human race.”^^  Though this statement m itself may ajqiear humorous, or peAaps even 
ri Aculous, it is nevertheless highly inAcative of the conservative social values that Ae 
conservation authorities promoted. Events sponsored by inAvidual authorities at conservation 
areas across Ae province, for instance, almost always had a fiunily focus. By encouraging 
families to play together, Ae notion of recreation developed by Ae conservation auAorities 
reinforced the intimate and socially necessary bonds between inAvidual fiunily members.
In Ontario, Aerefore, Ae idealized image of Ae fium family provided Ae leaders of Ae 
conservation auAorities wiA a desirable and readily identifiable model o f the properly- 
constituted nuclear family, a model wAich was perhaps more poignant than Richardson's 
romanticization o f Ae monogamous practices of wild geese. The presence of Ae traAtional 
fiunily Arm m conservation auAority rhetoric and iconography, and m particular the attention
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devoted to the aesthetic import o f the farm house, was itself a reflection of the socio-cultural 
importance of the idealized form fondly within the conservation auAority program for the 
rehabilitation of Ae province
Conclusion
The romanticization of Ae fium m the postwar era served an important rhetorical 
function within the reconstruction Ascourse of Ontario’s conservatiomsts. The idealized rural 
landscape provided im ites of a healthy, vigorous provincial environment, while the 
idealization of the farmer and his fomily helped to set the moral standard for a la ^ ly  
urbanized populace. Though forming itself remained relatively peripheral wiAin Ae 
conservation authority fvogram m Ontario, the “rural ideal ” proved to be an effective means of 
conveying the social and cultural values that conservationists themselves shared wiA the rest o f 
Ae province’s ruling elite. Idealized notions of farm life, m fact, played an important role m 
Ae concerted attempts to reassert a conservative midAe-class hegemony m Ae fuovince. An 
appreciation o f Ae farm as a socio-cAtural construct, Aerefore, helps to provide a clearer 
picture of Ae sort of society that Ontario’s leaders wanted to build - or rather rehabilitate - m 
Ae postwar period.
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Chapter Five
"We Stand Shoulder to Shoulder With Our Menfolk": Women and Conservation In
Postwar Ontario
Introduction
The romanticized image o f the former discussed in Chapter Four was undoubtedly a 
masculine construct, one which clearly outlined and further reinforced the gender-specific role 
that men were expected to play in the postwar reconstruction of the province. By actively 
promoting the image of the ideal farmer, Ontario's conservation authorities helped to 
perpetuate the traditional notion that nature was very much a public arena within which men 
asserted their masculinity, not only as physical labourers, but also as businessmen, scientists, 
technicians, and so on. Having been cast as the builders o f a new society, it was primarily foe 
men of foe province who were mobilized to bring to life the ambitious conservation authority 
program. The ffoysical rebuilding of foe nation was, and would remain, primarily a male duty. 
Closely linked to this notion of masculinity, however, was a highly conservative notion of 
femininity, one which was held by conservationists and reconstructionists alike. It will be the 
task o f this chapter, therefore, to explore foe role of women within foe conservation movement 
in postwar Ontario.
Women, Conservation, and Postwar Reconstruction
The role of women in postwar Ontario was tied almost exclusively to traditional notions 
of domesticity. Whereas men were portrayed as public builders, women were idealized as 
wives and mothers.' Their proper place, it was thou^t, was in the home, and their (vimary 
duties would be limited to issues pertaining exclusively to the domestic sphere. Far fiom
162
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challenging these conservative notions o f domesticity, the conservation authority program in 
Ontario promoted such traditional, gender-specific roles in the postwar era. Women were, for 
example, virtually excluded fiom the administrative structure o f the (xovince's conservation 
authorities/ Moreover, women were typically perifdieral in conservation aufoority rhetoric and 
iconography Occasionally there were pictures or written accounts of young girls fishing or 
planting trees with their fothers, but images o f women actively engaged in a conservaticm 
activity were rare If women were present in conservation authority discourse, they were very 
much confined to the background, fimctioning as passive observers rather than active 
participants.
The following account of the typical family woodlot may serve as an illustration of the 
gender-specific role assigned to women by Ontario’s conservationists. In an article advocating 
the woodlot’s social benefits, one conservation authority supporter wrote that ^ n le  "father" is 
busy exercising "his muscles" and "learning forest conservation by doing his forestry," and 
while the children are amusing themselves at play, "mother as usual will slap flies and feed the 
troops with sandwiches generously mixed with soil, sand and sawdust" ^  In this account the 
line between what was considered by tiie author to be socially proper male and female behavior 
was clearly drawn. Forestry, at least in this case, was obviously regarded as being an 
exclusively male activity, and only served to reinforce traditicmal notions o f masculinity. For 
womert on the other hand, the woodlot was nothing mme than an extension ofthe domestic 
sffoere. Though the wife had joined her husband and fiunily in the country, she was not 
encouraged to actively participate in physical activity, arxl in turn performed a function that 
refiected the traditional role that she would have been expected to play in her urban home (fixe
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image of “mother swatting flies,” in foct, suggests that women were perceived to be somehow 
out of place in nature.)
This is not to say, however, that women in general were not interested or involved in 
conservation itself. Though the voice and visible participation of women in the affoirs of 
Ontario's conservation authorities was minimal, women did manage to influence - albeit 
indirectly - the conservation authority agenda. Groups with strong female membership, such as 
field naturalist clubs or horticultural clubs, as well as organizations represeiiting the interests of 
women alone, such as the Women’s Institute, were given a limited th o u ^  distinct voice in the 
development of the conservation movement in Ontario. It is important to note, however, that 
the voice with which they spoke was distinctly conservative, and served to support rather than 
challenge the paternalism of the conservation authority program
To fully appreciate the role women were expected - or periiaps allowed - to play in the 
postwar conservation movement in Ontario, it is important to retum briefly to the broader 
context of postwar planning. Indeed, the role that women eventually assumed in the 
conservation movement in postwar Ontario was strongly influenced by conservative attitudes 
that were generated in the course o f reconstruction planning. These attitudes, of course, were 
largely articulated by men. In foct, one ofthe most striking features o f the formal discourse on 
postwar planning was noticeable lack of women in the “official” political discussions 
surrounding reconstruction.* Though women undoubtedly voiced their concerns and opinions 
both privately and publicly throughout the war, they were essentially excluded fiom the central 
debates on the most important problems being dealt with by postwar planners. Instead of 
having direct input into issues of basic economic and political import, women were assigned 
tasks tbat were limited by socially constructed notions of traditional gender roles/ The
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ultimate irony was that Canadian women had been sloMy encroaching upon the male- 
dominated public sphere since the turn of the century, a process which was accelerated 
noticeably during the war. Between 1939 and 1945, women entered into traditionally male- 
dominated fields in unprecedented numbers. Mobilized to replace male workers who had been 
called to military service, women took on all sorts of employment, fiom the operation of heavy 
machinery to the drafting of technical plans. Women also assumed positions of authority in 
industry and business. Elsie MacGill, for example, an aeroplane designer at Fort William’s 
Canada Car plant, had close to 7,000 people working under her directirm during the w ar/
The irony of exclusion was not lost on Canadian women. In a letter dated September 2, 
1941 to Dr. F. Cyril James, Chairman o f the Advisory Committee on Reconstruction, M.M 
Wherry, president of the Canadian Federation o f Business and Professional Women’s Clubs, 
criticized the fact that women were not represented on the Advisory Committee. Wherry’s 
letter to Dr. James was very similar to one she had sent to Mackenzie King five months 
earlier.^ Wherry stated that the absence of women was “much deplored,” especially as “the 
women of Canada are as much affected by war conditions and what will be done after the war 
as are the men of Canada.”* Wherry argued that as major contributes to rational defense and 
income, Canadian women deserved equal say on postwar economic planning. She wrote that 
“in every country women have borne equally witir men their share o f the burdens o f this war” 
and that in England, “Miss Caroline Haslett, C.B.E., electrical engineer and Chairman of our 
British Federation of Business and Professional Women, has been named advisor to the 
Mirustry of Labour ” She suggested, therefore, that the opinions of Canadian women like Elsie 
MacGill should be given the same sort o f consideration in Canada as Haslett’s were being 
given in England/
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Under increasing pressure to deal with the problems “likely to confront women woridng 
in war industries once peace returned,” the King government created, a special Subcommittee 
of the Advisory Committee on Reconstruction in January 1943.'° Under the chairmanship of 
Margaret Stovel McWilliams, wife o f the Lieutenant-Governor o f Manitoba and personal friend 
of the Prime Minister, the Subcommittee on the Post-War Problems o f Women was asked to 
examine all the aspects o f reconstruction relating to wometL Ten women in total were 
aR)ointed to the Subcommittee, and though they represented Canada’s various geographical 
regions, they were all members of the upper-middle class. In keeping with the overriding 
socio-cultural disposition o f the reconstruction process, the women of the Subcommittee 
represented the interests and attitudes o f Canada’s privileged elite rather than the concerns of 
average Canadian women. "  The Subcommittee, vdiich met a total o f four times during its 
short existence and was only given ei^A months to complete its broad mandate, had very little 
influence on the course o f postwar planning. Though their report submitted to the House of 
Commons in January 1944 contained a number of proposals aimed at improving the status of 
women in Canada, it received little prarliamentary attention, and ultimately “suffered from a 
lack o f public s iq ^ r t” '^
A serious treatment of the status o f women in Canada remained very much on the 
pteriphery of the reconstruction agenda. Instead of liberalizing the role of women in Canadian 
society, the entire reconstruction process served to tie women more closely to idealized pnewar 
notions of domesticity and femininity. During the war, women were pmrtrayed as marching 
“shoulder to shoulder wifri their brothers in arms” woridng hard on the homeftont for a p>eace 
^ tich  would “bring their men home.” '^  However, it was widely expwcted that in the px>stwar 
era women who had worked so that the men could f i ^ t  would return to the pxivate spAere to
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resume their moral social duties as mothers and housewives. In the much anticipated struggle 
to “win the peace” > ^ch  would commence as soon as the war ended, postwar planners made it 
clear that women would be counted upon to play an important supporting role, but only as their 
purported nature as M/omen would allow. While men were busy rebuilding the natirm 
physically, women would return to their conventional “occupation” as helpmates and moral 
companions in * e  home and in die community
In her groundbreaking book "TheVre Still Women After All": The Second World War 
anH r^tiaH ian W om anhood. Ruth Roach Picrson argues that “the War’s s li^ t  yet disquieting 
reconstruction o f womanhood in the direction of equality with men was scrapped for a full- 
skirted and redomesticated post-war model, and for more than a decade feminism was once 
again sacrificed to femininity.” '^  Pierson's thesis, Wiich was originally intended to challenge 
the conventional wisdom that the war had actually liberated women from the confines o f the 
domestic sphere, has become the standard interpretati<m of the effect of the war on the cultural 
construction of femininity and women's social roles in the immediate postwar era. Alexander 
Wilson, for example, in his sturty on the relationship between landscape and culture in North 
America since the war, follows Pierson's lead in suggesting that in the postwar era, "women 
were unceremoniously escorted back from the factories to the hearths where they were now 
supposed to marshal the new armies of conunercialism."'^ Though it is true that women in 
general were returned to the home after the war, it is important to point out that they were not 
excluded from the male-dominated public splme altogether. However, as active participants in 
postwar community building, the role of women was almost exclusively limited to cultural or 
moral issues.
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In keeping with the broader trends of postwar reconstruction in general, it was as 
cultural or moral agents diat women actively engaged in the conservation resurgence in Ontario 
after the war The niche that women carved for themselves within the movement, therefore, 
was one that did not challenge the existing patriarchal power structure, but rather 
complemented i t  Involvement in conservation typically broke down into a distinction between 
men’s work and women’s work. While men were responsible for dealing with issues such as 
the building of dams, the improvement of rivers, the construction of irrigation schemes, and the 
scientific m aniem ent o f forest resources, women took the responsibility over noatters of 
primarily domestic and aesthetic significance. Their involvement in other words, typified the 
role that women had played in the conservation movement in North America since the late 
nineteenth century As Val Plumwood argues, for over a century "women have been prominent 
in die struggle in all ecological areas, but especially in peace, neigbourhood and health 
issues.” '^  The role of women in the conservation movement she suggests, can be 
characterized as an extension of maternal feminism. Since the 1880s, this role has reflected 
and in turn solidified the image of women as mothers, as nurturers, and as virtuous moral 
agents.
Unfortunately, very little work has been done on the role of women in the conservation 
movement in Canada, especially on the involvement o f women in the resurgence of the 
conservation movement in the postwar era. We can, however, look to die work of some 
prominent American historians whose studies of the role o f women in the Progressive Era 
conservation movement sheds much light on the traditional gender roles that Canadian 
reconstructionists attempted to revive after the war. Carolyn Merchant, for example, argues 
that th o u ^  female conservationists actively participated in the conservation movement during
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the Progressive Era, “they nevertheless accepted die traditional sex roles assigned to them by 
late nineteenth century American society.” '^ Merchant notes diat as eariy as the 1890s, 
organizations such as the General Federation o f Women’s Clubs in the United States promoted 
conservation programs aimed at the betterment o f com m unities  nation wide. Local clubs in 
particular participated in “cosmetic campaigns” to clean up their towns and cities, and 
embariced upon fxojects which sought to improve the aesthetic appeal o f architectural 
structures and to enhance the natural beauty o f the urban and near-urban environment. In the 
spirit of the City Beautiful movement, and in conjunction with other cmnmunity groups, the 
women of the conservation movement were responsible for “the beautification of yards, vacant 
lots, school yards, and public buildings through planting trees and shrubs.” '^  They also woriced 
towards the acquisition of wooded land to be preserved and enjoyed by those desirous of 
communing with nature in its most primitive state. Moreover, women engaged in the “clean 
water ” movement wdiich, equating pure water with health and impure water witii death and 
disease, was a fundamental issue for women as nurturers and healers. Involvement in tiie 
“clean air” movement was determined along similar lines. In a recent paper on industrial 
pollution in P ittsburg near the end of Ae nineteentii century, Ai%ela Gugliotta claims that 
thou^i men were effected most directly by the smoke generated by local ironworks, the 
“environmental dirt, and smoke in particular, was seen by middle class municipal housekeepers 
and other elite activists as women’s problems." She adds that "with the extension of the 
domestic sphere to the city as a whole came an extension o f women’s cleaning activities and 
responsibilities to the civic environment”^
Likewise, women who played an active role in the postwar conservation movement in 
Ontario generally did so by asserting their maternal virtues as mothers, nurturers and as
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essential helinnates to men in their lAiysical nation-building cause. In a brief presented to the 
Ontario government’s Select Committee on Conservation in 1950, for instance, the Federated 
Women’s Institutes o f Ontario (FWIO) appropriated wartime propaganda to reassure the 
committee that their interests were not in any way opposed to the paternal power structure that 
the ixovince’s conservation ixogram represented. The FWIO clearly stated in their opening 
comments tiiat “We wish this Coirunittee to know that we will stand shoulder to shoulder with 
our menfolk in any conservation program that this Committee sees fit to promote.”^' (It is 
significant to note that, as the only exclusively female organization to make a presentation to 
the Select Committee on Conservation, the FWIO represented primarily rural rather than urban 
wometL) While the numerous nude-dominated organizations that presented briefr to die Select 
Committee focused on predontinantly material issues such as soil conservation and flood 
control, the FWIO argued for measures that were reminiscent of the Progressive Era Municipal 
Housekeeping movement Indicating the need for anti-litter leagues, the roadside spraying of 
unattractive weeds, and plans to enhance the beauty and comfort of private homes and public 
buildings, the FWIO lobbied for conservation {xograms which aimed at improving the beauty 
and cleanliness o f Ontario’s rural and urban communities.
The welfiue of the community as an organic social body was also an area of concern for 
the FWIO. The main focus o f the FWIO was in Act the “conservation of life” itself. The life 
and vitality of the community as a primarily moral or cultural unit radier than as an economic 
or political entity was the fxincipal rallying point for women involved in conservation projects 
in the postwar era. Though men were also concerned with the moral welfare o f their 
community, die physical or technical aspects o f its upkeep often took precedence over i^ iat 
was regarded as less practical considerations. For example, male-dominated organizations
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advocated the xqiplication of conservation principles to the practice of agriculture in order to
determine die means by which the production o f food staples such as grain could be
maximized. The FWIO, on the other hand, claimed that soil conservation needed to address
more fundamental issues of agricultural production, such as the nutritional quality of grain and
the manner in which the crop itself was eventually consumed. In their plea for the
“conservation of grain” the FWIO stated that “we deplore that life-giving grain. is used in such
quantities in the manuActure of alcohol ” It was sinful, Aey argued, to deny people boA
nationally and internationally “badly needed sustenance” through such reckless use o f Ae
province’s natural resources. In the true spirit o f the temperance movement, Ae FWIO warned
against “the destruction of life and property through drunkenness,” and Ae general
“unhrqipiness and immorality caused by liquor.” Pointing to the perceived decline o f Ontario's
rural communities, Aey concluded Aat Ae need for conservation was very apparent^
The FWIO was particularly adamant m its claim that conservation “as it related to the
home” was Ae ultimate responsibility o f Ontario womerL^ This domestic attitude prevailed
well into Ae 1970s. Though the issues facmg conservationists had changed significantly by the
mid-1960s, the conservative notions o f gender-specific roles had not Writing for the
conservation authority perioAcal Watersheds. RuA S t Clair, a researcher for a CBC Radio
program entitled “The Elements o f L ife”, suggested that m the war against pollutiort the main
battle to be fought by women was against pollution in the home. Arguing that Ae home was an
uncontested “female realm” she stated:
I heard the cry somewAile ago ‘away wiA pollution’ but the 
cry was Aim, and anyway, it was about reeds m rivers and 
lakes, and dirty air and the business o f getting rid of the 
garb^p. That was men’s business, and A o u ^  I agreed it 
was important, it Adn’t really concern me. But like any
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war, n  has gradually come closer and closer, and has now 
involved my home. So I’m at war, and my enemy is 
pollution.^*
The appeal to Ae domestic role of women m the f i^ t  against pollution is a  further indication 
o f the highly gendered structure of Ae conservation authorities m Ontario. Indeed, S t Clair’s 
invocation of a clearly nineteenA-century image of the ideal woman as a veritable “angel mthe 
house” is testament to the deeply rooted social conservatism which guided the conservation 
authorities throughout the postwar era.
Conclusion
The postwar role of women m Ae conservation movement in Ontario, and indeed m the 
rest o f Canada, is a topic vAich deserves a great deal more attention than has been given here.
A better understanding of the relationship between idealized notions of femininity and the 
conservation movement m general would shed much valuable light <m Ae reconstruction 
process itself. O f particular importance would be a studty vAich focused more closely on the 
actual voices of women A more detailed stucty of Ae mvolvement o f the FWIO m 
conservation projects would be a good start, though a look at other organizations wiA a large 
female membership (such as field naturalist groups and horticultural societies) would also 
prove to be fruitful.
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Conclosioo
In 1961, A Ji. Richardson, ^k> had been the director of the Conservation Branch of Ae 
Department of Planning and Develoixnent smce 1944, retired from his post as Chief 
Conservation Engineer for Ontario. His retirement marked Ae beginning of Ae end o f an era for 
Ae conservation authority movement m the province. The period between 1946 and 1961 had 
been one of sustained growA and development for Ontario's conservation authorities. Under 
Richardson's leadership, twenty-seven out of total of thirty-eight authorities had been created 
(wiA Ae rest following within a decade o f Richardson's retirement) ' More significantly, it was 
during Richardson's term at the head o f the Conservation Branch that the conservation authority 
program itself was created and ultimately refined to respond more effectively the postwar needs 
of Ae province. Throughout the 1950s, m Act, Ae conservati<m authorities had been one of the 
leading voices m Ae conservation movement m Ontario. However, regardless of their postwar 
popularity and prominence, the conservation authorities became mcreasingly peripheral after 
Richardson's retirement
In part, Ae declining importance o f the conservation authority movement throughout the 
1960s may have been a result of Richardson's departure itself. The conservation authorities had 
certainly benefited throughout Ae postwar era from Richardson's ctynamic leadership, and from 
his ability to drum-up support for watershed conservation throughout Ae province. But the 
diminished role of Ae conservation auAorities after 1961 is better exfriained by the social and 
political changes that occurred m Ontario in the early 1960s. One o f the nwjor changes was 
within the Ontario government itself. By 1960, the postwar reconstruction process had run its 
course. Reconstruction had been a success, and as a result much o f the anxiety that had
175
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motivated the government's plans for the rehabilitation of the province had been addressed.
There was, therefme, a distinct shift not only in the outlook o f the ixovincial government, but 
also in its very structure. This shift had a direct impact on the ctmservation authorities. In 1962, 
Ae Conservation Branch left the Department o f Planning and Development (which had been 
renamed the Department o f Economics and Development m 1961), and was moved to the 
Department o f Lands and Forests. Once touted as the voice o f conservation within the 
government's plans for postwar reconstruction, tiie Conservation Branch became just (me of 
matty competing conservaticm voices m tiie Department o f Lands and Forests, a department 
devoted almost exclusively to the mam^ement o f resources in Ontario's non-urban hinterland, 
and not to conservaticm problems witiiin its cities. The privileged status that tiie Conservation 
Branch had enjoyed m Ae multifaceted Department of Planning and Develo|xnem all but 
disappeared m the years following Richardscm's retirement
Beyond redefined administrative structures, however, the most significant change in the 
1960s was within Ae ctxiservaticm movement itself. Throughout tiie 1960s, a  host o f authors 
and scientists helped to shift Ae focus of conservation Ascourse toward issues such as pollution 
and population growA A particular, the publicaticm of Rachel Carstm’s Silent Snring in 1962 
mariced Ae dawning of new environmental attitudes m NorA America. Arguing that Ae 
widespread use of synAetic pesticides was poisoning the environment Carson cautioned her 
readers that “we know not vAat harm we face.”  ^ Though Ae narrow focus o f her work was on 
the declining numbers of songbirds m tiie United States, Carscm effectively drew attention to the 
growing problem of pollution, and especially Ae toxic nature o f air borne pollutants. Numerous 
books on a wide range o f environmental tc^ics were published m Ae years that followed One 
of the most sensational, and also influential, of these woiks was Paul Ehrlich’s The Pooulaticm
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Bomb. Selling more than three million copies in the first few years after its original publication 
in 1968, Ehrlich’s book initiated “an immense debate about the virtues o f having more people on 
Ae planet”  ^ Coupled wiA Ae growing sense of an impending environmental crisis, concern 
over unchecked population growA only served to hei^ten  Ae stakes surrounding environmental 
action, not only m the Umted States, but also around the world.
These concerns, m fact, b ro i^ t about a new generation of conservationists m Ontario 
wiA a raAer Afferent set of anxieties and priorities. No longer concerned wiA flooding and 
Aought, a host of “new” environmental problems became hot topics o f public debate. Pollution, 
m particular, became an issue that Ontarians were forced to deal wiA. Whereas the conservation 
authorities throi^hout the 1950s had been content merely to fluA water-borne pollutants 
downstream and away from Ae cities, Ae new breed of conservationists wanted to eraAcate 
pollution altogeAer. Moreover, air pollution, which had not even been a consideration within 
Ae original conservation auAority mandate, now became a central issue. Such attitudes, 
coupled wiA a growing spirit o f social activism, resulted m an explosion o f new conservation 
organizations in Ae 1960s. These organizations, which would become Ae foundation of Ae 
environmental movement m Ae 1970s, became Ae new collective voice of conservation m 
Ontario. Again, Ae conservation auAorities, vAich had been one of Ae most dominant 
conservation institution m Ae postwar era, became increasingly peripheral within a growing 
environmental movement that had itself moved beyond the issues and anxieties that had 
motivated an enAe generation o f Ontario's postwar plarmers.
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Notes
' By 1968, allbut four o f Ontirio's authorities had been fiNinded. In the mid-1970s the last o f a total o f thirty-eight 
conservation authorities was finally established
' Quoted in Hal K. Rothman. The Greemng o f a Nation?: Environmentaliwn in the United States since 1945 (New 
York: Harcouit Brace and Co., 1998), 90. See also Rachel Carson, Silent Snring (New York: Fawcett Crest, 1962).
^IbiiL9i.
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